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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Leadership should be embraced by both the Christian and secular worlds. As a process of social influence, leadership is a state in which a person seeks for support of his followers and rallies them to accomplish a common goal or task. The position or function of a leader is to guide and direct a group of people with the purpose of producing the most desired results in their endeavors. Leaders in pastoral ministry have the greatest responsibility of serving the body of Christ and his followers as they work together to fulfill the Great Commission in their churches, their communities, and their world. “Ministers who provide effective leadership to churches are most likely to do so by becoming personally involved in the mission of the church.”

A pastor is “the feeder, protector, and guide, or shepherd, of a flock of God’s people in the New Testament times. The term also implied the nourishing of and caring for God’s people - spiritual guidance.” “Pastoral” is an adjective term which refers to the lifestyle of pastoralists, such as shepherds herding livestock in the field.

Pastoral Leadership is one of the greatest subjects taught in the Bible, yet it has become a matter of discussion and debate in churches throughout the past decades. Many books, journals, articles, and magazines have been written on the subject of leadership, administration, management, control, or stewardship, without a clear and purposeful definition for the concept.

Despite the debate or discussion surrounding this subject matter, two questions should be asked regarding any specific church entity: first, Is the church or rather pastoral leadership effective, and second, are the strategies for effective leadership seen in the church in question


based on the biblical foundations necessary for true pastoral leadership and healthy church growth?

This project, therefore, is meant to enhance understanding of specific strategies for effective pastoral leadership. “Real leadership happens on the edge, on the boundaries where opportunities and resources meet. On these strategic edges, leaders live by their values and are forced to make choices.”³ Without question, pastoral leadership must be effective and biblical. A thorough understanding of scripture is very crucial at this point. Also, there must be a proper application and implementation of scriptural principles of effective pastoral leadership. This is an in-depth study of this subject of pastoral leadership limited to the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya. Much information will be shown, obtained through research, questionnaires, surveys, and interviews. A little exploration of the factors for effective pastoral leadership would indicate that, like any other church, this church has experienced authoritative leadership since its inception in the early days of the 1900s. In his book entitled; 7 Practices of Effective Ministry, Andy Stanley said; “I have always taken comfort in the fact that Jesus said He would build his church while my responsibility as a local church leader is simply to keep in step with the Savior.”⁴

Leaders truly understood the difference between authoritative leadership and dictatorial leadership. In most cases they have embraced leadership as an essential dimension of pastoral ministry. Their unity of mind and effort has assured a progressive mission of this church. “Leaders should be known best in terms of what they stand for.”⁵ They have exercised biblical authority in their instructions and the application of the Word of God to the individual and


⁵. Mosley, 73.
corporate activities of the whole church. Not only have they shown authoritative pastoral leadership in the entire church, but also they have achieved greater progress by participating in planning and the organization of church activities. They have well-defined goals and objectives for the progress of the church as it seeks to honor God in all its activities and endeavors. “The exercise of authority is designed to serve the well-being of those under its care. Certainly, in the Lord’s flock, leadership among God’s people is always servant leadership. This authority is to be directed by God’s word.”6 Nonetheless, its mutual organization is desirable. They participate in organizing the whole congregation, teaching and helping them to live, learn, love and labor together as one body for Jesus Christ. “Shepherd leadership is concrete, participative, involved leadership. Shepherds are with the sheep.”7

Once leadership is defined as a relationship of influence, it is evident that everyone exercises leadership; everyone seeks to influence the people and circumstances around them. The burden of leadership no longer rests on the shoulders of the leader. It is a shared responsibility in which everyone participates. “Organizations – churches – may grant us the responsibility to lead, may hold us accountable for missions and outcomes, but they do not eliminate the leadership influence of those to whom we are roped.”8

That is what effective pastoral leadership is all about. Most of the leadership of Africa Gospel Church, Kenya has been people chosen of God and endowed with the aspiration to lead and feed the flock of Jesus Christ by exercising biblical authority. They have lived exemplary lives worthy of emulation by their peers and other churches around them. They have been men


8. Ibid.
and women with great spiritual influence and sacrificial love to the membership and their calling to ministry. They have faithfully served the church and created a huge following.

They have preached Christ for decades, so that many souls have been won to him. Many believers have been transformed and turned into reverent worshippers and bold witnesses for Jesus Christ. Hence the whole church has matured and grown healthy in grace and in the love of God. The leadership of Africa Gospel Church, Kenya is grounded on a biblical foundation and instructions necessary for leadership and healthy church growth. The entire church is basically made up of two teams of leaders: elders and deacons. This is a strategy that has held the elders accountable with the responsibility of shepherding the flock. They are the ones who are exercising oversight and being worthy examples to the believers. Their most important role is to pray, guide, and counsel the church membership. They teach the scriptures, disciple believers, lead church services, and also direct the church to see and follow a single vision for ministry.

“The one characteristic common to all leaders is the ability to make things happen. The ultimate reason God assign leaders to any position was because He could best use that position to accomplish His purpose of shaping them into the image of Christ.”9

On the other hand, the deacons assist the elders by taking care of the flock and leading the church’s different kinds of ministry. “Besides talents, it demands persistence and the opportunity to practice.”10 They are the ones who have been involved with the general pastoral responsibilities of the church. Pastoral leadership has been effective because of their work of collecting funds and distributing relief, as well as acting as the Lord’s agents of mercy. Learning to become an effective leader is like learning to play music. Effective pastoral leadership is


incredible due to their hearts of helping the poor, the jobless, the sick, the widowed, the elderly, the disabled, and all those who are struggling amongst the sheep. They also assist the elders with the ordinances of baptism and the Lord’s Supper. As if that is not enough, the deacons also take care of the functions of the church buildings and other church property. If St. Paul was still alive, he would remind the whole church of Christ of what he said in the book of Romans 12:7-8: “If it is serving, let him serve, it is it teaching, let him teach; if it is encouraging, let him encourage; … let him give generously; if it is leadership, let him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully.”\textsuperscript{11} This means that laboring and leading the church to achieve healthy growth requires seriousness of purpose. “Being a pastor is a tough, demanding job, one that is not always very well understood or appreciated.”\textsuperscript{12}

Another characteristic of effective pastoral leadership within the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya, is that it is spiritual. Other than staff development, services, finances, and ministry potential, effective pastoral leadership ought to be looked at in terms of spiritual life. Coupled with being spirit-filled and spirit-led, the current leaders and pastors of this church possess appropriate skills as well as a wealth of experience. As it deeds essential and important qualities of pastoral leadership, this has been their driving force to effectively lead the church and maintain strength to withstand some of the challenges through which the church has gone.

Pastors of local churches must have realized that the spiritual life of the church should be closely geared to that of its pastor or leader. These pastors are well tuned to the fact that they are the ministers of Christ and therefore the ministry should be centered in the person and work of Christ whose character they must demonstrate. They have learned to connect. As John Maxwell

\textsuperscript{11} Romans 12:7-8
states in his book, *Everyone Communicates, Few Connect*: “Connecting is the ability to identify with people and relate to them in a way that increases your influence with them because the ability to communicate and connect with others is a major determining factor in reaching your potential.”

As opposed to autocratic rule, these pastors have learned to lead the flock in love and in obedience to the Word of God. Their main work is to supply spiritual organization, spiritual leadership, and spiritual energy in the church, which is a clear demonstration of true spiritual concern for others. Acts 20:28 says, “Keep watch over you and all the flock of which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers. Be shepherds of the church of God, which He bought with his own blood.”

As this project continues and attempts to suggest and outline specific approaches for healthy church growth, one more aspect of effective pastoral leadership is that it must be sacrificial. First of all, pastors are called into ministry which in essence requires wisdom and grace from the Almighty God. Often there is an assumption that everyone in pastoral leadership knows what it means to be a spiritual leader, or rather that one knows how to exercise appropriate control of his own knowledge and abilities in leading others. As within the leadership of Africa Gospel Church, people must realize that their source of authority is God himself, to whom every spiritual leader owes appropriate respect. This is one of the biblical mandates to be adhered to by every spiritual leader in order to make leadership in any organization effective and fruitful.

---


Perhaps the question will rest on whether church leaders are sensitive to the needs of the people they are leading, because those who are regarded with warm affection are those who genuinely exercise proper leadership within a local church congregation. “Sheep multiply when they are pastured.”15 In the actual sense, a spiritual leader must know how to work with people, work through people, feed people, and lead them. In his book *Planting Fast-Growing Churches*, Stephen Gray notes this description of different kinds of leaders: “There are all kinds of leaders and all kinds of leadership styles. There is the lead-by-example leader, the dictator, the persuader, the gifted orator, and the hands-on leader.”16 In other words, tasks to be accomplished would depend on the degree of leadership abilities. The leaders of Africa Gospel Church, Kenya have been seriously involved in the planning process as well as the implementation process. They have been good in providing direction, supervision and blessing. With one mindset about the ministry, these leaders believe that with a proper understanding of scriptural principles, it is still possible to be effective in pastoral leadership today, for leadership is just a matter of courage.

A statistical overview of churches in Kenya states that its population is over 36 million people with just under 4 million residing in its capital city, Nairobi. There are 42 ethnic groups who call Kenya home; each group has its own unique language and culture. Although Kikuyu is the largest ethnic group, the Maasai are the most well-known due to both their long and preserved culture and their environment in Kenyan tourism. Kenya is also home to immigrants of other nationalities, including Europeans, Asians, and Somalis. Kenya’s official languages are English and Swahili. More than 45 languages are spoken throughout the country. Kenya is very

---


receptive to Christianity. “17 Religious concepts of salvation often imply redemption into or emancipation from culture.” As such, it is about 80% Christian. Religions have this in record: Protestant, 45%; Catholic, 33%; and Islamic, 20%. Some Kenyans also practice Sikhism, Hinduism, and traditional animist religions. Kenya is about the size of the state of Texas and its capital city is Nairobi. There are more than 4,000 registered churches in Kenya, belonging to much variety of denominations. These can range from mainstream churches to lesser known evangelical gospel-oriented churches. “Paul and Philippians’ fellowship in the gospel, their gospel partnership, gives the theological and relational context and texture for his major themes.”18

The Africa Gospel Church, Kenya is one of the well-established churches in Kenya. These churches have their roots in early missionary work, when Europeans first came and took interest in the area and they saw an opportunity to preach to a wide new population. The concept of Catholicism first arrived in Kenya in 1498, when a Portuguese trader erected a cross on the coastal shore near Malindi. Many Catholic missionaries began traveling to Kenya in the late 1500s, but the country didn’t start to have an official church presence until the 1900s in place such as; Nairobi, Nyeri, Kisumu and Meru.

Today there are 26 dioceses and more than 7 million baptized Kenyans. The Methodists are about half a million in membership. This church established its presence in Kenya in 1860, with missionaries from the United Methodist Free Church. Today the church has expanded to include the Kenya Methodist University and Mau Methodist Hospital. The Anglican Church missionaries came to Kenya in 1844. They were the ones who translated the Bible into local


languages in order to preach the gospel to the locals. The Anglican Church has 29 dioceses and over 5 million members. There are six Anglican theological colleges and a publishing house which helps in providing Christian books for Africans.

As with the other churches in Kenya, Pentecostalism came to Africa first through European missionaries in 1912. Pentecostal churches are growing more rapidly due to their charismatic approach to preaching. “The leadership challenge is a profound and inspiring blueprint for building leadership capacity that should be ready by all.”19 Other significant denominations are the Baptist, Presbyterian, Reformed, Episcopal, Lutheran, and the Gospel Revivalist churches. The Africa Gospel Church is just a network of over 1,500 congregations. The church traces its roots back to the work of missionaries from World Gospel Mission starting in 1932. It has grown to be the sponsor of Tenwek Hospital and Kenya Highlands Evangelical University, Kaboson Pastors’ school, Olderkesi Ministry Training Institute, and many high schools and primary schools among other ministries and community development projects. “The church constantly ministers to the growing and changing needs humanity.”20 Effective pastoral leadership strategies indicate that the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya has been self-governing since the early 1970s, and has seen remarkable growth and development into urban areas as well as sending its own missionaries to remote areas and unreached tribes in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Sudan. The history of Christianity in Kenya can be easily understood by going down to the roots of some churches and missionary societies.


The first Protestant mission to Kenya was the Missionary Society. Its first pioneer, John Kraft, arrived in 1844. He remained after the death of his wife and child to establish a work that over the years has grown to become the Anglican Church of Kenya, with over 1,000,000 attendants. The British Methodists arrived in 1862 and established a work that also continues today. In 1891, the Scottish Presbyterians began work that established the Presbyterian Church of East Africa. “We stood up in groups and prayed for the people going to all of the different parts of the world-20 going to Africa, 30 going to Europe, 20 going to S. America and so forth.”

Africa Inland Mission also began work in 1895 under the direction of the Mission’s founder, Peter Cameron Scott. The work began at the city of Mombasa with the effort of seven missionaries. They moved inland to a place called Nzawi and the Africa Inland Church was founded in 1943. Today, it has about 1,000,000 members. A keen look at these examples of churches would clearly prove that for an organization to exist and continue to grow there must be an effective pastoral leadership. “Today, thousands of young leaders are equally passionate about their vision for ministry.”

Africa Gospel Church is not an aloof church. Over the years it has been working in mutual collaboration with most of these national churches. The fact that there is freedom of worship of any kind provided by the constitution of Kenya has made much of Kenya to be open and receptive to the Gospel. The church has complete freedom to evangelize and as such every church has experienced tremendous growth over the last 20 years.

---


However, there are many ethnic groups who have not yet responded to God’s love and forgiveness. “Mr. Hotchkiss wound up his affairs in Kenya and left for America in late 1899. His aim was to place the burden for souls in Africa on the hearts of the Friends people. His specific concern at that time was for the almost untouched Kavirondo tribe in Western Kenya, and his hope was that the Friends would establish an industrial mission among them.” Due to the impact of Christian missionaries during the British colonial period in Kenya, much of its population today is Christian. Africa Gospel Church is one of the many churches that have done a lot in spreading Christianity, a religion which has largely eliminated many of the traditional and tribal beliefs held by the people of Kenya before the coming of the Europeans. “African pastoral care places the greatest value on relationally and participation in ritual, symbol, and ceremony.” Not much has been done amongst some tribes such as the Samburu, Turkana, and the Maasai peoples. This means about 10% of the population is still following their African religion in Kenya. The church has strategically penetrated and preached one God, the Almighty creator, and thus it has broken some tribes’ traditional beliefs. Suffice it to say that pastoral leadership must be effective in overturning Christians who may have continued to hold beliefs based on their traditional spirituality. Hinduism, Sikhism, Islamism and a few others are some of the exception religions.

**Statement of Problem and Purpose**

This thesis project intends to examine the factors for healthy church growth strategies with regard to theological reflections, cultural considerations, and individual growth process in


order to establish a healthy church growth. All team members within a pastorate must clearly understand the whole system of leadership as a process as well as a discipline and be able to communicate specific solutions to the main problem. In this sense, too, effective leaders are leaders who are considerably capable of handling the problems at hand or what needs to be done and develop action plans. “These people cannot be expected to serve without training and development.”25 They are to take responsibility for decisions and communication. Thus effective pastoral leadership involves leaders who focus on opportunities, production, and means to meet needs of churches like in any other organization. “The work of pastors, preachers and teachers is that of edification.”26

As stated in the first pages of this introduction this project is an attempt to screen pastoral leadership within Africa Gospel Church, Kenya. It is to find the problem that the current pastoral leadership is trying to bring to the surface and suggest some applicable solutions to the prevailing situation. It is trying to find answers to questions such as, what is the situation of the church in terms of leadership and care today. What are the most pressing needs of the church that leaders are wrestling with? More so, what is the purpose of the church? Most of all, this is a means to highlighting the reality that these problems do exist in churches, as well as in other organizations.

The problem, though, is basically rooted in the need for competent leaders in the pastoral ministry of the church. The church needs leaders who are endowed with a desire to make the ministry as effective and productive as possible. Their need is to succeed by determining their effectiveness by focusing on things they can count. Result is the ultimate measure of their

25. Dr. Terry W. Dorset, Developing Leadership Teams in the Bivocational Church, (Bloomington, Indiana, Cross Books, 2010), 5.

success. Those are leaders whose desire is to move the church forward and grow it to a healthy state by applying biblical principles necessary for growth change. Here, the most relevant strategy is the application of heavenly authority to get things done. “Successful leaders must be people who get things done. This demand for measurable results from leaders puts pressure on people to focus on their accomplishments. What better way to appear successful than to set a goal and then meet it.” I Timothy 3:1 states, “Here is a trustworthy saying: If anyone sets his heart on being an overseer, he desires a noble task.” Choosing to be involved with pastoral leadership is a clear proof of shouldering a noble responsibility. This is a personally called leader who is entrusted with the work of God. As such, one must be spiritually gifted in order to perform such a task. Acts 2:42 is a scripture verse which could be considered a problem, or rather the purpose statement, for Africa Gospel Church leadership and other churches and denominations: “They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.” The purposes or activities of the church should be to teach biblically sound doctrine, provide a place of fellowship for members, oversee the Lord’s Supper, and to be committed to prayer.

Pastoral leadership can be categorized as effective when it is providing a place for fellowship where Christians can be devoted to one another, instruct one another and be compassionate to one another. Above all this, the final purpose of church is to promote prayer, according to Philippians 4:6-7: “Do not be anxious about anything, but in everything, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which

27. Henry Blackaby and Richard Blackaby, *Spiritual Leadership: Moving People on to God’s Agenda* (Nashville, TN: B&H Publishing Group, 2001), 120.

28. 1 Timothy 3:1

29. Ac. 2:42.
transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and your mind in Christ Jesus.” The church was also commissioned to proclaim the gospel of salvation through Jesus Christ (Mathew 28:18-20; Acts 1:8). Without doubt, the church is called into pastoral leadership by spiritual leaders being effective and faithfully sharing the gospel through word and deed. Strategic pastoral leadership also is to elevate the church to be a lighthouse in the community and point people toward Jesus Christ that they may find peace and rest. What the Africa Gospel Church has been doing is recorded in the book of James 1:27, “Religion that God our father accepts as pure and faultless is this; to look after orphans and widows in their distress and keep oneself from being polluted by the world.”

The church is to be about the business of ministering to those in need by sharing the gospel, and providing for physical needs as necessary and appropriate. In addition, the church is also supposed to equip believers in Christ with the tools they need to overcome sin and remain free from the pollution of the world. Strategies for effective pastoral leadership would drive the church forth into healthy growth by engaging in biblical teaching and Christian fellowship. Paul also illustrated the purpose of the church of Christ to the believers in Corinth. 1 Corinthians 12:12-27 states, “The church is God’s hands, mouth, and feet in this world - the body of Christ.” Africa Gospel Church has existed and lived to be an example in the manner of doing the things that Jesus would do if he were here physically on earth.

Churches all over the world need to re-examine their pastoral leadership strategies in order to improve them in terms of quality and quantity growth. “Strategy is how religious leaders

31. James 2:7
32. 1 Corinthians 12:12-27
discover, maintain, and enrich the stewardship of their gifts, abilities, and strengths - the edge. Simply put, ministry strategy calls for the expansion of excellence.™³³ If leadership should be effective and prosperous, then leaders ought to focus on certain strategies that will enable them to do so. Shepherds are gentle in nature. Sometimes they act like servant leaders in caring for their flock and mentoring others through the process of discipleship. It is a system whereby the church would re-evaluate its leadership principles as well as the factors for growth. Coupled with this idea of re-examination of leadership principles, the leadership of the church also needs to understand the trend for growth and devise a mechanism for developing other leaders in order to meet the need for strong leaders to champion growth in the church.

It is also to explore some of the necessary biblical and theological foundations of leadership deemed necessary for the building and the extension of the Kingdom of God. Sugden says, “Leadership must never be exploited for personal gain. It is always used for the good of the church and the glory of God. As you gain in leadership abilities, you will also gain in leadership opportunities.”³⁴ In the same regard, the leadership would need to focus attention on the whole system of its management and administration. The church should propose changes related to its mission, vision, and purpose, and yearn for an effective theological approach to leadership and management of church affairs. “Once we were united around our purpose and mission, the church became more effective, efficient, and excellent in ministry.”³⁵ Participatory events like election and transition of leadership should be done in obedience to the Word of God. God’s leadership and presence is an assurance of strong and effective pastoral leadership in the church.

---

33. Dale, 9.


35. Dr. Walther P. Kallestad, Steven L. Schey, Total Quality Ministry, (Minneapolis, Augsburg, 1994), 44.
It is never right to assume that pastoral leadership is free of challenges. There are a lot of challenges and barriers facing the church today. These challenges may range from finances, ordinances, availability of capable and theologically trained leaders, and the need to embrace the diversity of spiritual gifts within the same body of believers. This being said, church leadership should seek for an effective model for leadership development. “The lay people must have ownership of the ministry and ownership must come from facing the need and developing the ministry together.” Healthy growth rests upon leadership development. In other words, healthy leaders are capable of building and growing healthy churches. “The pastor is not just a leader. He is a leader of leaders.” In order for good changes to happen so that pastoral leadership is as effective as possible, wise leaders are supposed to know their status in terms of where they are and where they are going. The best way to do this is to create a free environment and a clear system of communication whereby the needs of the congregation are handled in a biblical manner.

**Statement of Limitations**

As this project will suggest and attempt to outline strategic approaches for healthy church growth, it is a worthy thing to look into its limitations. This paper will only address those unique issues of pastoral leadership within the scope of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya. It will seek to bring the readers to understand the reasons for growth and sustenance of this church over the past century. Other important churches and missions may be mentioned as models of effective pastoral leadership along the lines as having been working hand in hand with Africa Gospel

---

36. Dorsett, 6.

Church, Kenya. These churches and missions may include the World Gospel Mission-Kenya, Free Methodist Church, Africa Inland Church, Full Gospel Churches of Kenya, and many more. This project will also attempt to maintain its purpose of the understanding of the strategies for effective pastoral leadership based on Biblical foundations necessary for leadership and healthy church growth in the Africa Gospel Church-Kenya. It will also be limited by means of research methods, questionnaires, surveys, and interviews thoroughly analyzing and evaluating the status of urban churches, rural churches, mission fields, and institutions of Africa Gospel Church-Kenya. From there they sailed back to Antioch, where they had been commended to the grace of God for they had now completed.”38 (Acts 14:26)

In other words, this research paper is limited to exploring some of the significant factors for effective pastoral leadership and healthy church growth in terms of spiritual life, leadership, staff development, services, finances, and ministry potentials. In addition to the said factors, the statement of limitation is meant to cover other aspects such as biblical principles for pastoral leadership, church development, numerical expansion, and methods for church planting.

The project may be limited to the qualities and characteristics of leaders involved in pastoral ministry of this church. How have the leaders been able to run the church since its birth in the early 1900s? “How we communicate the gospel may change, but the gospel itself never changes. The gospel is relevant to all cultures in all time periods.”39 What makes them different from the pastors and leaders of other denominations? What factors were used in elevating them as competent pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya? This will also look into the role of church membership as well as the impact of church within the entire society. It will

38. Ac. 14:26

consider relevant leadership styles with regard to culturally acceptable practices among different communities. “All pastors, and especially those new to the ministry, will put forth much effort to improve their leadership skills.”40 Some of the sources of information are as follows: interviews, internet, books, correspondents, phone calls, research, and personal views regarding effective pastoral leadership. Thereafter, the product of this thorough work will pass through valuable criticism for the sake of making it suitable resource material to be consumed by pastors, teachers, students, churches, theological colleges, and to be kept in Christian as well as public libraries. Hence the material is geared to fulfilling the goal of developing and growing a biblically healthy church without disregarding the cultural aspects of the people within reach.

The Biblical and Theological Basis of Healthy Church Growth

Like any other church, the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya was started by the World Gospel Mission missionaries with a clear mission and vision. This church was started with the purpose of modeling holy living in Christ Jesus. Biblically speaking, this church has existed as a living institution to evangelize the unsaved, edifying believers, establishing local churches and faithfully exercising compassion. “Knowing and fulfilling the expectations of the laity is a great concern for pastors and theological educators.”41 Owing to this idea as part of its mission, this church has grown healthy in many aspects and extended widely to different parts of the country because of its unique vision. Over forty years, the leadership of this church has seen the vision of raising a church that is ready to meet Jesus Christ come true.


In order to appreciate the Africa Gospel Church and its relationship to the World Gospel Mission, as well as to realize the growth of the work from its seed-stage beginnings, we need to go back to the year 1929 - and even earlier, to 1895 - to get the complete picture. In this historical record, it has been our purpose to compile and put into writing a portion of the events which have brought the World Gospel Church in Kenya to where it is today.  

This is a missionary passion of the entire church. It has striven to keep the vision of the founding missionaries who came from other continents of the world to share the gospel of Christ with them. Thus every member, pastor, or leader is following the biblical mandate given by Jesus Christ to go and evangelize those who have not heard the gospel. “Church and missionary organizations today are faced with the same issue; due to the great need of developing the indigenous church in the third world where younger churches are ministering. Much training is required to bring a strong national church into existence and keep it healthy.”

Africa Gospel Church, Kenya has grown strong and healthy because of the leadership that is based on biblical doctrine of church. The understanding of leaders of the church is absolutely fundamental to their Christian life. Church is all about the redemptive purpose of God in Christ and the means of glorifying Himself. This Church has lived over a century through following the marks of the true church as contained in Mathew 16:13-19. From this passage are the marks of the biblical church given as truth, power, and authority. There are so many organizations calling themselves “church,” but a true church is indeed the body of Christ, the

42. Fish, xii.

living son of God. It is an authentic or powerful church as Jesus pointed out, that, “Upon this rock I will build my church and the gates of hell will not overpower it.”

The church of Christ has power over darkness and death. The same church of Christ has power and authority to witness the gospel of salvation in all the darkest parts of humanity. The power stems from the Word of God. Africa Gospel Church is a church that has stood firm in the art of the reclaiming the principles of the kingdom of God and in the advancement of the cause of Christ. So what is church? Some people understand church as a building while others believe it to be a place where believers gather to worship a mighty being. Some believe that a church is group of people who are following Christ. How the pastoral leadership of the Church defined, understood, and perceived church is the most important thing which has determined how they have lived their faith.

The New Testament concept of church gives the real idea of church in the context of the Christian church. This is a point where Jesus first mentioned the term church: (Mathew 16:16-18) “Simon Peter replied, ‘You are the Christ, the Son of God.’ And Jesus answered him, ‘Blessed are you, Simon Bar of Jonah, for this not revealed to you by man, but by my father in heaven. And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it.” Some churches and denominations interpret the above verse to mean that Peter is the rock upon which the church was founded. The Africa Gospel Church goes by the ultimate meaning of the verse as Jesus referring to Peter’s declaration “You are the Christ, the son of the living God.” The statement signified a lot of faith upon which the church was built.

44. Mathew 16:13-19

45. Ephesians 1:22-23.
In summary, the Africa Gospel Church was founded on the biblical principle that the New Testament church is a body of believers who have been called out from the world by God to live as people under the authority of Jesus Christ (Ephesians 1:22-23). This is when a congregation meets together physically for worship, fellowship, teaching, prayer, and encouragement in the faith. Church is a pure means of building relationship with other believers, praying for each other, making disciples of each other, and sharing of the daily bread. “One of the distinctive callings of the pastor is public proclamation.”\textsuperscript{46} This group of believers began in the book of Acts, chapter 2 on the day of Pentecost when the Holy Spirit manifested the power of God in transforming the lives of people at the moment. To date, one becomes a member of a church by simply exercising faith in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. The church, therefore, is a group of God’s people who are in Christ.

Worth mentioning is the specific purpose of Africa Gospel Church. Pastoral leadership of this church has proved to be effective and healthy because it is built around one purpose. The main purpose of this church is to bring together its members and spiritually mature them in the Word of God. It has existed so as to reach out to the unreached people in different communities and localities and spread the love of Christ for the sake of winning them to Him.

God has continued to rise up leaders who have taken the pastoral ministry mandate to heart. They have lived as servant leaders as well as models of the life of Christ. Their main responsibility is the response and the undertaking of the Great Commission - the spreading of the good news of Jesus Christ. “The preaching of the word of God is the word of God.”\textsuperscript{47} Rick Warren had this to say: “You were made for a mission. God is at work in the world, and he wants

\textsuperscript{46} Paul Cedar, Kent Hughes, Ben Patterson, \textit{Mastering the Pastoral Role}, (Thomas Nelson, 1991), 18

you to join him. This assignment is called your mission… your ministry is your service to believers, and your mission is your service to unbelievers."48 Over the years, the church has been solely engaged in discipleship, assimilation of new members, and the sending of workers to different harvest fields. To ensure that this purpose of growing a healthy church lives and continues to be enjoyed by other new generations, the church leadership established training institutions like theological colleges, pastors’ schools, Theological Education by Extension, and other related ministries.

**Statement of Methodology**

This thesis project assumes two most significant approaches in order to assess the strategies for effective pastoral leadership in the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya. One is a case study of one of the Areas (hierarchical status) of the church. The purpose of the assessment is to help the current leadership to re-examine both the previous and the present spiritual factors for healthy church growth. It is a thermometer check on the spiritual life, leadership, staff development, services, finances, and ministry potentials. The second approach is a thorough research into any written literature that pertains to the same church and the communities around it. Once this is done, the project would suggest and outline strategic approaches for healthy church growth and applicable biblical principles for developing, numerical expansion, and methods for planting more than 100 Africa Gospel Church-Kenya churches within the next decade. This material will not only be useful and applicable to this one church, but also other churches and institutions facing the same kind of need.

The thesis project will be covered in 7 chapters as follows: chapter one is the introduction and an overview of the subject matter. Chapter two will give a brief history of Africa Gospel

---

Church and a summary of growth strengths and economic status of the whole denomination.

“We, as leaders, must work together in obedience to God and those who have charge over us.”

The third chapter will focus more specifically on strategic pastoral leadership. This will explain the meaning of pastoral leadership and how effective leadership is within the Africa Gospel Church. “Jesus told us to pray the Lord of the harvest that he sends laborers into the harvest.”

The factors for healthy church growth will be covered in the fourth chapter. Basically, a case study on one of the Areas of the church would be done as a way of highlighting some important growth factors that have helped to the entire church to grow in a healthy manner over the past 100 years. Some barriers to effective pastoral leadership and growth, leadership development, and suggested approaches to church growth and church planting are covered in chapter five, six, and seven consecutively.

Some stated interviews and questionnaires may be deemed necessary to be used in order to compare and contrast the leadership styles of the Africa Gospel Church with other denominations in Kenya. It is also important to strike a borderline between church leadership and secular world leadership. Without wasting time, the methodology will provide reasons for teamwork; it will explain how to create teamwork in the church or in any organization. The issues of delegation, multiplication, appreciation, and recognition are so crucial to making pastoral leadership effective as much as it should be. This section also renders an explanation of church discipline and recommendations of applicable strategies as far as pastoral leadership is concerned.
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Review of Related Literature

For the sake of producing material that can be used beyond the borders of Africa Gospel Church as a denomination, this project will be prepared and completed through research, interviews, questionnaires, and correspondence. Much research will be done in the written books, articles, magazines, articles, available dissertations, and many other sources. In addition to these resources, some important information from class notes, especially those from various leadership, discipleship, and spiritual factors for church growth courses taken at Liberty Baptist Theological Seminary will be included. Online materials and any other related literature resources deemed fit will also be used in this research process.

Some of the reviewed and selected literature is as follows:

Anyabwile, Thabiti M. *What is a Healthy Church Member?* Crossway Books, Wheaton, Illinois, 2008. The author of this book attempts to paint a true picture of a healthy church member in the minds of church leaders. His contribution to the understanding of this fact is his definition of a healthy church member as one who is an expositional listener, a biblical theologian, gospel saturated, genuinely converted, and so on.

Adams, Jay E. *Shepherding God’s Flock: Pastoral Leadership*, Baker Book House, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1975. In this book, Adams talks about serving God in His church through administration. He emphasized the need for planning, organization, and management as the means to lead and pastor the church effectively. “There is so much to be learned before one launches a church.”51 He understood the term management in three dimensions as skills and gifts necessary for discharging the ministerial duties, part of overseeing work, and the church suffering when the management fails to be productive.

Blackaby, Henry & Richard. *Spiritual Leadership, “Moving People on to God’s Agenda.”* B&H Publishing Group, Nashville, Tennessee, 2001. This is a resource book that was written specifically on leaders’ responsibilities in the church or in any other organization. This book provides a picture of a declining church or organization where everything changes dramatically when a new leader comes in and jump-starts the work. Growth and success depend on effective leadership who are called by God as His servants. Leaders need to apply God’s methods of leadership in order to better their success. This is a great help to spiritual leaders who are after finding God’s agenda, encouragement, and directions for their lives and their churches. Leadership must be understood in the light of God’s calling if they desire to lead effectively. Today people are looking for someone to lead them into God’s purposes.

Blackwood, Andrew Watterson. *Pastoral Leadership,* Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, New York, 1950. This is very old though still an important resource material written in two parts with great emphasis on the pastor’s role as an executive as well as an organizer. With every pastor being an executive, Blackwood gave some insights on a preview of the field, a study of the resources, and a survey of the community as major issues. On the other hand, where a pastor is an organizer, he has to deal with the following responsibilities: “Evangelism and member cultivation, Christian education, missions and community welfare, finances and statistics, and finally, a survey of the whole work of ministry.”

Callahan, Kennon L. Twelve Keys to an Effective Church, “Strong, Healthy Congregation Living in the Grace of God.” Harper & Row, Publishers, San Francisco, 1990. Callahan reiterated that effective pastoral leadership can be assessed by where your congregation

---

is and to where it is heading. Any congregation can be described as strong/healthy, weak/declining, or dying.

Cannon, Tom. Keys to Effective Leadership, Preacher’s Kid Press, 2011. In his book, Cannon talks about Jesus Christ as the greatest example of servant-leadership in the whole world. If people want to emulate Jesus, then they should first seek his face, study his word and learn from those who have gone before them. This is all about Jesus’ style of leadership with an aim of showing any readers how to follow this perfect ministry in their entire life. “Servant-leaders are world changers,” he said.

Carter, Judith Corbett. Transformational Leadership and Pastoral Leader Effectiveness, Pastoral Psychology, New York: June 2009, Vol. 58, pg 261. This is a study about many variables related to pastoral leader effectiveness. Several leadership styles, personalities, and spirituality of some leaders were measured through the Multifactor Leadership Questionnaire (MLQ), NEO-Five Factor Inventory (FFI), and the Spiritual Transcendence Scale (STS) in order to ascertain which variable would predict pastoral leadership effectiveness. Transformational leadership brought the best results. Personality and spirituality were other contributing factors to pastoral leadership effectiveness.

need for strong pastoral leadership in churches all over the world. The book entails eighteen chapters discussed and broken into four divisions. Seeing leadership in congregational context, matching leaders and ministry, solving leadership problems, and exploring personal dimensions of leadership are the pillars of this material which render it a good resource to research.

Fish, Burnette C. and Gerald W. Fish. The Place of Songs, “A History of the World Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church in Kenya” published by World Gospel Mission, Marion, Indiana, 1989, is the title of a voluminous book written by Fish. “Spiritual Roots” is the key word in this book. It is all about people finding their roots, where they have come from. The interest of the membership of Africa Gospel Church herein is to find where their spiritual roots are. The most informational and inspirational answers about their origin are found in this book.

To realize and get the complete picture about the growth and work of Africa Gospel Church, one must dig into its seed stage beginnings which date back to 1895-1929. That is what this thesis project on “Effective Pastoral Leadership” is attempting to investigate. It is a subject based on the events which have brought the world Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church to where they are today. Their services to the people of Kenya are remarkable since they have opened up the eyes and minds of many of the people to see the works of God in their lives and the preservation of Christ’s ministry.

Getz, Gene A & Wall, Joe L. Effective Church Growth Strategies, Nashville: Word Publishing, 2000. This is one of the most important resource materials helpful for understanding how effective pastoral leadership can drastically grow churches as it happened in the New Testament times. There are several factors that contribute toward church growth and these can be applied in church health and growth process as stipulated in the Bible.
Harris, Joshua, Mark Dever. *Nine Marks of a Healthy Church*, Crossway, 2004. Joshua Harris is a senior pastor of Covenant Life Church in Gaithersburg, Maryland. These nine marks are good for distinguishing a healthy, biblical church of Christ. However, they are rarely grown in most of the churches around the world. This book is a must-read book by leaders, members and anyone else associated with churches of all sizes.

Lawrence, Bill, wrote a book entitled *Effective Pastoring: Giving Vision, Direction, and Care to your Church*. Nelson, Thomas Inc., 1999. In this book, Lawrence tries to clear some great confusion that exists today as to what pastors are to be. He quoted Paul and said, “They are to be equippers, disciple-makers.”

MacArthur, John. *Master’s Plan for the Church*, Moody Publishers, 2008. This is written about the local church membership, trying to perceive them as an existing institution for the glory of God. His overall statement is that, “the local church must adhere unfalteringly to Biblical principles.” Church leadership is not something to be earned by seniority, purchased or inherited whatsoever. This leadership of church is likened to humble shepherds who are laboring servants for the kingdom of God.

Malphurs, Aubrey. *Advanced Strategic Planning*, Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999. As the author puts it, the purpose of this book is to provide church leadership with a good strategic planning process. According to him, the typical church does not understand the full implication of mega change for effective ministry. “To be a pastor of a church is to desire an intensive enterprise.”

Sanders J. Oswald. *Spiritual Leadership*. Sanders worked and produced this material with a desire to explain the need for talented, vigorous leaders in the church today. He continues to say that the world situation demands a strong voice from the church. This voice can only come
from leaders who are being guided by God and devoted to Jesus Christ. Further, he encouraged
men and women of God to place their talents and powers to the disposal of God so He can create
leaders to be used for His glory. “True greatness, true leadership, is achieved not by reducing
men to one’s service but in giving oneself in selfish service to them.”

The Scriptural Basis

The office of Pastor is mentioned only once in the New Testament, in Ephesians 4:11. Pastoral position can be equated with the leader’s or an elder’s office. There are several scriptures in the Bible that esteem the elders as shepherds (Acts 20:17, 28; I Peter 5:1-4). The pastor is a spiritual leader as well as the presiding elder in a local church. James was in a leadership position before Paul came over. When Paul came to Jerusalem, he delegated some leadership authority to Timothy and Titus (Ephesians 6:21-22; II Timothy 4:12; Titus 3:12). Jesus called himself the “good shepherd” (John 10:1-18). He is called “shepherd” or “pastor” in Hebrews 13:20 and I Peter 2:25 and 5:4.

There are scriptures in the Old Testament that support pastoral leadership in the church. Many people were recognized as leaders in the nature of counselors, elders, judges, priests, and prophets. The Old Testament pictures God or the coming Messiah as a shepherd (Genesis 49:24; Psalms 80:1, Ecclesiastes 12:11; Isaiah 40:11; Ezekiel 37:24; Micah 7:14; Zechariah 11:4-14, 13:7). These people were spiritually endowed with the gifts of leadership. They were accounted for leadership duties such as leading (Numbers 27:15-23). Joshua was to be a shepherd leading Israel in and out. David was a leader too (II Samuel 5:2, 7:7; Ezekiel 34:15). Jacob was dedicated as a shepherd (Genesis 31:38-40). As leaders of God’s people, church leaders are supposed to

feed the flock (Jeremiah 23:4; John 21:15-17). They are to feed the flock through preaching, teaching, counseling, and healing (Ezekiel 34:4), and prayer (Matthew 10:1; James 5:14-15).

Genesis 14 is a historical manifestation of priesthood. Melchizedek, king of Salem, brought out bread and wine, and being a priest of God the Most High, he blessed Abram (Genesis 14:18). Moses established Levitical priesthood beginning from Abraham. David was a grounded priest, a position he was to hold forever (Psalms 110:4, 15).

In I Samuel 8:4-5, the elders came to Samuel asking him to appoint a king as judge over them. Through the prophet Nathan, God blessed David with extraordinary promises: “Your throne and your kingdom shall endure forever before me; your throne shall stand firm forever.”55 “Wherever I have moved with all the Israelites, did I ever say to any of their rulers whom I commanded to shepherd my people Israel, ‘Why have you not built me a house of cedar?’”56 (II Samuel 7:7).

Numbers 20-24 discloses the origin of wisdom outside Israel’s religious traditions (I Kings 5:9-14; Proverbs 10-31).

Exodus 18:13-27: “Moses followed the advice of his father-in-law and did all that he suggested. He picked out able men and appointed them judges or elders.”57

Numbers 11:16-17: “Assemble for me seventy of the elders of Israel, men you know for true elders and authorities among the people, and bring them to the meeting tent. When they are in place beside you, I will come down and speak with you there. I will also take some of the spirit that is on you and will bestow it on them, that they may share the burden of the people with you. You will then not have to bear it by yourself.”

---
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Exodus 18:17-19: “You are not acting wisely . . . . You will surely wear yourself out, and not only yourself but also these people with you. The task is too heavy for you; you cannot do it alone. Now listen to me, and I will give you advice that God may be with you.” Jethro continues: “Choose able and God-fearing” women, “trustworthy” women, “who hate dishonest gain.... Let these render decisions” and lead in prayer (an adaptation of Exodus 18:21-22).

Exodus 19:4-6: “Tell the Israelites: ...You shall be a kingdom of priests, a holy nation. That is what you must tell the Israelites.”

Amos 4:1; 5:7-15: Amos championed the rights of the poor.

I Samuel 13:14: “But now your kingdom will not endure; the Lord has sought a man after his own heart and appointed him leader of his people, because you have not kept the Lord’s command.”

Matthew 20:25-28: “But Jesus called them to him and said, ‘You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord over them, and their great ones exercise authority over them. It shall not be so among you. But whoever would be great among you must be your servant, and whoever would be first among you must be your slave, even as the Son of Man came not to be served but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.”

Acts 20:28: “Pay careful attention to yourselves and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to care for the church which he obtained with his own blood.”

Acts 20:34-35: “You yourselves know that these hands of mine have supplied my own needs and the needs of my companions.” Paul directed all his ambition and ability to the mission of spreading the good news of Jesus Christ and was conversant in every culture. “To evangelize

is so to present Christ Jesus in the power of the Holy Spirit, that men shall come to put their trust in God through Him, to accept him as their Savior and serve him as king.”

I Timothy 2:1-15: “First of all, then, I urge that supplications, prayers, intercessions, and thanksgiving be made for all people, for kings and all who are in high positions, that may lead a peaceful and quiet life, godly and dignified in every way. This is good, and it is pleasing in the sight of God our Savior, who desires all people to be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth.”

I Timothy 5:16: “Let the elders who rule well be considered worthy of double honor, especially those who labor in preaching and teaching.”

II Timothy 3:16: “All scripture is breathed by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and training in righteousness.”

II Timothy 2:15: “Do your best to present yourself to God as one approved, a workman who does not need to be ashamed and who correctly handles the word of truth.” As a spiritual leader, Paul guided Timothy in a pastoral way. He told him to do his best as a worker approved by God.

Hebrews 4:12: “For the Word of God is living and active. Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow; it judges the thoughts and attitudes of heart.” This helps leaders to live by proven principles and seek guidance from God. Leaders are called to submit to God and letting God to lead them.

Summary

According to the Word of God, the church is the living body of Christ. It means that Jesus Christ is the head of the church, so the church must obey Jesus’ Great Commission, stated

in Matthew 28:19, to make disciples in the living body of Christ. In other words, the church has to develop and multiply healthy spiritual leaders in Christ-likeness in the cell church. This is the mission of the church and the Lord’s will. Today’s church must recognize what the church is, and its mission is according to the Word of God.

What can be learned from the introductory part of this thesis project is that pastoral leadership must be effective. Africa Gospel Church, Kenya has proven this statement to be true. The leadership of this church is inspiring, motivating, discerning and more so, envisioning the need to faithfully follow God’s will. “They saw themselves as one body; one household; one temple; one building, but they gathered, wherever their secular life brought them together.”60 Like in any other organization, the Africa Gospel Church has lived and grown stronger through so many challenges and setbacks. “They are in communities of occupation, alienation.”61 The number in the congregation, quality of services, age and a wide diversity of ethnic groupings, and staying in the pastoral ministry are the biggest challenges. Changes in all spheres of the church cannot be taken for granted. Faithful men and women called of God can sit and look back into the ages and conclude that God has been faithful to them all along the way. They are the men and women who first saw the ministry of Jesus Christ as a crisis and a great opportunity to minister for him and win lost souls.

The impact that this church has caused across Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania is significantly profound. Quite a good number of people who are diversely talented and spiritually gifted have worked together for the sake of expanding and extending the gospel of salvation across the borders. Fortunately many people from different communities, ethnic groupings, and
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social diversities have been reached with the message of the gospel. The church has many programs and ministries essentially directed to exploiting the available resources, doing research and training of quality personnel as the leadership strives to increase the amount and quality of leadership. Thus, anybody is right to say the pastoral leadership within the Africa Gospel Church is effective. Bisagno once said; “How good to be organized and how good to have a plan?”62 It is effective because of the progress and development it has so far made. You will learn more about the current ministries of this church in the following chapters.

The entire Africa Gospel Church leadership is intentionally focused on Christian ministries. Great advancements have been made in this regard and in making it an accessible church to seekers from all walks of life. Despite the challenges, the church has been well set and organized around its priorities of pastoral leadership. “Establishing relationships with the unchurched is vital to effective church growth.”63 The culture of the church is built upon the gospel of salvation for all humanity. It is an effective servant leadership that is concerned with shepherding the flock, strategizing the ministries, stewardship of spiritual gifts, self-propagation, and evangelization of the lost.

Both the current and the previous leaders as well as pastors have maintained a perspective that has so far enabled them to understand their ministries as nothing less than participation in the work of God. “People develop ownership for an organization when they participate in ways that help to shape the future of the organization. They develop an even stronger ownership for


the mission when the leader evidences tangibly a compassion for the persons in the grouping.

Remember Moses, David, Paul, and Jesus when it comes to the idea of promoting teamwork in church organization. “As Jethro told Moses, leadership consists largely in delegating both opportunity and responsibility.” Moses listened wisely to Jethro’s counsel to delegate powers to his assistants (Exodus 18:24). David courageously faced a monster but he inspired others to rally behind him (I Samuel 17, II Samuel 23). In the New Testament, Paul directed his ambition and ability to mission which penetrated into different cultures (Acts 20:34-35). A perfect example was Jesus the son of God. He carefully set up a team of to-be leaders and trained them as his followers (Matthew 10, Luke 10). Surely, any organization or church that is keen enough to emulate these examples of role models on leadership endeavor should be rated effective and prosperous. Success and healthy growth come as a result of churches gravitating to biblical principles that promote measurable effectiveness.


CHAPTER 2
HISTORY, STRATEGIC GROWTH, AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF
AFRICA GOSPEL CHURCH, KENYA

**Biblical and Cultural Definition of Church**

In the Christian religion, a church is simply a building for public worship. This definition considers all the followers of a Christian region collectively. A church can also be referred to as all the religious services which take place in a church building or in a particular gathering place. Several words are used for church in the New Testament. The term church is translated in the English Bible as “eklesia.” It stems from a Greek word, “kaleo,” which means to call. More emphasis is placed on the phrase, “to call out,” hence the word may mean “the called out ones.” Church is an assembly in reference to a place where the called out people meet. In addition, synagogue carries the same meaning as “church” and “assembly.” “Synagogue” is translated as “coming together” or a “gathering.” The Africa Gospel Church is a Kenyan based network of over 1,500 congregations.

The church traces its roots back to the work of missionaries from World Gospel Mission Call.” “What is we agreed upon the mission, vision, and values that we share, and then we just let people go?”66 This official publication is produced quarterly to challenge people to read about mission work and to be actively involved in mission fields that God places on the hearts of those who love missions. “The essence of God’s word demands a person-centered witness and requires the church reflects God’s concern for all people”67 “The Call” has been asking for partnership with many needs over the years. World Gospel Mission uses this resource to report.


progress, development, improvement, and growth in some major areas of its ministries. It is an attempt to keep the progress moving forward with the understanding that there are a lot of people who do not know Jesus Christ. This is why the World Gospel Mission has been pressing on trying to help people find their mission field.

On the other hand, Africa Gospel Church has a publication known as “The Trumpet.” This is a strategic quarterly publication for the church which is useful for gathering and passing information to the local churches. Trumpets were used as signaling instruments whenever there was a calling or warning of an impending danger. In this case, the church used to use the trumpet to call people to gather together in the house of the Lord which is the Church. The then leadership understood the meaning of church as, “the Body of Christ” through baptism. Since believers have been united with Christ through spiritual baptism, they are corporately referred to as the body of Christ. (Romans 12:4-5, I Corinthians 12:11, 18, 27).

The congregations are in interdependent groups of Christians which constitute the physical representation of Christ on earth. That is why its pastoral leadership programs emphasize spiritual growth of every individual member, numerical growth, church planting, and expansion. Programs also move people closer to God in order to see Christ as the cornerstone of their lives and embed the Bible in everything they do. The Bible is the foundation for teaching and life instruction. “If the story is told faithfully and accurately, it will be one of life with God in a church for the world.” The backbone of this church is the Holy Scripture on which everything is based. Leaders have lived a life modeled in the scripture.

68. Rom.12:4-5

In addition to living by the scriptures, the congregations have a sense of belonging to the church and they believe that they are the church. They are all involved in the discipleship process as a strategy for church growth and kingdom expansion. Everyone is accountable for changing their character to become more like Christ in faith and actions. As part of being good shepherds, all the members are serving their communities by being involved in community issues and meeting important pressing concerns. Individual local churches were established with a need to carry on the work of Christ as a local body of believers. “And so were the churches established in their faith and increased in number daily” (Acts 16:5).70

A church is an organization that is able to fulfill all the functions that are appropriate for a local church according to the New Testament. In this context, the New Testament church is the Lord’s church of which he is the head. This being the whole truth about church, the real church is the body of Christ on earth. The Africa Gospel Church was founded on what Jesus said about his church: “I will build my church”(Colossians 1:18). Only those who are the called ones are a part of that church - called out of the world, purified, and cleansed by his blood to be his own. It is the Lord that adds people to this church, those who are getting saved. Thus, this church is more than an organization in the sense that it is a living, growing, organism, with the life of Christ within. Many grow the church through exploitation of different spiritual gifts and talents. “The Holy Spirit gives each Christian a spiritual gift or gifts to be used ‘for the common good.’”71 (I Corinthians 12:27). “God rises up among the Christians in a congregation the gifts needed to carry on ministry in that place.”72 “And God hath set some in the church, first apostles, secondly
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prophets, thirdly teachers, of that miracles, then gifts of healing, helps, governments, diversities of tongues”73 (I Corinthians 12:28; Eph. 4:11-14).

Africa Gospel Church is a denomination that was initially established by World Gospel Mission Missionaries among the Kipsigis (Kalenjin) peoples of Kenya. This provides a wide understanding of the fact that traditionally the Kalenjin religion is based upon the belief in a supreme god known as “Asis” or “Cheptalel,” who is represented in the form of the sun. “Asis” was believed to be the source of life, fertility, and plenty in the land. The Sun is not God himself but it is a being who is worthy of worship. Another strange being beneath the Asis was called “Elat” who was believed to be the controller of thunder and lightning. The spirits of the dead were known as “Oyik,” and were believed to intervene in the affairs of humans, and could give rains and stop any calamity from happening. The Kalenjin did not have the term “church” in their vocabulary by then, but they used to go to particular places like mountain tops to worship their god. These places were called “Kapkoros.” Their worship would start around 5:00 am and they would continue praying until the sun rose. “The belief in God in Africa originated in ancestor-worship as a reflection of the worship of nature.”74

Later on, the Kalenjin became responsive to the Gospel and were changed into a religious people living a monotheistic life. Their relationship with Christ was established when many elders and families received him as Lord and Savior. “But fundamentally, the man of faith does not set out to obey a law but to practice the law as divine command. His obedience and allegiance are to a Transcendent, to God.”75 This did not happen until some early missionaries
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were allowed in to work with the Kalenjin and especially the Kipsigis tribe. It is recorded that no European had lived among them as late as 1933. Missionaries of Africa Gospel Church Mission pioneered the work among the Kipsigis. At the same time, missionaries of the Africa Inland Church Mission began work among the Nandi and the Tugen peoples. This was the moment when missionaries had to define “church” and explain it to the local people as the place where people could gather together and worship a true and a living God.

Theologically speaking, the study of the church is called ecclesiology. As a discipline, church is expressed in two concepts: the universal church and the local church. “The Africa Gospel Church leadership is grounded in the belief that church is an organization as well as an organism which consists of all those people who believe in Jesus for salvation and meeting in one place in one time.”76 One of the strategic endeavors for effective pastoral leadership is to get people from one community coming together as the body of Christ in order to worship him corporately. The church in Jerusalem had believers meeting daily in their homes, “where they dedicated themselves to the Apostle’s teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer” (Acts 2:42).77 Some believers met daily in the Temple courts. They met in large groups to worship God. The small group in the house is a complete and true church, independent of other churches. This is true of the Africa Gospel Church where small groups meeting in homes are still functioning even today. Apart from strategically strengthening believers and meeting their physical and spiritual needs, small groups are just a network of bodies working together in reaching and evangelizing non-believers in the villages.

Paul wrote letters to seven churches in Asia, each located in its own town or city (Corinth, Thessalonica, Colossae, Antioch, and Laodicea) to encourage them to keep the Word
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of God burning in their hearts. At the same time, the church was thought of as a building, a place for all believers to meet every so often. People did not meet in buildings or in houses on a daily basis; they had certain times to meet in particular places, either in the buildings, houses, or in the cities. Multitudes of men and women were added to their number. The most important thing was the sharing of the Gospel to the rest of the unreached communities. Most of the local churches of the Africa Gospel Church were also started by strong evangelists who took the message of the Gospel forth and penetrated the neighborhood and cities. There, they took homes as the most natural environment in which the church could develop. This is the basis through which the churches meet in homes of believers so that they can expand the kingdom of Jesus Christ most efficiently.

**The Birth of Africa Gospel Church: History**

Pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church owes much discussion about the growth of Christianity in Africa which has been very spectacular for decades. Church growth has put Africa on record as the continent with the highest numerical Christian growth rate in the world. “God, the Supreme being, is the greatest power of all who possesses life and strength in Himself, and from whom every creaturely force is derived.”78 The major contributor to the church growth phenomenon is the Bible (the Word of God). The Bible certainly was very much valued and used by African Christians. The relationship between the Bible and the cultures of African Christians is no longer a strange endeavor. This is the Word of God that missionaries from Western parts of the world carried with them to the continent of Africa. The idea of Christianity and churches, including the Africa Gospel Church, has prompted many leaders as well as their congregations to develop an interest in their roots. “People are looking into their lineages; they want to know from
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where they have come.”

The members of Africa Gospel Church, Kenya have been asking about their spiritual roots. In simple terms, where did this church come from? The search for the answers to this question led some missionaries to come to Kenya in the late 1800s. “The Africa Gospel Church is the product of the combined efforts of the missionaries of the World Gospel Mission plus an even larger number of national workers in Kenya.”

History of this relationship dates back to 1929 and as early as 1895. In 1867 at Vineland, New Jersey, a group of young Christians who were interested in the truth of scriptural holiness (by John Wesley) formed an interdenominational effort to spread the gospel to rest of the world. This was an association known as “The National Camp Meeting Association.” The sole aim of this organization was the promotion of Christian holiness and evangelism in America and across the world. The National Holiness Association was concerned about evangelism, a need which made them to seek for help from other societies to be their missionary arms. “The extension of Christian churches over Africa in modern times is a remarkable event, with consequences that affect the whole continent in every aspect of life.”

The Board of the National Holiness Association Missionary Society voted in 1927 to open work in Africa after the request of students from Asbury College. These were Rev. and Mrs. Robert (Bob) Smith and Rev. and Mrs. Virgil Kirkpatrick. In 1929, Clara Ford, daughter of Friends missionaries in Kenya, was appointed as World Gospel Mission’s first missionary in Africa, and asked to explore possibilities for World Gospel Mission ministry. Among her contacts was Dr. Willis R. Hotchkiss, who had worked among the Kipsigis in Kenya since 1905,
and had founded the “Lumbwa” Industrial Mission. Due to the failing health of Hotchkiss' wife, he decided to turn over his mission to the World Gospel Mission. In October 1932, the Smiths and Kirkpatrick arrived in Kenya. In 1935, a 10-acre (40,000 m²) property was granted to World Gospel Mission at Tenwek, in northeastern Kenya, about 140 miles (230 km) east of Nairobi in the fertile highlands of the Bomet District among the Kipsigis people, through the assistance of Hotchkiss and the Africa Inland Mission. The Church Missionary Society was the first protestant organization to send a missionary to Kenya. “John Ludwig Kraft arrived in 1884. In 1886, he was joined by Johann Rebmann and other missions followed later.”

Starting from nothing, the work of the World Gospel Mission/Africa Gospel Church in Kenya has grown until today (1988) there are 574 organized congregations with a total membership of 40,000 who are served by 18 ordained pastors and 1,148 recognized Christian workers; the 1,530 Sunday Schools have an average attendance of almost 95,000. Add to this the scores of schools (364 primary and 41 secondary) with thousands of students (155,500 in primary and 20,000 in secondary) sponsored by the church, the far-reaching medical ministry extended out from one hospital and five dispensaries, the Bible training programs, the five urban centers, the church’s own missionary programs, and numerous other ministries, and one can readily see how the work has developed and grown under the blessings of God. “Belief is knowledge that God can perform through us his perfect will in reaching people for Christ.”

The Africa Gospel Church has been self-governing since 1970 with the network of churches and has seen remarkable growth and development in urban areas. The mission of Africa Gospel Church is to disciple and train members to be committed, action-oriented Disciples of
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Christ and to spread the gospel where Jesus is not known. The church is administered by a moderator (bishop), assistant moderator, and church administrator. It also operates seven different departments: Media, Christian Education, Radio, Publications, Youth, Women, and Evangelism. “Members bring their unsaved friends and expect their response to the invitation.”

The church also oversees three pastoral or leadership training programs, medical care through Tenwek Hospital, and urban church ministries in Nairobi and more than ten other major Kenyan cities. The church runs four bookstores and publishes a magazine called *Trumpet*, in addition to producing radio broadcasts that air on national radio stations.

**The Founding Fathers of Africa Gospel Church**

**Willis R Hotchkiss (1895-1948).**

The growth and the expansion of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya, can be traced back in part for its beginnings to the arrival in Kenya of this one man, Willis R. Hotchkiss (1895-1899), who was regarded by many as a prince among men. “He has rightly been called the founder of Christianity among the Kipsigis people.”

He was an 1893 graduate of Cleveland Bible College, the Current Malone College, in Ohio. He was sent to Kenya together with four others as the first missionaries by the Africa Inland Mission. They arrived at Kibwezi on November 29, 1895, where he joined efforts with Peter Scott to make a chain of mission stations from Mombasa to the inland part of East Africa. They opened up the main station at Nzawi and Mr. Hotchkiss was posted to Sakai station in Wakambaland. Though the community did not welcome him, his persistent stay bore vision success. He was joined by other missionaries from Scotland and more
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stations were opened. The death of several members of the group in 1896, which included Peter Cameron Scott, did not demoralize them.

The work of Africa Inland Mission became firmly established. Willis R. Hotchkiss left for America in 1899 and came back to Kenya after a short while to reach the untouched Kavirondo tribe in the western part of the country to work with the Friends Church. His major aim was to start an industrial mission in East Africa. On February 2, 1901, the Friends Africa Industrial Mission was formed. “About the same time in 1901, Mr. Hotchkiss published his first book, *Sketches from the Dark Continent*. It did a great deal to stimulate concern for the lost condition of the tribes in Africa.”\(^{86}\) These three men, Willis Hotchkiss, Arthur B. Chilson, and Edgar T. Hole, left Cleveland, Ohio for Africa in 1902. They arrived safely in Mombasa and went as far as Kisumu in the western part of Kenya. From here they did not know where else to go or where to start their mission work. Not too long in their scouting of the area, they came across the war-like Nandi people.

Willis took interest in the Nandi people, and later opened work among the Kipsigis, a related tribe. Hotchkiss and Hole died of malaria. Chilson set up a camp site in a place now called Kaimosi station and established the Friends Africa Industrial Mission among the Kavirondo people. Apart from establishing an Industrial Mission, these men also emphasized evangelism. “He knew the importance of evangelism, but he also recognized the need to introduce practical training such as teaching the men to be carpenters, brick-makers and farmers.”\(^{87}\) The strategy of Christian witnessing was in place at this time towards establishing a self-supporting native Christian church.
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In 1904-1931, Willis was prepared to open up his own mission among the Nandi people in Kenya. He could penetrate the Nandi country at the time due to their resistance against the British invasion in their land. So the Hotchkiss family moved southward and began work among the Kipsigis. Despite the fights against the European settlement in the land, the Kipsigis people were able to make a peace treaty with the British. He then settled at “Chesinende” which later became the place of the Germans. This was where he started work called the “Lumbwa Industrial Mission.” He succeeded in leasing a huge piece of land for agriculture at a place called Chagaik. It was he who introduced reform in agricultural methods and influenced the community in terms of food production. “It is the duty and responsibility of every Christian or pastor to educate the susceptible Christian.”88 One young convert known as Petero A. Ngetich was introduced to plowing the land with oxen and planting of food crops.

Hotchkiss is still remembered by the Kipsigis people as a person who brought Christianity and education to the land. He and other missionaries taught the Bible and converted many people to Christianity. He was able to establish sixteen schools and 260 converts under his ministry. Hotchkiss loved the Lord and the Kipsigis people. He worked hard to establish the Lumbwa Industrial Mission and other development projects.

Most importantly, in 1934, Mr. Hotchkiss worked hard in obtaining a site for the World Gospel Mission, a body with which he was in mutual cooperation. He assisted the Mission work to become established in Kenya. Mr. Hotchkiss left Kenya for America in 1939. He left all the responsibility of establishing the Missionary work at the hands of a native by the name of Johana A. Ngetich. “The effort to evangelize tribes in Africa met with tragic results for both

missionaries and their families.”

With a small gift of money from Mr. Hotchkiss, A. Ngetich bought a Bible in the Nandi language. Mr. Hotchkiss later died in 1948 after laying a foundation for the years of work which were to follow. He also influenced other areas of Kipsigis. He was friend of chiefs and government officials.

**Rev. Johana A. Ngetich.**

Rev. Johana A. Ngetich was born in Kapsuser, Kericho in Kenya somewhere around 1885. His nickname was Mongesoi and he worked as a gun bearer for W.D.M. “Karamoja” Bell, who was an elephant hunter. He was one of the converts made by Mr. Hotchkiss. He and another convert by the name of Solomon A. Simwolo, became faithful Christians and leaders in the church. “I knew I had been lost and that now I was found by Jesus Christ.”

His desire was mainly to tell the gospel of Christ to his own people, the Kipsigis tribe. They moved south of Kericho to the area called “Sot” in 1916. Mongesoi evangelized and won about one hundred souls to the Lord, thus becoming the pioneer Kipsigis missionary to Sot. He and his wife were baptized as Johana and Ester on May 11, 1919.

Johana attended Bible classes under the trees at Tenwek, and a two-year course at the Sotik Bible School. He was ordained on January 20, 1950, when Dr. George R. Warner was present at the dedication of the Hotchkiss Memorial church. Others included Zephaniah A. Maina and Dishon A. Kesembe; they were the first three Kipsigis pastors to be ordained by the World Gospel Mission. Rev. Ngetich served as head evangelist and preacher in 1936, as well as
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a spokesman for the mission in council meetings. “After the African Gospel Church had been registered with the Government, Rev. Johana served as Moderator from 1964-1968.” 91 He later died on May 15, 1977. Rev. Johana is still remembered as a fatherly man and a faithful steward in ministry. He was also a man of concern and “today the Africa Gospel Church is still reaping blessings and benefits from the life of Rev. Johana A. Ngetich.”

The Reverend Clara G. Ford

Her father, Jefferson Ford, was working in Jamaica as a missionary. He had a huge burden for Africa even before he met Willis Hotchkiss in 1899. Both prayed about starting a Friends church in Kenya. “Mission is the great thing for which the church exists and for which the Christian lives.” 92 The Ford’s family was able to set foot in Kenya in 1914 when Clara was eleven years old. God had placed a call on her heart to serve him in Africa. She got an appointment for mission work with WGM on August 13, 1929. By the grace of God and his providential care, Clara arrived in Kenya on December 3, 1929.

Clara joined her parents in Kisumu located in the western part of Kenya. Her desire and concern to reach the un-evangelized tribes in that region was growing bigger and bigger. Their best strategy was to do scouting trips in order to find a site where they could establish the work of World Gospel Mission. “A missionary is one who goes into the world to give people an opportunity to belong to God’s family.” 93 The trip took them to different places including Nyakach, Litein, Kericho, Kavirondo, and Tenwek. Clara was very instrumental in forming the East Africa Holiness Association and serving as secretary for several years. With the help of this
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association, Clara was able to edit a periodical in Swahili called *Matangazo ya Injili (Gospel Herald)*. This magazine was of great help to preachers in terms of sermon outlines. This newspaper contained church news, daily scripture reading calendar, Sunday school lessons, and holiness messages. They had a publishing and printing work done at the Africa Inland Press at Kijabe.

Clara reached many people with the gospel through the *Herald* magazine. Still, by this time, the World Gospel Mission had not secured a location, and Clara was busy serving wherever she was. It was both the Ford’s and Anderson’s families who worked hard in helping the World Gospel Mission to be established in Kenya. Clara later died in 1946 after suffering from cancer. “Without her help and that of her father in those early years, the development of World Gospel Mission in Kenya might well have taken a different turn.”

**Robert and Catherine (Biesecker) Smith - 1930**

In 1930, the Smith family presented their application to the Board of Directors of the WGM for work in Africa. In the fall of 1932, they were set for work in Africa together with Virgil and Faye Kirkpatrick. These new recruits headed for Kenya and reached Mombasa in November 25, 1932. “The year 1932 became known as the official date for World Gospel Mission entering Kenya.” The work began in Kericho and Tenwek in 1935.

The new recruits worked particularly among the Kipsigis people. One of their remarkable developments was the establishment of schools, “mission schools.” Great were the opportunities for evangelization in the western part of Kenya. This event resulted in the founding and opening of several mission sites. These missionaries taught the Bible and preached the good news. They
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also worked in collaboration with the natives and established a mission hospital at Tenwek in 1937.

**Early National Church Leaders (12 Disciples Model)**

**The Vision of Africa Gospel Church-Kenya**

Like any other church organization, business enterprise, institution, and many bodies of mutual cooperation, Africa Gospel Church has a vision. It is with intent that this organization is to see a church flourish in all aspects of life and more so ready to meet Jesus Christ. For over fifty years since its establishment, this church has lived to be a mission-founded church with a huge missionary passion. In the late 1800s, God sent missionaries from other continents to share the Gospel with the people of Kenya, Africa and the rest of the world. The passion and mission of reaching the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ is still intact and practiced throughout the denomination. This was due to teamwork and partnership between the missionaries and the local leaders. Larry Kreider knew it when he said, “I know that God is a team builder. He knows how teams work and how they can effectively work together. God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit created the universe. Often God uses one person to express his vision and others to turn it into reality. When you encourage and inspire others, you put teamwork into action to accomplish God’s goals.”

Likewise the purpose and vision of World Gospel Mission is to serve God in holiness and righteousness. “An unreached people is a biblical nation among whom our most straightforward
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and comprehensive goal in blessing a people has not yet been met.”\(^{97}\) The mission connects in ministry with churches worldwide to make disciples of Jesus Christ among all nations. “Vision - the place where tomorrow is shaped - motivates ministry and determines achievement. Vision unleashes creativity and helps a body of believers visualize a magnificent future. Vision also serves as a catalyst for innovations and inspires passion for improvements.”\(^{98}\) For a long period of time, World Gospel Mission has ministered through preaching, teaching, and healing ministries, and assisted in forming culturally relevant congregations comprised of maturing disciples of Jesus Christ who have also been evangelizing and reproducing themselves within their own cultures and across cultural boundaries. “And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable people who will also be qualified to teach others”\(^{99}\) (II Timothy 2:2). It is also to call believers to the deeper work of God in the human heart of being cleansed from all sin and be filled with the Holy Spirit by faith that is in Christ Jesus.

**The Mission of Africa Gospel Church**

The Missions Department of Africa Gospel Church holds a clear overview of the overall mission and function of the entire church. The Africa Gospel Church leadership has lived through decades because of its effective pastoral leadership. It is a joy to understand the mission of the church as a means of discovering God’s love and sharing it with other people. The mission of the Africa Gospel Church is to model holy living in Christ by evangelizing the unsaved,
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edifying all believers, establishing churches, and exercising compassion. This mission holds true to effective leadership strategies needed for running today’s church.

The mission of Africa Gospel church not been altered in any way. The meaning and all aspects are still applicable. The overall objective of the World Gospel Mission is ministry through preaching, teaching, and healing. It is in this regard that it has moved forward in forming culturally relevant congregations who have always been depicted as maturing disciples of Jesus Christ. The same disciples are the sent-out ones with the purpose of evangelizing and reproducing themselves within their own cultures and environments.

**The Purpose of Africa Gospel Church**

Practically speaking, the disciples of Jesus Christ are responsible for calling believers to the deeper work of God and to be set apart for the tasks of the father. The reasons why this church exists are quite simple. These are as listed: “It is the church that extends the mission. The church is merely a witnessing instrument that furthers the kingdom of God.”100 The church is to disciple and train members to be active, committed, action-oriented Disciples of Christ, to spread the gospel where Jesus is not known, to encourage sound teachings from the basis of an extremely high view of the Word of God, and especially encourage members to live lives along the pattern of Jesus Christ and to experience by expressing God’s holiness in their daily lives. “Two thousand years later this same good news continues to make its impact but calls for a renewed commitment from the church.”101


The purpose of this church is also to put faith into action in practical ways in society. This is the state of being salt and light of the world. This is a proper way of addressing some of the pressing social, political, spiritual, emotional, psychological, and emotional needs, and other social ills with the positive message of faith in Jesus Christ.

The local churches within the Africa Gospel Church emphasize many areas of ministry without ignoring any single vital area. The church leadership saw it fit to be effective by knowing and doing the purpose that God determined for the Church of Christ. The Bible is very clear about the purpose of the Church. Africa Gospel Church adopted the core purpose of church as a relational phenomenon. This connotes that the church is a living body that relates to people. That is why it has to fulfill the mandate of evangelizing non-believers and edifying believers in the body. The ultimate purpose, though, is to exalt and glorify God Almighty. Thus, a healthy church will always function properly in these three areas.

**Effective Strategies for Church Growth and Socio-Economic Development of Africa Gospel Church**

The question that can be raised is based on how effective the pastoral ministries of Africa Gospel Church been as far as growth and socio-economic development are concerned. Did the World Gospel Mission personnel come with sound plans or strategies for impacting the lives of people of Kenya? To understand the most important socio-economic contributions made by early missionaries to Kenya, one would critically study the World Gospel Mission’s strategic areas of service to the people. “Leaders are able to envision what could be, and this vision drives them.”

Local churches play a large role in Africa Gospel Church’s ability to grow and transform. Many Christians work with Africa Gospel Church, lending their skills and support in various ministries. The church people are the base of the work, and ministry teams always strive to show God’s love in nearby regions. These people also provide a large amount of financial support for the whole church and wells as individual missionaries. In this sense, the Africa Gospel Church continues to expand in training missionaries for international, cross-cultural missions and partnership locally and overseas. The areas of service may include ministries to children through Sunday schools, Bible Clubs, and Holiday Bible School; to youth through Bible studies, sports ministries, and special youth events and seminars; to women through women’s groups, Bible studies and special seminars on marriage and families; to men through Bible studies, men’s groups, pastoral training seminars; to university students through Bible studies and discipleship groups; and to congregations through camp meetings and regular church activities as well as special events and crusades. “Missional methods or models used to engage a given culture with the gospel reflect an underlying set of assumptions about what missionaries are commissioned to do.”103

The organization also partnered with churches, colleges, and individuals to send many personnel volunteers annually on short term mission’s experiences.”104 Although both the World Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church mission’s focus is on evangelism, other significant roles were to minister to the whole person through church planting, education, medical care, community health, and development. During times of crisis, these bodies have worked hand-in-hand with other organizations in the country to send relief where they are
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directly involved. In essence, these organizations have over the years been concentrating on developing a self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating church which is, of course, indigenous to their respective regions in Kenya. The early recruits to mission fields in the western part of Kenya had their dreams fulfilled when they found sites for settlements and establishments. Good examples related to growth and socio-economic developments of the Africa Gospel Church are as discussed below

1. Tenwek Hospital

Tenwek Hospital came into existence as a result of the focus of World Gospel Mission missionaries in meeting medical needs of the people. Tenwek Hospital is a place where many indigenous people have been treated and healed. It is not only an important facility for health care, but it is also a strategic place for helping many souls to find Christ through chaplaincy ministry. “‘We Treat - Jesus Heals;’ this is the sign at the edge of the Tenwek Hospital compound. It is there as a witness to all who come to Tenwek station of the World Gospel Mission. Tenwek Hospital now functions under a Board of Governors with representation from the Africa Gospel Church, the World Gospel Mission, the Ministry of Health, the Kericho County Council, the Protestant Churches Medical Association, and the local community.”

The goal is to help heal the whole man, body and spirit, and lead him to accept Christ as his personal Savior and to deepen the spiritual life of Christians. It is one of the Protestant mission hospitals in Kenya which was began as a clinic in 1936 at Tenwek. Miss Mildred Fermeau and Miss Gertrude Shryock were the first clinic staff members at Tenwek. Dr. Emie Steury, who came in after 22 years, was the also the first doctor to serve the community at Tenwek Hospital. 1956 was a significant year for the World Gospel Mission when it received the
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first appointment of a medical doctor to Kenya. “One by one miracles occurred, though, and God met every need.”

History tells that the fifty-bed hospital was enlarged with an addition of a new men’s ward in 1967. Again in 1985, there was another addition to the facility which was meant to accommodate 300 patients. This part was renamed the Johana A. Ngetich Memorial Center, basically in honor of the patriarch of the Africa Gospel Church, who died in 1977. Since 1959, the hospital has been under the day-to-day management of a missionary. However, in July 2001, the hospital hit one of its most important milestones as Tenwek’s board appointed Steven Mutai became its first Kenyan executive officer. In addition to being the primary hospital for the area’s one million people, it is also a referral hospital that receives patients from other parts of the country.

Tenwek’s staff, which now totals 500 employees, treats more than 10,000 inpatients and 70,000 outpatients each year. Approximately 3,000 major surgeries and 2,500 deliveries are also performed at Tenwek each year. In addition, several thousand people find Christ as Savior each year, and many more are impacted through Tenwek’s compassionate ministries and training programs. “Work as though it all depends on you and pray as though it all depends on God. Plans and structures are an irreplaceable part of God’s work.”

2. Kenya Highlands Evangelical University

This institution of higher learning is a post-secondary school near Kericho, Kenya. It was started in 1953 by World Gospel Mission missionaries in the fields. These were Gerald Fish
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(1927-2008) and Burnett Fish. “We have attempted to present the obligations of the pastor in developing an evangelistic church.”108 The purpose of starting such a school was to train young people to follow Christ as church leaders by “providing Bible, theology, and Christian education instructions for students from a member of Africa countries and tribes.” Approximately 150 students attend the college each year. In 1972, an extension seminary program, Theological Education by Extension (TEE) was begun.

Now the Kenya Highlands Evangelical University is registered with the Commission for Higher Education as a private college. Though has been a granted candidacy status by the Accrediting Council for Theological Education in Africa (ACTEA), this college has been in the process for accreditation many years. It is also a member of the Nairobi Fellowship of Theological Colleges. According to its website, “the mission of (KHBC) is to advance the Kingdom of God and serve society through promotion of a Christo-centric education within the Wesleyan tradition by integrating faith with scholarship and inspiring servant leaders. Many people have been won to Christ through education ministries of Africa Gospel Church. “Christ is making a church to display his glory, a communion of saints to enjoy him forever.”109

In 1993, World Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church joined forces to open Kaboson Pastors’ School in southwest Kenya. The school was opened to meet the vital need of getting national pastors the formal education and theological training they were lacking. Many Africa Gospel Church pastors were untrained and unable to attend Kenya Highlands Bible College (Kericho) because of expense, distance, or family responsibilities or because they did.


not meet admission requirements. The training program at Kaboson was designed to emphasize the practical skills every pastor needs for effective ministry: a good grasp of Bible knowledge and doctrine, the ability to speak and preach well, the capacity to lead people to Christ and disciple them, and the training to lead a church forward. “In a real sense, the church is God’s trophy of grace, displaying to himself the magnificence of his holiness and power.”110 More than 117 pastors completed Kaboson’s training program between 1993 and 2001 and returned home to serve their local churches. This is one of the most significant strategies for training personnel as pastors, teachers, evangelists, and church leaders. The church has proven the education strategy effective as possible by building schools for both primary and secondary education. Adult literacy classes are provided for the illiterate adults for the purpose of equipping the saints in the ministry of Christ.

3. **Missions Outreach**

Mission is one of the effective pastoral leadership arms of Africa Gospel Church. On August 29, 1961, the World Gospel Mission churches were registered with the Kenyan government as the Africa Gospel Church. After Kenyan independence from Britain in 1963, many of the responsibilities of the World Gospel Mission were transferred to the Africa Gospel Church. In 1967, ministry was started among the Maasai. “Churches also live in a hostile environment. The world, the flesh, and the devil pound against Christ’s church are seeking to annihilate it. Without fresh leadership and evangelistic outreach, the natural tendency is stagnation, decline and eventual death.”111 The church was able to send the first Kenyan
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missionaries in 1963. Today there are about 49 Kenyan Missionaries serving God with their children in fifteen stations.

These mission fields are categorized into five major fields in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Sudan. Both the World Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church recruit missionaries from people with a special call from God to serve in cross-cultural ministries. “In this view, leadership is a part of the community. One cannot off from the body and still be a leader.”112 Their financial support comes from all Africa Gospel Church local churches as well as national and international partners. As a responsibility for the church, these missionaries receive some theological training before going to the fields. Kenya Highlands Evangelical University is the main training institutions for pastors and missionaries. Kaboson Pastors’ school and Olderkesi ministry training institute also train indigenous pastors and church leaders. To emphasize the need for missions the college also sends students to the mission fields for holiday ministries. This has been a big boost to missions work, and a great encouragement to missionaries. “God’s heart for and mission to all the peoples of the earth is evident as one notes the number of non-Hebrews touched by God as described in the OT.”113 They are also supposed to raise their financial support before they are able to be going out to the fields. Some of the local churches send work and ministry teams to different fields for evangelism, teaching seminars, and work projects. They are reaching the communities through evangelism and discipleship. They firmly focus on their purpose of preparing the church to be ready to meet Christ on his return.


4. Compassionate Ministries

It is the mandate of Africa Gospel Church to help its local churches in building worship sanctuaries both locally and in its station’s outposts. However, there are still many people worshipping under trees. The church also reaches out to people by assisting in development projects and by providing food, clothing, and water to the needy. Through the medical outreach program, the church has been able to build dispensaries and provided medical care to many people. A practical example of compassionate ministries is the development of Africa Gospel Church Baby Center which was opened in Nakuru, Kenya to care for orphaned and abandoned infants affected by HIV/AIDS crisis. More than 1 million babies have been orphaned in Kenya alone. This ministry provides food, clothing, shelter, medical attention, and love for the babies with hopes of finding adoptive Christian Kenyan parents. “Like Jonah, we are all called by a compassionate God to a ministry of compassion in our world.”

The Role of World Gospel Mission, Kenya

The World Gospel Mission is an interdenominational Christian holiness missionary agency. Its headquarters is in Marion, Indiana, United States. It is evangelistic in method, Wesleyan in doctrine, cooperative with other evangelical agencies, and backed by an organized prayer network. It uses the faith mission approach, a mechanism that encourages missionaries and volunteers to be responsible for raising their own financial support with the help of the church’s ministries departments. World Gospel Mission works with other organizations such as Churches of Christian Union, the Evangelical Methods Church, the Congregational Methodist Church, and the Methodist Protestant Church as an agent for sending foreign missionaries to the

field. It is also affiliated to the Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability, the Evangelical Fellowship of Missions Agencies, and Standards of Excellence in short term. “The biblical concept of church is grounded in diversity.”

The World Gospel Mission as an organization of believers has an established belief system. First of all, there is a belief in the absolute authority of the Bible and in one God eternally existent in three persons, the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. There is the belief in full humanity and divinity of Jesus Christ as the basis of faith in him and as essential for the salvation of all human souls; the presence and personal ministry of the Holy Spirit purifies and enables Christians to live holy lives. “Most Africans believe in a Supreme God who creates the universe though this entity may remain distant from creation.” God created all humanity in his own image and likeness to reflect his glory. The church is the body of Christ made up of all who trust in him and obey him. Hence it is to worship God, reach those without Christ, and nurture them as believers. The belief in the resurrection of Jesus Christ and the resurrection of believers are promised to hope and eternal life. Eventually, Christ will return in power and glory.

The World Gospel Church has been ministering through preaching, teaching, and healing ministries. World Gospel Mission will assist in forming culturally relevant congregations composed of maturing disciples of Jesus Christ who will evangelize and reproduce themselves within their own cultures and across cultural boundaries. This is recorded in the Bible as, “And the things you have heard me say in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable men who


will also be qualified to teach others” (II Timothy 2:2); and “call believers to the deeper work of God in the human heart of being cleansed from all sin and filled with the Holy Spirit by faith (I Thessalonians 4:3). “Many of the older cultural configuration have become irrelevant, as lifestyles have changed and the movements of people have erased the long-established social alliances.”

This is exactly what the Africa Gospel Church has been doing and propagating for decades. Though much emphasis is on evangelism, World Gospel Mission does minister to the whole person through church planting, education, medical care, community health, and development. It has developed the Africa Gospel Church as a self-supporting and self-propagating church in own environs. It is mandated to build relationships and create an atmosphere where evangelism can take place. It is also helping in the establishment of local churches by training individuals in leadership and sending them out all over the world. Many people have witnessed the work of the World Gospel Mission in providing relief during times of hardships and meeting human needs while focused on evangelism.

World Gospel Mission offers primary, secondary, post-secondary, and vocational education in a Christian atmosphere to individuals to ensure personal future success by educating tomorrow’s church leaders through Bible schools, seminaries, universities, and extension programs. Missionaries involved in educational ministries know that knowledge is power. “As the church transitioned from the leadership and teaching of the apostles to those who would serve future generations of believers, their educational efforts began to take new form.”

The Kenya Field has a couple of established educational facilities like the Kenya Highlands
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Evangelical University, Kaboson Pastors Training College, and Tenwek School of Nursing. “Education is as old as human consciousness.”

WGM has helped Africa Gospel Church in reaching all areas of the world through diverse healthcare and medical training. It has been offering preventative community health programs to develop healthy lifestyles while treating, curing, and responding to the physical needs of a community. That is why they have expressed that "We treat, Jesus heals" is the motto of Tenwek Hospital. It also has been offering all individuals a way to serve in missions by using their God-given talents to support other missionaries. Many missionaries have been working behind the scenes on the field to ensure the success of all ministries.

Summary

Generally speaking, the purpose of the World Gospel Mission and the Africa Gospel Church is to evangelize non-believers. These three areas ought to go hand in hand with each other. The church should not place all of its emphasis on evangelism and disregard the elements of edifying them. If a church focuses all its energy on the worship of God without the edification of believers, then it stagnates along the way as it grows and expands. There is a need to balance these purposes in order for the church and its pastoral leadership to be effective. “Just as every pastor and layperson has a calling, so does every church.”

Acts 2:42 gives a clear statement about a clear purpose of the church. “They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and

---

prayer.” Without doubt, the purposes/activities of the church should be teaching biblical doctrines, providing a place for fellowship of believers, observing the Lord’s Supper, and praying. These are the most valued spiritual ingredients that have been adopted by the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership. It has been to encourage and love one another in the body of Christ. Thus the purpose of the local churches may be summed up as follows.

- Soul-winning and soul-building (Acts 20:28, 32)
- Reaching/teaching the unsaved (Matthew 28:19-20, Acts 2:42)
- Preaching (II Timothy 4:3, 3:16)
- Evangelism: win and feed the lost (John 21:15-17, Acts 20:28)
- Salvation for sinners (be Christ-like)
- Ministry (Ephesians 4:12)
- Christian service (I Corinthians 6:9-20, 3:22-25)

Another factor that has contributed to Africa Gospel Church having an effective pastoral leadership is the following and doing of the commission given to the whole body of Christ. This is to proclaim the gospel of salvation through Jesus Christ (Matthew 28:18-20; Acts 1:8). This is what the church is all about. The church is called to be faithful in sharing the gospel through word and good deeds. Africa Gospel Church leadership have for years been practical in the sense of being a lighthouse in the community, pointing people toward our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. It is apparent that this church did engage its members in the business of promoting the gospel and preparing its membership to proclaim the gospel to the unreached people far and within their communities.

Finally, like any other church that is living in any corner of this global earth, Africa Gospel Church has a clear purpose of looking after the orphans and widows. This is the whole

---
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truth as given in the book of James 1:27: “Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to look after orphans and widows in their distress and to keep oneself from being polluted by the world.” In other words, pastoral leadership in any church is considered effective if it so values the ministry to the needy. It does not mean only sharing the gospel, but also providing for physical needs as necessary. “Church leaders have a tendency to seize upon programs and organizational variations found in congregations they consider being successful.” In addition, the church is to equip believers in Christ with the tools they need in order to work hard and overcome sin and remain as a blameless flock of God. This is only done by biblical teaching and Christian fellowship.

Regarding the purpose of church, Paul also gave an excellent illustration to believers in Corinth. “The church is God’s hand, mouth, and feet in this world.” This is the body of Christ as recorded in I Corinthians 12:12-27 that, “We are to be the things that Jesus Christ would do if He were physically on earth. The church is to be Christian or rather Christ-like and Christ-following.”

The purpose of the church is to cement the relationship between believers and non-believers. This is possible if the church is to place more emphasis on world evangelism (Matthew 28:19-20). The church should continue building relationships as the place for growth and spiritual edification of every believer. In other words, the church is the realm of spiritual fellowship. Hebrews 10:25 tells us, “Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the
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habit of doing, but let us encourage one another - and all the more as you see the Day approaching.”¹²⁷ Not only is the church supposed to proclaim divine truth, but it also protects it as well. In the same regards the church is a place where strong leadership develops and matures. It is a place where true believers gather together for the purpose of worshipping God. Note also that the church is a most precious thing to Jesus Christ because he bought it with his own blood. “Today’s church must move outside the walls of the building and invade the community.”¹²⁸

Therefore, the church is mandated to seek to learn and obey God’s word thus causing cultural, social, education, economic, political, and religious changes to happen. Solely, the church is to guard its proper Biblical teachings. II Timothy 2:1-2 says, “You therefore, my son, be strong in the grace that is in Christ Jesus. And the things you have heard from me in the presence of many witnesses, these entrust to faithful men, who will be able to teach others also.”¹²⁹

The church is to discipline believers. Discipline is a crucial element when it comes to dealing with human sin in the church. The Bible reiterated that discipline of believers should be done in private. The reproof of believers is to make sure that they are growing strong in their spiritual lives and becoming more like Christ as they walk in intimate relationship with him. “And in the sense of leadership being reproductive, there is no person in either the Old or the New Testament who offers us a greater model of building one’s life into others for the cause of Christ than does this complex man - Paul from Tarsus.”¹³⁰ The church is subject to pastoral leadership (I Peter 5:1-3) with respect to shepherding the flock and proving to be examples to the


flock of Christ. The saints are to assemble together in order to be equipped for the work of the ministry. The Law here is an unchanging aspect of God’s purpose for the church.

Jesus summed up the commandment of the law and the preaching of the prophets in the word “love.” “Relax in my presence, knowing that nothing can separate you from my love.” People are challenged to love God, love other people, and to serve them both. God bestowed upon Christians a greater motivation, greater power, greater confidence to live a life of love till the end of the ages. “This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought to lay our lives for our brothers, (I John 3:16).” By exercising love for God and fellow men, the church of Christ will be a greater model of the life of Christ as well as a world changer. God is revealing a fellowship with man through Jesus Christ our Lord; hence, the church is to make men see that fellowship. “Wherever Jesus calls us to any task, He assumes responsibility to equip and prepare us for the task. If we follow him, yield to him, and cooperate with him, he will make us useful channels for his blessing, useful agents for his eternal plan.”
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CHAPTER 3:
STRATEGIC PASTORAL LEADERSHIP OF THE AFRICA GOSPEL CHURCH, KENYA

What is Pastoral Leadership?

Experts have defined the term pastor in so many ways. The most significant meaning is that a pastor is a Christian minister or priest who is endowed with the capability of being spiritually in charge over a congregation. Simply put, he is a shepherd of a certain group of people. This gives the understanding of the pastoral role is to lead people in the congregation into spiritual and emotional habits of growing in faith while going through the challenges of life. He is the one to uphold values, viewpoints, beliefs, communication, and compassion as he grows in experiences through leading a congregation to do the purposes of God promised in scripture. “Effectiveness in relationship and mutual communication goes down, and the need for someone to coach and lead the meetings goes up.”134 He is playing an important role in the meaning of pastoral leadership by exercising spiritual guidance over his congregation. Here, “Leadership involves the ability to inspire and influence the thinking, attitudes, and behavior of people. Inspiring others to reach goals of common good – a service – is less frequent than influencing others to contribute to the leaders’ good.”135

Pastoral leadership is a great subject that has been theologically approached differently by church leadership and ministers the world over. As such, many believers have taken steps and made churches accessible to seekers. The Africa Gospel Church has a leadership style and well defined principles that are in line with such biblical heroes as Moses, David, Paul, and Jesus Christ. Moses, the servant of the Lord, served his father-in-law, Jethro. He took his wise counsel
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and delegated tasks to his assistants (Exodus 18:24). Joshua is a perfect model of leadership for church leadership to emulate. David was courageous in the face of big obstacles but he inspired others to follow him. Paul also focused all his attention to mission (Acts 20:34-35). More importantly, Jesus carefully trained a team of twelve followers and used them to attract huge crowds. Africa Gospel Church leadership is based on biblical principles modeled by these biblical leaders. Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is based on Paul’s pastoral guide to Timothy. Paul admonished Timothy to do his best in the ministry of Jesus Christ. The most qualifying factor to church leadership is the call to submit to God, to listen to His word, and to follow the leading of his Holy Spirit. “We need eternal reference points, God’s word and God’s will.”

This leadership is also characterized by followership. It is more than wise to follow than to lead. “In the other side of leadership, I identified as leaders those persons who believe they can and must make a difference in the church, their families, and their communities… and … to do so following biblical principles.” Thus, Africa Gospel Church leadership is not separate from spiritual leadership. It is participatory leadership in the work of God of transforming the community of faith together as one body of leaders and followers. Shepherding has been developed as an imitative relationship that creates no barrier between the leaders and followers as a keen approach to doing the ministry. The best thing to do is to follow Christ’s principle of casting vision and planning that the leaders may do well to think of the church as taking part in the ongoing story of redemption and Christian communion. The church has a lot of laid down


goals and projects to be completed within the church. These have been deemed necessary for growing the church and its entire membership. Accordingly, one may bear witness of the fact that pastoral leadership is based on the Word of God and grounded in the diligent leadership of many anointed servant leaders.

Leaders do not look to the world for leadership insights. Instead, they look to God for spiritual direction and the Word of God from which they obtain significant Spirit-directed pastoral leadership. “For many Christians, connection to God takes the form of a strong personal relationship with Christ.”138 The heart of church ministries within the Africa Gospel Church is likened to the way Christ brought back Peter into his service, most likely geared to showing the glad membership that God wants leaders, who know, confess, and sacrificially follow Christ. In this regard, leaders ought to consider their calling, the purpose of church, and the cross as they follow the way of downward mobility. As a strategy, the leadership of Africa Gospel Church has been effective for decades simply because it is built on three simple elements of being Christ-like. Leaders have been keen to lead by prayer, reading scripture, and giving spiritual direction. “As our relationship with God deepens and we learn to integrate our spiritual life and leadership more fully, we will begin to understand spiritual leadership in new ways.”139

The founding fathers understood the necessity of leading the church congregation through effective prayers to Almighty God, a strong theological reflection on scripture as well as authentic spiritual direction which involves confession and forgiveness. Leaders have lead many pastors who in turn have been able to help the priesthood of believers engage with the Holy Spirit and grow in Christ together. In addition, the pastors have followed suit in implementing
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marketing insights, growth strategies, and vision statements, and by increasing corporate effectiveness.

**Africa Gospel Church Leadership Development Strategy**

After looking at the lives and work of the Africa Gospel Church founding fathers, it is a high time to flash back and see how they designed the church leadership development strategy. The question could be how did they work and pass on their leadership legacy to other leaders and pastors who have risen up along the way and carried the mission and purpose of church to date? One aspect to note about how the former leaders developed the Africa Gospel Church leadership strategy is that they were more of mentors who loved Christ passionately and loved their people passionately. “It is not enough to simply manage the culture we operate within. For, while management acts within culture, leadership creates culture. In fact, our very approach to leadership shapes culture in profound ways.”

With this insight of love and care, these leaders and pastors have been able to think strategically about the life, mission, and purpose of church. Both the former and the later Africa Gospel Church leadership are people who have been thinking strategically about developing other leaders in the church. All along they have been focused on leadership development through training. “We have the opportunity to become communities focused on Jesus and his mission.”

A greater emphasis on pastoral leadership is placed on the fact that young people who are called and spiritually endowed with leadership abilities should go to college to be theologically trained as leaders.

---


Right now, the church owns two significant training institutions specifically established for training and equipping pastors for the work of ministry. The Kenya Highlands Evangelical University and Kaboson pastors’ school stands as the two main centers for serving this purpose. The ideological heritage of educational instruction at the college dates back to 1932 when missionaries of World Gospel Mission saw the need for training their new converts. This instruction not only needed to cover biblical and ministry related subjects, but also teacher training. Teachers were prepared for the existing primary schools and preaching among the local communities. This has been a great ideal of thinking and developing a strategy for effective Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership as a transforming leadership.

Throughout their history, the Africa Gospel Church and World Gospel Mission have been responding to various needs of the church as well as the community by continuing their educational training programs. With much patience, prayer, and effort, Kenya Highlands Evangelical University has been upgraded to university status. This is a product of the educational programs maintained by Africa Gospel Church and World Gospel Mission. The goal is to remain faithful to scriptural truth and relevant to its culture of educational objectives of equipping students for ministry. The college management has always kept the fire of academic excellence and practical experiences burning.

There is enough reason to believe without doubt that Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has continually been effective over the years because leaders are chosen for their ability to think well. “Strategic thinkers determine the most important long-term goals, and then develop plans to reach the goals.”142 In his outstanding book *Transformational Leadership: A New Model for Total Church Involvement*, Phillip V. Lewis wrote, “Strategic leadership is the

---

formulation, implementation, and evaluation of actions that enable an organization to achieve its objectives. This process is an unbiased, systematic approach to making major decisions under uncertain conditions. Strategic leadership deals with a changing world and evaluates the structure and processes of the church accordingly.”

Africa Gospel Church has the possibility of cultivating a leadership development culture. In fact, within this third chapter, some of the most important factors of a local church will be discussed. In essence, the pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church is effective because leaders value the local church as central in developing other leaders. The most driving goal of the entire denomination is to develop and produce more Christ-like servant leaders. These are leaders who are full of wisdom, spirit-led leaders of good character, and skilled leaders who are also willing to function according to their calling. “By God’s grace, we want to produce wise leaders who are sound in their knowledge of God’s word and His world, strong in character and compassion, and skillful in ministry and mission.”

In Titus 1:9, Paul assured Titus that church leaders had to hold firmly to the message so they could encourage others by sound doctrine and refuse those who oppose it. Leadership development must include those leaders who are already in positions and those who are aspiring to grow in their knowledge of God and His word. Leaders also should be developed based on their influence. Influential leaders are those who are in touch with the Holy Spirit of God and have a wide knowledge of the Word of God. Paul also said in I Timothy 4:7-8, “Train you to be
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godly. For physical training is for some value, but godliness has value for all things, holding promise for both the present life and the life to come.\textsuperscript{145}

As a strategy may be effective, leadership development should involve servant leaders who are also able to equip others. These are the words of Jesus Christ in Mark 10:42-44, “You know that those who are regarded as rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise authority over them. Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, and whoever wants to be the first must be slave of all.”\textsuperscript{146} With this thought in mind, the pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church is indeed effective because of her Christ-like leaders who are primarily servants.

Africa Gospel Church leadership development strategy has seen leaders equipped in their whole life context. In other words, it is good to understand that it is God who is developing leaders for the church. As Christ promised at his ascension that God’s Holy Spirit was to come upon his disciples, the same Spirit is still acting as a guide to the church. The Africa Gospel Church leadership believes that the Holy Spirit of God is the one helping to train, shape, and mold them and others as spiritual leaders.

One of the vital goals of Africa Gospel Church Leadership development strategy is the training of personnel on biblical wisdom. Its private university offers courses that encourage theological reflection as an essential component in leadership development. Developing leadership is by wisely combining a strategy and character of good leadership. If one must be without wisdom, then he must be without a strategy.
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The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is effective when it comes to dealing with the surrounding communities. The church has seen much success in evangelism and church planting by reaching, teaching the Word of God, and providing other social services to different communities. Jesus Christ modeled relational learning by teaching His twelve disciples. “I realized that Christians have more in Jesus than just a great spiritual leader; we have a practical and effective leadership model for all organizations, people and situations.”147Afirca Gospel Church has for many years strongly upheld the art of teaching and learning among its congregation and communities at its reach. The Theological Education by Extension is one of the best educational programs the church leadership has used for many years to reach and train many pastors and leaders on the Bible.

The Africa Gospel Church leadership development strategy involves strategic people. Most of all, those who are in top leadership position are able to identify key groups of young men and women to be trained as effective servant leaders in different ministries. “Who are the most committed leaders in our church, and how will we develop them? It is strategic because many churches take their leaders for granted and easily adopt a haphazard approach to leadership development.”148 Consider the Africa Gospel Church leadership hierarchy and you will see a strategized leadership format. The top chair at the Central Office is for the Bishop. The Bishop works with the Assistant Bishop, Administrative Secretary, and heads of Departments. The shape of the leadership pyramid grows downwards from the Central Office to the newly launched Africa Gospel Church Regions, Areas, Districts, and local churches. This is a strategic chain of leadership that has made Africa Gospel Church’s pastoral leadership unique and effective to
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date. The church leadership dream has been to rise up thousands of wise leaders - men and women who can think about and shoulder the issues facing the church, communities and the government of Kenya. “If the first converts are taught to depend upon the missionary, if all work, evangelistic, educational, social is concentrated in his hands, the infant community learns to rest passively upon the man from whom they received their first insight into the gospel.”

Effective Pastoral Leadership Strategies for Church Growth and Socio-Economic Development of Africa Gospel Church

Perhaps the best question to ask pertains to what the word “strategy” means to church leadership, pastors, and all the set apart members of the body of Christ. The term strategy simply means a plan of action, means, or set up policy for achieving a major aim within an organization. It is actually the direction and the extent to which an organization can stretch in order to meet the needs of its beneficiaries. A strategy is a tool that drives an organization to achieving both its short-term or long-term goals and expectations. In other words, it is answering the question about where the organization is trying to get within a given period of time. It is a summary of activities that the organization should be involved so as to bring sound successes to its own membership. “Strategic Church will help pastors and leaders refocus on visioning and building a faith community that is biblically based and spiritually transformative, helping people become fruitful Disciples of Christ.”

Basically, a strategy is also the means of putting together the necessary resources which may include but are not limited to skills, assets, finances, relationships, facilities, personnel, and


much more. It is counting on the values and expectations of leaders with powers in and around the daily life of an existing organization. The Africa Gospel Church is an organization like any other business entity. The three levels of strategies that exist within any business organization in the world are also potentially application within the church of Christ.

The most suggested levels that any strategy is based upon may include corporate strategy; this is a strategy that in concerned with the overall purpose or the extent to which any organization may reach in order to meet the expectations of the people involved. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership in centered in the same strategy as is summed up in its mission statement. “Readers will uncover principles from the church Jesus built and find out how to apply these strategies to their local context. Strategic Church offers road-tested tools and proven principles for building a life-changing church in a complex culture.” The unit strategy is supposedly concerned with how the Africa Gospel Church has been able to compete with other denominations all over the country. This is how it deals with ministries like evangelism and crusades, education, missions, outreaches, media, and men’s and women’s ministries. The church is currently striving to reach some of the big urban areas in the country with an aim of establishing urban churches. Last but not least, in the business world there is also an operational strategy which gathers for the real organization of business. This focuses on bringing resources, processes, and people into one unit in order to deliver good services to customers.

So to talk about the Africa Gospel Church as an organization endowed with effective pastoral strategies, an observer may need to look into how leaders have been managing these strategies. Are these strategies biblical in the first place? “Purpose driven churches are growing
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churches because they have growing leaders.”152 How has the church leadership been able to effectively carry out its plans for achieving a vision and gain a recognized position of influence? In the past five decades, Africa Gospel Church pastors have been seeking to participate in effective pastoral leadership in both rural and urban churches. They have worked so hard in running the leadership of the church by focusing on nurturing the different roles and responsibilities of members in different functions. They are quite involved with committees and boards which are meant to provide their membership with spiritual leadership necessary for church growth and expansion. “Missions have run farms and agricultural institutions. They have developed industrial schools and taught every kind of handicraft.”153 Pastors have turned every available resource they might find to enable them to be more effective leaders in developing the entire denominations of Africa Gospel Church. Their hard work does not render it a smooth pastoral leadership trend.

The church has come through a widespread perception of a lack of leadership at a certain point in time since its inception. However, leaders as well as pastors have been patient and faithful enough to keep the rock of leadership rolling. Many of them have taken steps toward a continued learning of leadership skills and strategies in order to become more effective leaders in directing the affairs of the church. Like any other denomination, Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership must be effective. One value of this fact is a thorough understanding of scripture. “The church belongs to Christ, He is the builder of the church; He is the one who must be given credit for all true church growth.”154 No meeting or event can be done without the reading of
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scripture. The application and proper implementation of scriptural principles is one of the spiritual leadership elements that have formed the basis of the general pastoral leadership effectiveness. Subjects on leadership, administration, management, and stewardship have been taught at all leadership levels from the local church setting to the central office. These subjects are not just functional ideas, but they are also the most significant ingredients for foundational support of effective pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church.

One can automatically lend support to effective leadership of Africa Gospel Church by agreeing with the fact that it is authoritative. Leadership is the core of pastoral ministry in every denomination worldwide. As such, it should not be dictatorial. The central mission of Africa Gospel Church is to preach Christ and win more lost souls to him from any corner of the world. Right now its pastoral leadership and management are expanding its scope by opening up churches in Kenya’s neighboring countries like Uganda, Burundi, Sudan, and Tanzania. The leadership of Africa Gospel Church is actually using the authority of scripture and following the command of the Great Commission of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ by taking the message of the cross to the ends of the earth. This is a clear indication that leaders and pastors know what they are doing, where they are going, and why. “Christianity has made more converts in Black Africa than in all the rest of the world combined.”

Christ is the church’s chief shepherd and the authority over it. Here is what Paul said about authoritative leadership in Romans 12:8: “If it is encouraging, let him encourage; if it is contributing to the needs of others, let him give generously; if it is leadership, let him govern diligently; if it is showing mercy, let him do it cheerfully.”

---
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The work of leading the flock of the Lord requires a serious purpose. Secondly, the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is effective because it is spiritual. Some pastors have skills and a lot of experience in ministry. Both of these elements are important in addition to the essential qualities of being spirit-filled and spirit-led. The spiritual life of the entire Africa Gospel Church depends upon the spiritual life of its leaders and pastors. Note that these leaders are ministers of Christ whose ministry ought to be centered in his person and his work. They are keen shepherds of local churches, and they rely on God as the ultimate source of power they need for doing the ministry. Pastors and leaders have led the congregation with love as the spiritual driving power in the church. In Acts 20:28 is found a tremendous biblical exhortation to church leaders: “Take heed, therefore, unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over which the Holy Ghost hath made you overseers, to feed the church of God, which he hath purchased with his own blood.” In other words, pastors and leaders need to take heed to themselves before they take heed of their fellow men. This is indeed a high standard of serving other people.

The third element that characterizes the pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church as effective is sacrificial leadership. This began with the first missionaries who came to Kenya and helped in the establishment of churches countrywide. “The African personnel made a significant contribution to the work of gospel proclamation and church planting.” They sacrificed a lot of what they had, including their lives. Since the birth of Africa Gospel Church, leaders have come to take over positions and led sacrificially. Local missionaries can attest to this true fact, that mission work is not easy. The stories they have related are all about dangers, hunger, diseases, and many hardships in the mission fields.


However, despite any kind of hardship they face, pastors and people have recognized that they are serving among different ethnic communities in God-given positions. Mission work and evangelism go hand-in-hand with poured sacrifices. Pastoral leadership within the Africa Gospel Church is not without accountability. The whole hierarchy of leadership in this church is accountable to God and to other believers. Accountability is the permanent mark in the life of every Christian leader. When the first missionaries left the work of leading the church in the hands of indigenous leaders, they too have remained justified, sanctified, and faithful to the call to minister to the needy. Most of them have remained effective in ministry and have stood in many corners of the country and tell of the good news of Jesus Christ to the lost. “Everything the church does is a vision-driven, values-endowed endeavor, whether or not its leaders know it.”

From the time of the founding fathers, the work of ministry has been passed on to the ever growing generations who have carried it up to today. The gospel has been presented with simplicity and clarity; hence, the general pastoral leadership has been rendered as effective. Good leaders have delegated the work to the hands of young leaders; they have equipped others for ministry through training in biblical principles.

Effective pastoral leadership is evident by the leaders’ hearts of warmth and encouragement. Africa Gospel Church leaders see the best in other growing leaders, pastors and congregation. Encouragement is an element of leadership that builds confidence in others who are aspiring to be leaders. Coupled with encouragement is the idea that leadership involves and revolves around a team of keen facilitators. Most of the good pastors of this church are gifted workers serving together for the sake of doing a blessed ministry.

---
As a result, people have been coming to faith in Christ and growing in their Christian maturity and being incorporated into the church. For any organization to flourish with effective leadership there must be well-defined goals. Goal-setting is very crucial when it comes to dealing with effective pastoral leadership. Goals should always be specific, attainable, measurable, and numerically few. Properly set-up goals are essential for good leadership, health, and growth of any church.

Coupled with the above factors is the element of innovation. Some of the effective pastors within the Africa Gospel Church are naturally creative innovators. Many have dreamed and put their dreams in actions. Churches have grown in terms of congregation, numbers of local churches, and structured buildings. A recent survey may show that a few local church congregations are worshipping under trees or in schools. These pastors believe that there is a better way of running the church in order to achieve growth. Some of them have stayed on long pastorates and have grown their churches to greater levels. “A second motive prominent in the history of missions is the desire for the salvation of man.” 160 Africa Gospel Church pastors hold yearly leadership conferences. The purpose of these annual meetings is to refresh and refuel them on ways to make their pastoral leadership as effective as possible. They understand the truth about leadership that it is a way of getting things done with and through others of the same mind and interest. The pastors embrace the fact that they are leaders of other leaders.

Leadership is a gift from God, but it can be expressed in many ways. These leaders understand themselves, their co-leaders, their groups, and the general congregation. Today if you go on Facebook, you can see pictures of both top leaders and pastors teaming up together and working together and uplifting each other. “A theology of hard work is founded on Jesus’

acknowledgement of the role of hard work in preparing for a harvest.” They always come
together in order to assess the climate of the whole church and readiness for growth. What
matters most is the fact that the top leadership knows the gifts, limitations, and responsibilities of
the fellow servant pastors. Freedom to do what is right is what they mostly cherish, and that is
why they are always available as motivators.

Effective pastoral leadership strategies must be mission-oriented. There is nothing so
significant in leadership than to understand the needs of the people you are leading. These clarify
the goodness of having dependence or independence, love or belongingness, self-esteem and
self-actualization. It is making sure that every participant in leadership is enjoying the benefits of
being part and parcel of each other. The overall mission of the church is to win souls for Christ
through evangelism strategies. “To participate in the mission of God is to announce the good
news of the kingdom.” This is the mission of being compassionate as well as doing the work
of justice. The most important role of leaders and pastors on the same mission is to be role
models in nurturing others. In his 121 page book, Ken Blanchard had this in mind, “All great
leaders have a specific leadership point of view that defines how they see their role and their
relationships to those they seek to influence.” Their primary task is to grow the people by
means of example and exhortation. This may be seen by viewing I Peter 5:3, I Timothy 4:11-12,
and Titus 2:7 consecutively.

Pastoral leadership strategies also involve and revolve around good organization. Africa
Gospel Church is not the only organization having been frustrated with the problem of
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organization. Leaders as well as pastors have been looking for administrators to man the existing offices and run the affairs of church. Prayer, preaching, and planning are key ingredients of good governorship in this church. The founding fathers worked administratively with most of the foreign missionaries in ensuring that the local congregation is taught the Lord’s statutes, intercession, and some are appointed co-judges. Administration is learning and doing the art of delegating ministry to those who are endowed with different capabilities. Jesus delegated some of his ministry responsibilities to his disciples. The apostles appointed helpers so they could remain and be devoted to prayer and the ministry of the word.

Good leaders are good planners who ought to know their goals and ways and means of getting them accomplished. Pastors ought to be well qualified for their calling. Academic qualifications are important; Moses and Paul were educated people. However, spiritual and moral qualities of pastors are important as well. All should be striving for righteousness, goodness, faith, love, endurance, and gentleness as they run the race of faith. First Timothy 6:11-12 says this: “But you, man of God, flee from all this, and pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, endurance and gentleness. Fight the good fight of the faith. Take hold of the eternal life to which you were called when you made your good confession in the presence of many witnesses.”

Effective pastoral leadership strategy of the Africa Gospel Church is also based on a sound theology. This is clear ordination for ministry. Note that the whole church is pastoral, priestly, and prophetic. This kind of leadership is a special gift from God to the church. Theologies and ordination for ministry may vary but the core life of the church is the ministry of the word. “Christian faith can never be satisfied with a theology of hope that is purely
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attitudinal, abstract, or doctrinal.”^{165} To better implement a good theology of church, Africa Gospel Church has since established a theological university, Kenya Highlands Evangelical University, formerly Kenya Highlands Bible College. The main purpose of this institution is to train and produce young men and women who are able to lead the church in to the future by teaching the correct doctrines. Great men and women with vision have gone through this school and have been able to give themselves to the big idea about the shape of Africa Gospel Church. It therefore suffices to say that the individuals and their communities serving God in rural or urban local churches understand the essence of all they do. “Christian stewardship is not something we do, but something we become.”^{166} The writer of this thesis project is himself proud to be a product of this wonderful Christian institution.

The effective pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church has so far made a lot of recognizable differences among different individual communities. Effective pastors and leaders are focused on developing, coaching and mentoring each other and have enabled lay leadership to improve their performances. These are the pastors who have kept on propelling the local churches to set up and achieve important goals and inspired the congregation through preaching and teaching of the Word of God. They developed a group of lay leaders who are increasingly effective at helping the congregation stay focused on doing the will of God and fulfilling the mission of Christ. “God has placed in us a calling to ministry. It is the calling that gives focus, direction, and purpose.”^{167} This is the art of empowering the laity as partners in leadership through coaching and mentoring for the sake of having a strong base of leaders in a
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congregation. Again AGC leaders and pastors have severally used their relationships and pulpits to encourage people toward changes that have resulted in mission effectiveness.

**Effective Pastoral Leadership Factors of the Africa Gospel Church**

The question to ponder here is; what does the effective leadership of the Africa Gospel Church look like? This question could be addressed from the light of how this leadership works and on whether people really know that they are being effectively led. Generally speaking, Africa Gospel Church leadership focuses on the relationship between the congregation being led and the leaders who are leading them. “The Local church has a similar role as the home team in the game of missions. It is where enthusiasm and loyalty to world evangelization is generated.”168 This leadership is a process of helping the congregation to fit into corporate Christian life practices that shape them to live a Christ-like life. Emphasis to this fact is affirmed in the New Testament that the task of ministry is the duty of all believers in Christ. In other words, the ministry of the church is the ministry of Christ. The Africa Gospel Church leadership is essentially the same in all places at all times. The main purpose of leaders in this church is to help people live the Christian life and do the will of God effectively. The core of this church’s leadership is the role of ministry context based on history, setting, relationship, culture, and community values in which it is being exercised.

The most common ideas, feelings, and values are the elements that guide personal behavior of the communities reached by the church. God is presented to them with respect to their cultural aspects. Christianity is not there to destroy the culture of a people receiving the message of the Gospel of Christ, but it is to strengthen itself and have an influence in the culture
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of the people. Thus effective leaders do understand that culture functions in powerful ways in any group and its aspects must be respected without compromising the gospel.

The pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church has been effective in the sense that leaders understand that the whole ministry of Jesus Christ is cross-cultural. “It believes in Discipleship”169 With this truth in mind, this church has ventured into different locations and reached people of different cultural beliefs and dialects. It has gone as far as reaching the unreached in Kenya’s neighboring countries like Uganda, Sudan, Tanzania, and Burundi. Its pastoral leadership is culturally sensitive and responsive to meeting the needs of different communities, races, ethnic groups, nations, regions, and socio-economic classes within and outside Kenya. Effective leadership is mostly taking place in situations where leaders portray trusted characteristics. “We are to love the church and we are to be faithful to the head of the church”170

Both the former and the current leaders of Church developed a significant element of trust before their congregations. They have led the church throughout decades with the conviction that the purpose and the vision of the church is the heart of the gospel of Christ. They have also led the congregation with clear competencies. Competencies in the current pastors and leaders have helped the congregation to function in a healthy system and productive ways. They have also worked joyfully with all the young and the old, poor and rich, tribes and races in respect to the purpose of God. This sums up the character of leaders as emulating the character of Christ and able to produce good morals that are crucial to the leaders’ effectiveness. This should check leaders’ effectiveness in terms of honesty, integrity, fairness, compassion, prayer life, and total dependence on God for strength and guidance.
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The idea of leadership competencies draws attention of many observers as an essential transition from a faithful rule to an effective rule. The early established rule rewarded competence and passed the baton of faithful pastoral leadership to today’s effective leaders. The young and energetic leaders in church leadership positions are as effective as they ought to be as far as getting things done at the right time and in the right way. Competence is but a leader’s track record and ability to get things done. Here skills and experiences come into play when it comes to leaders at the top position humbling themselves down to the level at which they can work with other leaders.

**Africa Gospel Church Leaders are Good Shepherds**

The term “shepherd” is found John 10:1-21, in which passage Jesus is depicted as the Good Shepherd who lies down his life for the sheep. The same imagery is recorded in Psalms 23. A picture of a good shepherd taking care of the sheep and not letting any of them get lost is painted here in the scriptures. The context of this term is that Jesus was a divine being and was God watching over his people. Images of a good shepherd often include a sheep on his shoulders, and thus John 10:11-21 says, “I am the good shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. He who is a hired hand, and not a shepherd, who doesn't own the sheep, sees the wolf coming, leaves the sheep, and flees. The wolf snatches the sheep, and scatters them. The hired hand flees because he is a hired hand, and doesn't care for the sheep. I am the good shepherd. I know my own, and I'm known by my own; even as the Father knows me, and I know the Father.”

The good shepherds of the church’s pastoral leadership are effective and progressive evangelicals who are shouldering the role of stewardship throughout the entire church. “Of
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course the church exists for worship and education and fellowship among members”172 They have followed a sound Christian tradition about the stewardship of time, talents, and material in utilizing and managing all resources God provides for the glory and the betterment of all the believers in Jesus Christ. They deserve credit for managing everything that God has blessed them with into the believers’ lives in a manner that honors and brings glory to God. The rule of thumb is to understand that God is the owner of everything that man may own and for which he cares. Stewardship can also be understood as God’s holiness as found in Genesis1:2, Psalms 104 and 113, I Chronicles 29:10-20, Colossians 1:16, and Revelation 1:8. Hence they are following the principles of servant leadership. These are as summarized below.

There are numerous principles of servant leadership. The art of listening is one aspect for which the church leaders have been valued, for communication and decision making skills. Empathy comes second as a principle for servant leadership. “Visions have their own authority. True visions from God don’t need to be pushed into reality. They have their own power. They just need to be shared.”173 The Africa Gospel Church as servant leaders has had the opportunity to understand and empathize with others. Simply put, people need to be accepted and recognized for their special spirit of contribution into the body of Christ.

Servant leaders of the Africa Gospel Church have learned a great deal of the healing power of oneself and others. These are men and women who are driven by passion to do immeasurable things in the ministry of Jesus Christ. Their foresight is a characteristic which has enabled them to understand lessons from the past, the present, and those relating to their future.

---


Great servant leaders have always been great stewards of the flock and the things of God. They are also committed to the growth of the people of God regardless of their tribe or location. This is to produce yet more spiritual persons and continue to build reachable communities.

The Africa Gospel Church leaders have applied the term in several instances as a Christian responsibility which Christians have used in maintaining the gifts that God has bestowed on them. Men and women of God are the ones to continue the work of creation, redemption, and satisfaction of all the sheep under their care. The Lord said to Moses on Mount Sinai in Leviticus 1:1-5, “Speak to the Israelites and say to them, “When you enter the land I am going to give you, the land itself must observe a Sabbath to the Lord. For six years you sow your fields, and for six years prune your vineyards and gather their crops. But in the seventh year the land is to have a Sabbath of rest, a Sabbath to the LORD.”

Stewardship has done many important things for the church. There is much in the Gospels that helps us understand the concept of Christian stewardship. Stewardship offers a way to invite all people to become more aware of Jesus Christ, his example, and how through stewardship all can become authentic Disciples of Christ. Through commitments of talent, treasure, and time, people will discover that they grow spiritually and that their faith is deepened. As this conversion begins, the church becomes an active center of ministry supported with resources of people educated in the faith and giving, not out of obligation, but out of appreciation for God’s grace in their lives. A church is the place where people experience their faith. The local church is more than just a building. It is a community of faith and action where you can see the face of Jesus in the face of a neighbor. “Unless Christians make a conscious effort to create

---
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programs that will appeal to unbelievers, they naturally default to designing events that reflect their own taste.”

Conversion takes time and constant opportunities to grow in faith. Stewardship is a ministry of hope and of faith that requires work, prayer, and understanding to make it succeed. Through it, all can become even better stewards of the church and help lead and prepare all people to accept and embrace a greater role in their church, country, and world. Together, the church will endeavor to continue the mission of Jesus Christ and grow closer to the example he provides. Together, through stewardship, all must be challenged to embark on an intense but rewarding initiative to bring a renewed vitality to the church and its ministries. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership takes stewardship of all things as one of the elements that contribute to church growth. “The gospel starts by teaching us that we, as creatures, are absolutely dependent on God, and the He, as creator, has the ultimate claim of us…” As such, environmental stewardship is very crucial. It teaches leaders, pastors, and the general congregation to be responsible in protecting and using the most available natural resources with regards to man dealing with land, animals, and plants.

Coupled with environmental protection, the leadership also cares about lives of other people. Owing to the fact that many people in Africa and the rest of the world have been either infected or affected by HIV/AIDS, Africa Gospel Church in collaboration with World Gospel Mission has made progress in preserving lives of young children and infants without parents. In most cases, families in Kenya have either lost a husband or wife through HIV/AIDS. Poverty and disease are epidemic in Kenya and leave in their wake poverty-stricken and dying children.


“Everything has been corrupted by the fall and God cares about all of it. Redemption on this scale is going to involve more than preachers and pastors.”\textsuperscript{177} That is the reason the church has taken the initiative of caring for orphaned children by establishing the Africa Gospel Church Baby Center for such destitute, innocent, and helpless children. This is a God-given stewardship system of caring for the need, thus rendering the church pastoral leadership as effective relative to stewardship.

The Baby Center is indeed a ministry intended to change the future of Kenyan children, families, churches, and the society for a better life. This center is located outside Nakuru and is being run by these two organizations. With this valuable idea in mind, the church now is seeking to mature and grow in the work of the kingdom as it reaches out to help deal with one of the national problems. It also would lead to opening up greater opportunities for growth and long-term investment in the future of the church and the people of Kenya. It will also increase community and national awareness of the work of stewardship by the church serving as a commissioned body of believers to reach the lost for Christ. “Of course it knows you. Like Jesus said He knew His sheep, and they know Him.”\textsuperscript{178}

In fact, the World Health Organization (WHO) Director-General highlighted health stewardship as a new concept geared to setting and enforcing rules and providing strategic direction for anybody who is involved. Like the Africa Gospel Church and the World Gospel Mission, W.H.O has defined one of its functions as the management and responsibility of taking care of other people’s well-being. It means that healthy people would contribute to the society in
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a positive way. Hence, the government, ministry of health, and the church ought to be able to take a large part of the stewardship of health systems within and without various communities.

In collaboration with the World Gospel Mission, the Africa Gospel Church leaders have shown the heart of a shepherd in the manner in which it has been taking care of its personnel laboring together in ministry. All understand that the work is the Lord’s. Many pastors and leaders in various positions have been theologically trained at the church’s private university, its pastors’ school, or any other institution meeting the necessary qualifications as required by the church jobs. Personnel training and development is a crucial field which is concerned with organization of activities aimed at bettering the performance of leaders in pastoral settings. This is a system of providing training, education, and development of all the servants of the Lord down the line from the top. Those who are currently serving from the top seat of the Bishop to the local church pastor have received some kind of biblical training. In other words, the church has adopted this strategy of training and equipping of personnel in order to develop them to be capable of doing ministry as evangelists, pastors, teachers, administrators, educators, preachers, and many more. What this does when it comes to shepherding personnel, is that the idea of feeding the flock as was introduced by Jesus Christ might be applicable in the church. This is feeding leaders and pastors with knowledge of the Word of God so that they are deemed qualified to carry on the ministry of the church.

The Importance of the Local Church

According to Mark Driscoll’s definition of a local church, Bryan Barley wrote it down as, “The local church is a community of regenerated believers who confess Jesus Christ as Lord. In obedience to Scripture they organize under qualified leadership, gather regularly for preaching and worship, observe the biblical sacraments of baptism and communion, are unified by the
Spirit, are disciplined for holiness, and scatter to fulfill the great commandment and the great commission as missionaries to the world for God’s glory and their joy.”

One of the most effective Africa Gospel Church strategies of Pastoral Leadership is the way the local church was defined and designed. During the initial stages of the church, the founding fathers, together with the pioneering missionaries, had to meet people where they were located. They went to each location administered by a local chief or headman and requested permission to be allowed to have a place where they could come and meet with the indigenous people. They called these meeting places “outstations,” each some kilometer away from the others. First they chose twelve elders as the earliest national church leaders. “This pattern of having a group of elders was followed by other missions in Kenya also. It was a sound, workable way to conduct the affairs relative to the church.”

The twelve elders of Africa Gospel Church were in operation before the missionaries entered Sot. They were under Johana A. Ngetich and were standing behind him in the work of the outstations. One elder by the name of Elijah A. Busien became very burdened for a location in 1940. This location had long remained closed to the gospel, for approximately five thousand people. “God radically transformed Dan’s life, and he soon was involved in the life of our church. His zeal and enthusiasm for Christ were infectious; he just could not get enough.” Elijah dared go there to preach the gospel. While they were in a meeting with the other elders, a missionary by the name of Bob Smith asked Elijah A. Busien to take off his shirt. He did not
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want to take it off, but when he agreed to do it, there were several cuts across his back. Bob Smith asked him what had happened and he explained that a tribal retainer had beaten him across his back after he finished speaking. “The chief does not want you to come here. You have no right to come here without permission. If you come back next Sunday, I will beat you again.”182 Before he left he told the people to come back again the following Sunday. Elijah A. Busien went back to preach four more times, and he was beaten each time. Elijah did not tell the missionary, Bob Smith, about what was going on because “We suffer for Christ.”183 Bob Smith later told his congregation that there was a chief who did not want the gospel to get to his location. They prayed right at that minute and within a few days, the chief, Arap Katam, was moved to another location. That was when the location was opened to the gospel. Thereafter, many other geographical locations were opened up to the gospel. Nobody can quickly tell how many local churches have been established since the birth of the Africa Gospel Church. This brings home the point that every human event has a starting point, setbacks, and steps to move forward. The purpose of a local church is to serve as a public place for worshipping God, edification of the saints, and spreading the gospel to the lost.

The local churches have retained the purpose of having a local church as a meeting place, a place for corporate discipline of believers, as well as a place where pastors, elders, and leaders render their services to one living God. “The world, as we see it, is a battlefield at every level-political, moral, mental, and spiritual-with many strongholds to be stormed.”184 Many ordinances are practiced at the local church also. The leadership does understand the importance
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of its local churches to all of its believers. The strategy of taking the message of the gospel to a
local church has been a workable one. It has been very effective to the extent that many local
churches have been planted close to each other, meaning that many congregations have been
formed within smaller circles. The most significant belief is that it is Christ who establishes the
local church and he has said to the members and those of other denominations that the scriptures
are given by God to instruct them: “They teach us doctrine, reproof, correction and righteousness
that we might be fully equipped to do the works of God” (II Timothy 3:16).\textsuperscript{185}

Christ established the local church for his Disciples or those who trust in him as Lord and
Savior for such reasons as follow.

a. To edify believers (build up) in the faith by effective leaders and teachers (Ephesians 4:11-13).

b. God also uses the local church as a training ground to teach new both new and old
believers the Word of God.

c. A local church is a meeting place where all the children of God gather together for
worship and giving tithes and offerings to the Lord toward the support of the local church

“Mission is: loving God and loving neighbor or glorifying God and enjoying him forever”\textsuperscript{186}

d. The local church is a place where all believers come together to pray and work for the

e. People will belong to the family of God where they carry the purposes of God.

\textsuperscript{185} II Tim. 3:16
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f. The local church is a vital and necessary part of a disciple’s life. Acts 2:47 says that God added to or increased the local church each time a person received Christ as Lord and Savior. Those who were saved became believers through baptism and were added to the local church as members. Biblical examples were the churches at Jerusalem (Acts 8:1), Antioch (Acts 13:1), Cenchreae (Romans 16:1) and the home of Aquila and Priscilla (I Corinthians 16:19 and Colossians 4:15). Here, then, the meaning of a local church always refers to a local assembly of believers. This is an aspect of church growth that has unified the local churches of the Africa Gospel Church and has boosted the effectiveness of the pastoral leadership of the entire church.

g. Believers are to learn the doctrine of the church in the local church. The Bible doctrine is to be taught in the local church. Paul says in Ephesians 4:11-13, “And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ.”\footnote{187} The goal is to bring all members into unity of faith, the knowledge of the son of God being made perfect in the fullness of Christ.

The pastoral leadership strategy of the Africa Gospel Church has been effective so long as the leadership has been helping to stir up love and good works and leading the assemblies of believers thus exhorting them in the things pertaining to the kingdom of God. All members are supporters of worship and the work of ministry. Pastors are leaders of every local assembly of believers as indicated in Acts 20:28. They have been acting in obedience and submission to the commands of the Lord.

The pastors also have been given authority as contained in the New Testament (I Peter 5:2-3) to feed the flock by providing spiritual and administrative leadership. They are the Lord’s servants doing the Lord’s work of preaching the word (II Timothy 4:2), teaching, and ministry of
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the word. By carrying all these responsibilities, the pastors are fulfilling their call to the services of God regardless of where they may be. “Our knowledge of the Bible, our new educational methods, even our sincerity of character will be handicapped if we cannot work with people.”188

The responsibility of the Great Commission and the Great Commandment is clearly given through the ministry of the local congregation as they collectively carry it out. Accordingly, the pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church takes the church as the very center of Christ’s plan for all believers whether they are worshipping under trees, in schools, or in semi-permanent or permanent buildings. Christ is the absolute first place in their lives and in the lives of other believers as is recorded in Colossians 1:18 that Christ, through the Holy Spirit, administers to his sheep through the local church. It is where believers gather, fellowship, worship, serve, and grow in the Lord.

**The Biblical Traits of Effective Pastoral Leaders**

There is no doubt that the Church pastors as well as leaders believe that they are in positions of service because God chose them as his instruments of spreading his kingdom on earth. This is probably why its pastoral leadership is quite effective and their work is not of the faint of heart. Their areas of influence include but are not limited to preaching, teaching, church ordinances, counseling, worship, spiritual formation, and community service. What makes them effective is the fact that they are ordained by God to carry on the ministry of his son, Jesus Christ. God chooses and qualifies people for service. These are those who know him as God, and they are men and women filled with the Holy Spirit of God. In order to serve God and share the good news of salvation, God’s chosen servants must be saved. The message of these servants of God which they are supposed to carry to a lost world is the message of reconciliation to God

through Jesus Christ. Prayer has developed intimacy with God. “While such direct contact with
the Father must always be tested against the written Word of God and confirmed by other
members of the Body of Christ, it helps us enormously in being the kind of servants God wishes
us to be.”189

Like in other churches, institutions of leadership and management, organizations, and
government and private sectors, men and women are put in certain positions of leadership
depending on their qualifications and capabilities. Ron Sylvia writes, “The more you know about
leadership, the faster you grow as a leader, and the farther you are able to go as a leader.”190 Men
of God who are serving God within the Africa Gospel Church are endowed with different
spiritual gifts, natural talents, and skills necessary for pastoral leadership.

Some of the effective pastors and lay leaders are perceived to be real church leaders who
are called of God and confirmed by men to serve God among them. They are men and women of
great integrity who can be trusted. In fact, those who have led Church for decades have been men
who instinctively know they can be trusted by others. The pastoral leadership of this church has
so far been effective because of some men who have remained faithful to the gospel and to the
teachings of the church. “Christian missions were primarily concerned with the spiritual well-
being of the people.”191 They have faced pastoral situations with intelligence and wisdom from
the Lord.

Identity is one of the most important qualifications of men and women who are aspiring
to serve God in the ministry of Jesus Christ. Hence, effective pastoral leaders and lay leaders
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know and understand that they are disciples of Jesus Christ. They went through baptism of the Holy Spirit and water in order to befit the circle of the faithful spiritual leaders of the church.

Thirdly, these pastoral leaders of the same church have shown that the best life to be lived here on earth is the kind of life that models honesty, maturity of friendship, and intimacy with God. If they had diminished their ability to serve God, then the church would not have grown and expanded to its current status.

Truly this is a church that has been growing numerically and expanding regionally. It has survived the odds since its inception and it has been effective in the manner of handling its purposes and its mission endeavors. They have the hospitality that is demanded by the gospel in their hearts and mind through a commitment to prayer and trust in God. Of course the grace of God is his affection for these leaders. This effective pastoral leadership has been operating out of the leaders’ concern and care for the well-being of the members, and the different communities around them. Regular prayer for the people they serve has been the foundation of the Church’s pastoral leaders’ concern at all times. “Where the church has been planted, it is growing like wildfire. And as it grows, it is reaching across language, racial and cultural barriers to unreached people groups.”192

The Africa Gospel Church pastors and leaders, in spite of the demands placed on them, have been taking their intellectual lives seriously. Some of them have personal libraries where they can go and read to enrich their minds on the current issues pertaining to their church, communities, country, and the world at large. Annual leaders’ conferences are their blessing points where they can converge and be refueled by reports from various localities, by listening to inspiring messages from different speakers, and by attending lessons through which God speaks

to their hearts. Leadership is the art of knowing where you have come from, where you are and to where you are taking people - destination. Jesus Christ grew up in knowledge and stature, and so are the church leaders; they need to grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord.

Many of the Africa Gospel Church pastors and leaders do ministry willingly. They do it because it is a call. Most of them have gone through theological training, leadership and administration training, leadership and management training, and biblical and counseling training, yet they humble themselves and serve regardless of their low salaries. Several years ago, a pastor with a bachelor of theology degree was earning a salary of $66.7 per month. They would respond to the pastoral needs of their congregations without complaining about too much work. Mission accomplishment was and is still their goal of bringing the light of God’s word to a world thirsting for peace and fulfillment. “To put God first does not exclude family and other relationships. They are very much a part of his plan for us.”

That desire is what drove Jesus Christ throughout his suffering and death on the cross for the sake of shining his light to the whole world.

Second to none is the fact that the pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church has followed the best scriptural ways of employing people whose spiritual lives are vitally sound. They do not hire anybody because they know them or are familiar with them, but hire people who exemplify unique spiritual life. In other words, “Spiritual maturity is one of the qualifications for leadership.” Just by way of mentioning, here are some of the skills of the highly effective leaders and pastors of the Africa Gospel Church. People working in every
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vocation must possess certain skills and develop and sharpen these skills as part of their training and formation. Hence, the Africa Gospel Church has a continuing-education program for pastors who so desire to further their knowledge in areas of their interest. Kenya Highlands Evangelical University is a suitable place where most of the leaders have been receiving some refresher courses. By learning and training further, leaders and pastors are able to connect with everybody else. “In order to shine and light up the lives of others in positive, productive interpersonal relationships we need to be connected at the source. There is power in productive relationships. We are made to communicate positively and rationally.”

The effective leaders and pastors of Africa Gospel Church are also faithful to regular times of prayer. They have learned to live prayerful lives. As a result, they have been able to move the church forward by winning souls to Christ for decades. In spite of the demands placed on their lives by the nature of the church ministries, the effective pastors and leaders have seriously kept their time for quiet listening to the voice of God. There is one pastor who had been a missionary for many years in one of the remote, drier parts of the country. He went to Kenya Highlands Evangelical University to further his studies. His testimony was that God is there and always ready to bless those whose ways are straight. His prayer was that God may take him through college and send him back to the bush - somewhere worse than where he had been staying before.

These leaders and pastors understand their role as both pastoral caregivers and as members of a particular faith community. They have teamed up together and work for the growth and expansion of the church and in maturing other believers just like the disciples of Jesus Christ. They know who they are and understand their own human needs for friendship, intimacy, and
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community. Leadership potential is a critical factor in their choice of leaders. Today leadership is at the heart of church ministries. “Compassion performance can involve acts of mercy, verbal outreach to people suffering from hopelessness, financial response to crises or diligent, concerted prayer.”196 As such, every leader has been given an opportunity and a position to exercise their gifts and to provide the training and appropriate support for each other as well as their members.

Coupled with the leadership potential, the leaders are blessed with art and an ability to collaborate. They work closely with leaders, pastoral associates, directors of religious education, evangelism, male and female leaders, missionaries, youth, members, and communities. Together they form a pastoral team that has been supportive and strength focused. These leaders have been healthy and humble enough to recognize and celebrate the ministerial gifts of each other.

One other thing to note about the pastoral leaders of Africa Gospel Church is that they are ministers of the Word of God who know and understand the art of listening. This is quite relevant when it comes to a healing presence in the ministry. “Our perspective on missions must be geared to the times and anchored to the word of God. The missionary challenge can rest neither on past momentum nor on an annual missionary convention.”197 They are people who are always available and ready to serve the communities around them. That is why the ministries of the church have been expanding and growing. They are participants in prayer in and out of season. Good preaching flows out of their mature spiritual lives and is passed down the leadership ladder as a strategy for good governance. The pastoral leadership qualities possessed


by the leaders are quite remarkable. If their leadership qualities are measured, the following ideas may be ascertained.

First of all, the idea of attendance is very crucial. An effective pastoral leadership should embrace the idea of attendance. Every year, the church holds a yearly pastors’ and leaders’ conference. They also have been holding annual women and youth leaders’ conferences, because these leaders want to keep the fire of meeting together burning. A conference is an important time for spiritually refueling the servants and the sheep of the flock of the Lord. “Unity is the one thing that can’t be left to chance.”

The effective strategic pastoral leadership involves mission participation. Drawn from the Great Commission and the Great Commandment, the pastoral leadership is mission oriented. The missions department is always interested in engaging volunteers in the work of missions. The element of giving to missions is a phenomenon throughout the church and as such, the church leadership has been investing time, energy and resources into doing the work of missions. Another very important strategy that has been applicable as far as the pastoral leadership is concerned, is the idea of assimilation. Assimilation is a means to incorporate new members into the system of the church. Church growth happens when the process of assimilation is strong and valued. The Church pastoral leadership is effective because leaders are chosen and given positions to exercise their leadership skills based on the qualities of pastoral leadership. In other words, these leaders are leading because they are qualified and capable to lead. They possess good qualities of pastoral leadership.

This pastoral leadership is a kind of leadership that investigates leadership traits such as vision, strategy, development, and shepherding strategy. These are pastoral gifts and part of the

divine calling to ministry, leadership styles, and leadership evaluation by the top leadership of
the entire denomination. The Central Office requires leaders and pastors to evaluate their
strengths and weaknesses as far as leadership capabilities are concerned. Leadership is never
effective without the participants doing evaluation of their progress and the growth of the
different ministries of the church. “God’s people have always been sustained by a vision of the
incomparable love of God.” The congregation also evaluates their pastors in terms of their
strengths and weaknesses. It does not mean that pastors and leaders always gain 100% approval
by their peers or congregation.

Surveys that have been carried out on the strengths and weaknesses of pastoral
leadership show that their greatest weakness revolves around management and entrepreneurial
skills. Pastors lack management in time, process, managing people, and in leading others. Most
of them lack creative systems and processes, creating a strategy, and the implementing of a
strategy. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the highest qualities of pastoral leadership are
centered on the heart of pastoral ministry, which is shepherding. This deals with people’s skills,
spirituality, and their basic leadership abilities. “We are not to serve fellow church members just
because they are loveable. We are to love the unlovable as well.” It is the intent of the church
to use strong, spiritually healthy leaders. Coupled with spirituality is the need for communication
from the top leadership seat to the bottom of the leadership hierarchy. This involves dealing with
issues in a more reasonable manner.

The church leadership qualities Paul speaks about in the pastoral leaders can be
examined in the biblical text. The books of I Timothy, II Timothy and Titus are known as the
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“pastoral letters” simply because they are designated to pastoral teachings and instructions for bishops. At the time, bishops were beginning to rise up to the positions of overseers of the flock of the Lord. They were required to be citizens with good reputations from outsiders and obeying the law. The same requirements for deacons apply to today’s church.

Just as there were requirements for deacons, leadership is defined for both husbands and wives. Husbands are leaders for their wives, who were commanded to obey their husbands. In return, husbands and masters were to treat their wives, children and slaves kindly. In this sense, therefore, the pastors as well as leaders are people who desire to be a part of their congregation and one with them. They have always been meeting their members where they are, meeting their varied needs and moving forward with them. “We meet together to start a fresh journey into the heart of the gospel, prepared to be newly amazed by it, resolved to let its principles begin shaping how our churches worship, serve and operate.”201 The responsibility of the pastors and leaders is to give spiritual and inspirational servant leadership to the church through challenging preaching, sound teaching, and meaningful worship of one true God. This is one of the most crucial ways of moving people forward and strengthening them as they also work hard in applying their faith into their everyday lives. This is a church life phenomenon that leadership is shared throughout the church by nurturing, visitation, and even conflict resolution. Leaders are just like playing coaches in the fields of athletics as facilitators, trainers, and encouragers of the gifts of the congregations with which God endowed them. This is the heart for leading people to a Christian commitment.

Leaders also help to stand as network representatives of the church both within its environs (denominational) as well as among other outside churches (interdenominational). They

are supposed to help in developing and supporting the vision, mission, and values of the church. Considering the qualities of leadership that are common, it is appropriate to mention the personal qualities of the pastoral leaders. These pastors are persons of prayer, servant leaders, visionary leaders, mature in faith, team players, and committed to biblical values. They are also leaders with strong rational skills, good communication, and have the ability to work with different kinds of people regardless of their sex or cultural background. Certainly they are also able to think strategically about the future developments of church facilities. “Instead, churches formed around their common need for Jesus. The gospel of Jesus became the unifying center of the church. As a result, the communities that formed preached Jesus, not only to those outside the church but also to one another within the church.”202 All that the pastoral care involves within the church is the caring for all through partnering with local communities. This has been possible by leaders adopting an organized care approach with community leaders and small groups, thus equipping them for the work of ministry.

**Summary**

The goal of Africa Gospel Church is to meet the need of providing church-based training and developing all believers to maturity and many to leadership positions in the local church. “The local church leadership has the authority of presenting Christ and establishing other local churches through outreach and evangelism.”203 Most of the leaders are convinced about the relative value and importance of leadership development. This is the root of leading other people among their diversified congregations to focus on leadership development. The top church leadership has designed a development plan for bringing many young generations into
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leadership. Recently, the entire top pastoral leadership proved its effectiveness by licensing, ordaining, and commissioning more faithful servants of Christ into the harvest field. It was a remarkable event as well as a great move towards developing more leaders to undertake different ministries within the church.

The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is indeed effective because it is open to change. The ideal change has occurred due to the fact that pastors and leaders are very efficient in communicating any new vision, values, or strategic plan. Not long ago, the church elected a new Bishop. He is one of the best visionary leaders the entire denomination has ever had. He is quick in getting and passing on any crucial information pertaining to church affairs and events. His confidence has grown and his impact and effectiveness as a church leader has also grown. Under his new leadership, every ministry in the local churches is flourishing, with quality leaders bearing fruit for Christ.

CHAPTER 4:
FACTORS FOR HEALTHY CHURCH GROWTH

What is Church Growth?

Generally, church growth as a movement began within evangelical Christianity, greatly emphasizing missionary work and sociological awareness of a particularly targeted population in any corner of the world. This movement began with the publication of a book *The Bridges of God*, which was written by Donald McGavran. McGavran was a missionary to India, where he saw how churches grow. His desire to know more about how a church can grow made him underline certain sociological factors that spread the Christian gospel among the unconverted peoples. In 1965, his contributions to mission work of the church were realized in the founding of a school of World Mission at Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California, USA. This
institution became the home base for church growth studies for many years before his death. Fuller Seminary has been the training ground for many thousands of pastors and missionaries of many evangelical denominations. In his book entitled, *Understanding Church Growth*, here is what McGavran said: “Tremendous church growth is going on in the world today. “Our members over the past five years weren’t just good, they were great. Twenty-six percent increase in church attendance, I know bigger– doesn’t always mean better, but our people were not just showing up on weekends.”204 “We live in the age of the most rapid forward advance of Christianity that history has ever known. The church is expanding in many towns and cities in North America and overseas in numerous cultures and subcultures, languages and dialects, tribes, classes, kindred and people groups.”205 McGavran explained that the church grows when it splits into two sections.

The idea of church growth taking place when it splits into sections is true with the Africa Gospel Church. No local church was established by itself. Every local church was born by splitting members from one or two local churches which were coexisting some distances apart. This has happened for many years in the rural and in the urban centers, thus strengthening and expanding growth network. People do not want to be moved from their comfort zones but when they realize numerical growth in the newly set up local church, they would like to partner with and support each other. “As we gather together in our local church and give ourselves to hearing the voice of God through his preached word, we are shaped into one body. We are united in


understanding and purpose.”206 The numbers mostly grow up from without the church - from non-believers being converted to Christianity and assimilated into the church body. No doubt they would praise God for the vitality and growth of the other section. “Anyone who would comprehend the church growth of Christian churches must see it primarily as faithfulness to God. Christians, like their Master, are sent to seek and save the lost - to become your servants for Christ’s sake.”207 In other words, church growth is a humane action of bearing the burdens of the lost and the weak souls and bringing them into the saving knowledge of Christ.

That being said, what is church growth? Greg Des Voignes defined church growth as, “Striving to combine the eternal principles of God’s word with the best insights of contemporary social and behavior sciences.”208 Church growth is an effort to increase membership in the church. Africa Gospel Church pastoral leaders have been effectively involved in using techniques and strategies in their effort to maximize the term “church growth.”209 These include the theories of sociology, anthropology, psychology, statistics, marketing, cultural relevance, and the ideal within each one. The AGC pastors and leaders used the Word of God and other related biblical teachings and has seen tremendous growth through the power of the Holy Spirit. “With families and pastors using the internet more frequently, there is one final ingredient that can bring about effective use of new technological tools in ministry. That ingredient is having a leadership in the local church that is committed to helping the church integrate ministry and
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technology.”210 The office of the administrative secretary plays the role of church consultant with church advertising and marketing strategies. The church has adopted a transformation process that is sold through council meeting, conferences, and camps. Any crucial information about church growth from the Central Office is swiftly channeled to the local church through staff and lay leadership training, newspapers, and correspondence.

The effectiveness of Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is owed to the founding fathers of the church as a denomination. Current leaders work hand in hand to grow and prosper the church in remembrance of those who started the church. Jesus Christ is the rock who the builders rejected, and yet the same one is the head of the church. He gave the church believers many commands to love one another. “And he said unto them, Go ye into the entire world, and preach the gospel to every creature. He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall not be damned” (Mark 16: 15-16).211

Today’s church must follow this command: to be responsible for reaching the world. Paul preached about gathering together as one body of believers in Christ. That oneness gives strength to the church to reach the world. Reaching the world has been the most powerful driving force behind the effectiveness and success of the Africa Gospel Church as far as church growth is concerned. In the mid-1960s, the church turned attention to the unending work of missions. Since 1896, foreign missionaries had been working among the indigenous people teaching them the Word of God and the importance of missions. The World Gospel Mission partnered with the young Africa Gospel Church pastorate and opened up local mission stations. The first Africa Gospel Church missionary couple was sent to minister among the Maasai community of Kenya.
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The first and the second Bishop of the entire denomination were able to carry the baton of missions work in their hearts. During their time in office, many Areas, Districts, local churches, urban churches, and mission fields were opened up.

Church growth and expansion of the whole church was not without difficulties and setbacks. But the called men and women of God were able to endure until some work was established. The church grew strong and healthy because of the sacrifices made by these called and anointed servants of Christ. That is why one aspect of church growth is to add numbers to the existing one and reaching out to the unreached. Jesus Christ said; after these things the LORD appointed other servants also, and sent them two and two before his face into every city and place, whither he himself would come. Therefore said he unto them, The harvest is great, but the laborers are few; pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he would send forth laborers into his harvest. God has used the Africa Gospel Church personnel to bring a light into the world. The church has been light, salt, a city on a hill, and a messenger of the cross. Hence, its pastoral leadership strategies are effective in service to those to whom pastors and leaders are sent. It should be remembered that they are sent to the entire world. That is how healthy church growth has come about.

**Reasons for the Africa Gospel Church Healthy Church Growth**

If any AGC members were interviewed, it would not be surprising to hear some related reasons as to why the church is growing and healthy. Most of its members are quite aware of the common elements in their growing local churches, districts, areas, and even up to the central office. All growth within this church is attributed to people’s obedience to the Great Commission, and the Great Commandment of our Lord Jesus Christ to the whole world. Jesus said, “Then the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus had told them to
Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age” (Matthew 28:16-20). “The Great Commission, the task of communicating the Gospel that was given to the disciples, was not intended for them alone. It was a missionary command to the Church and its individual members.” And he gave them the command: “Teacher, which is the greatest commandment in the Law? Jesus replied: Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with your entire mind. This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself. All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments” (Matthew 22:36-40). With these two passages containing the words of Jesus, the founding fathers and the following leaders understood that there are reasons to grow the church of Christ today. “Leaders give what they have to their followers. Jesus, of course, gave the most. He gave his life as a ransom for many (Mark 10:45). We too become stewards in order to serve as well.”

The first and foremost reason as to why Africa Gospel Church has undergone tremendously healthy growth over the years is because of the need for evangelism and discipleship. This is a strategy of proclaiming the Good News of Jesus Christ to the lost. The “lost” are those people who do not believe in Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. They are like lost sheep, which a good shepherd seeks and brings them home to safety (Matthew 18:12). Africa Gospel Church has kept the goal of evangelizing the lost and winning converts since the time of
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the early missionaries. The need for oriented evangelism has been a driving inner force in the life of this church. It has proven that the key to church growth is for the local church congregation to focus its evangelistic efforts on the question and needs of non-Christians. Pastoral leadership ought to be effective in building bridges that meet the needs of the non-Christian population.

The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is also effective because of the need for discipleship. A disciple is a convert who adheres to the basics of the Christian faith. In Christian theology, discipleship is the process of training individuals to become mature disciples. Discipleship is more than just sharing information. It involves developing individuals to love and obey God. “Nowhere in scripture do we see a greater expression of the Lord’s shepherding love for his flock than we see in the church’s patient practice of redemptive, corrective church discipline.”

In most cases evangelism by the members has resulted in converts, and converts are trained to become disciples. Disciples evangelize to reach more converts, who are trained to become disciples. So evangelism leads to disciples and disciples evangelize until the Gospel is spread throughout the world.

The second reason as to why the pastoral leadership has experienced a healthy church growth is because of its discipleship process. The entire Africa Gospel Church is a disciple making church. Making disciples has remained the most affordable and simple available resource which the church has used over the past decades in developing transformational discipleship ministries. It is a practical step-by-step process which has helped to give leaders total freedom to do ministry in their best cultural context. Many church leaders have learned a lot about the importance of making disciples in their local churches and communities. Helping

people grow more spiritually mature is not a new concern for the Africa Gospel Church top leadership and in its local churches. “Church leadership involves being examples to the flock in evident devotion to God the father and the Lord Jesus Christ. This requires spiritual maturity, emotional stability, personal discipline, practical benevolence and generosity, coupled with social ease.”

It has been the goal all along the church growth system since the establishment of the church as one of the nationally recognized denominations in Kenya. The well-developed process of discipleship within the Africa Gospel Church local church structure, however, is a strategic plan that has been greatly effective in the growth and expansion process of the whole church. This is a process of communicating high leadership expectations and biblical depth so as to guide and direct believers towards the local church, district, area, or central church goals. The pastoral leadership has maintained a clear discipleship process by developing a clear and memorable vision, mission, and a purpose statement. The meaning of the term discipleship has become practical in the context of the transfer of life and breaking into multiple small groups. Since the initial stages of growing healthy, most of the leaders have maintained their purpose statement which has helped to flow the entire process of discipleship through multiplication of small groups to date. All programs and ministries of the entire church fit under the practical umbrella of the church’s purpose statement.

The other important reason for healthy church growth throughout the Church is that leaders have been empowering other leaders. As the saying goes in Proverbs 27:17, “As iron sharpens an iron, so one man sharpens another man” This idea of leaders empowering other leaders has been a cornerstone of the Africa Gospel Church’s growth strategy.
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leaders begins at the grass roots, or the local church level. The local church is the most important birthing, feeding, and growing ground. Effective evangelism helps bring new members to the local church. When new souls of young men and women are won to Christ, they come with their talents, spiritual gifts, and unique capabilities.

After assimilation into the church system through the discipleship process, they are fed with the Word of God; hence, they grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. Once they are spiritually matured they are incorporated into the local church system and they are given different responsibilities within the local church. Some would portray their giftedness as evangelists, pastors, leaders, teachers, worship leaders, counselors, and so on. Wise pastoral leadership would guide the young generation to go to college and pursue courses of their divine calling. Though there are those who never went far in school, they are lay leaders who have been given opportunities to participate in the service and ministry of Jesus Christ. Many pastors and leaders of Africa Gospel Church have been using the same lay leaders to help in their way to attain their own goals and fulfill their own visions. Some of the lay leaders have helped a lot of Christians to attain the spiritual potential God has for them. This is one of the most significant ways the pastoral leadership has been effective as far as healthy church growth process is concerned. “We can’t all be articulate, middle-class, college educated, Gap-wearing, small-group leaders. And if we were, who would be in a relationship with world citizens who will never attend a small group or shop at Gap?”

Leaders become empowered through mentoring, training, licensing, and ordination. Right from the time when foreign missionaries came to Kenya in the late 1800s, the church has had the strategy of leaders empowering other leaders as an effective means to grow the church into a

healthy organization. The work of propagating missions among the Kipsigis people of Kenya began with twelve elders. They were considered the first National Leaders of the Africa Gospel Church. “In fact, the practice was already in operation when WGM entered ‘Sot,’ for Johana A. Ngetich had a group of elders whom he met with and who were standing behind him in the work of the outstation churches.”\(^{220}\) When the church was registered as a separate organization with its own constitution, each outstation became an organized local church with its own Local Church Council. An overview of strong top leaders (Moderators) of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya who have led the church to prosperity is as follows.

List of Moderators/Bishops since 1961

1. 1961-1964. Bishop: A
2. 1964-1968 Bishop: B
3. 1969 Bishop: C
4. 1995-2011 Bishop: D
5. 2011- Bishop: E

Each of the leaders was appointed to lead the church due to his faithfulness and commitment to his calling. The status of Africa Gospel Church is where it is today because there have been humble servants with the purpose and mission of the church at heart. They have the aim of the WGM fulfilled to date. “The aim of the World Gospel Mission on all of its fields has been to establish national churches which would be self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating or self-extending.” This was stated in the mission handbook, *Laborers Together*.\(^{221}\)
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“Any worthwhile endeavor justifies the spending of money.”222 In order to establish a truly indigenous work, the whole body of Church or the Christian was encouraged to share responsibility for the establishment, maintenance, management, and growth of the work. The entire Africa Gospel Church has mentored and produced young men and women leaders who are typically passionate spiritually. This is the most emphasized element of healthy church growth. It is a means through which every individual leader, pastor, evangelist, teacher, or office worker, and members at large, examine their prayer lives. Prayers are a greater tool useful for changing and transforming lives. The entire Africa Gospel Church also has special times in its calendar year in which every congregation participates. Area prayer days are quite emphasized and attended.

Department heads also play one of the most significant roles in the health growth of the entire denomination. Based on their talents, giftedness, and large amount of skills, they are all in their positions of service as heads of departments which include education, publication, women, men, youth, urban outreach, evangelism, and many more. One common objective of these department heads is to be in place and functioning in the ministry. They are not simply there to lead, but they are also working hard to win and develop other leaders. “The Baptist Church shows that the ministry begun by a great pastor can be furthered by another great pastor.”223

Reliance on the Holy Spirit of God to inspire worship services throughout the church has caused much success in healthy growth of Africa Gospel Church. The Holy Spirit is not a new phenomenon in scripture. The Africa Gospel Church pastors, leaders, and the general congregation believe that the Holy Spirit has a vital role in God’s plan of redemption, from the


moment of creation to everlasting. He was involved in creation (Genesis 1:2) and he continues to invite humanity to come to redemption through the saving power and knowledge of our Lord Jesus Christ. So it is the desire of the Church pastoral leadership to grow the church into a healthy status based on their dependence on the Holy Spirit.

Africa Gospel Church leadership believes in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit and teaches his activities as creation (Genesis 1:2) where God modeled humanity after himself (Genesis 9:6); the Holy Spirit is doing the work of revealing the Father, love, and God’s will to humanity. Man should realize his condition, the need for redemption, and the provision of salvation and seek it through the touch and guidance of the Holy Spirit.

Concerning redemption, the Holy Spirit convicts of sin, leads to repentance of sin, and indwells for the good of mankind. A great deal of the Holy Spirit is the fact that he transforms lives into reflecting the image of Christ. That is the message being proclaimed by the Church as a Christian entity. No matter what comes along the way of seeking healthy church growth, the leaders have stood up for the gospel like the apostle Paul who was beaten and put in prison in Acts 16:23-25. “And when they had laid many stripes on the, they threw them into prison, commanding the jailer to keep them securely. Having received such a charge, he put them into the inner prison and fastened their feet in the stocks. But at night Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and the prisoners were listening to them.”

The Africa Gospel Church also believes that the Holy Spirit gives every member/believer the ability to conquer the giants of sin in our lives. Through prayer and spiritual weapons, all those who believe in the role of the Holy Spirit are being made into the image of Christ. They are also endowed with the power to overcome those areas in their lives which may prevent them
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from enjoying the fullness of the Holy Spirit. The Holy Spirit also equips the believers and gives them gifts so that they can accomplish the work of ministry. Some are empowered to be leaders, pastors, evangelists, teachers, counselors, and so on. “The church of Jesus Christ is that church of which every true Christian is a member”225 “Therefore I make known to you the no one speaking by the Spirit of God calls Jesus accursed, and no one can say that Jesus is Lord accept by the Holy Spirit. There are diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit. There are differences of ministries, but the same Lord” (1 Corinthians 12:3-5).226

The Holy Spirit also allows the church leadership the opportunity and power to do the work of ministry to the lost. This is the power to witness about Jesus who is the focus of both the Old and the New Testaments. Acts 1:8 says, “But you shall receive power when the Holy Spirit come up on you and you shall be witnesses to me in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and Samaria, and to the end of the earth.”227 Africa Gospel Church is commissioned to deliver the Good News to the lost the world over. In conjunction with the power to carry the Good News yonder, the Holy Spirit helps the church body to glorify God. The gradual healthy church growth has been happening because pastors and leaders have learned the importance of relying on the power of the Holy Spirit of God in doing ministry. For decades, pastoral leadership has been effective, enjoying the presence and the blessings of God. “One of the most important principles of effective church management must be the successful supervision of the change process”228 Today, the church stands as if on top of a hill as a shadow of what it will be when Jesus Christ shall come. Through the power of the Holy Spirit, the entire church has chosen to
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have a victorious Christian life, looking forward to the day of restored fellowship, and the day of
the Lord.

Lastly, loving relationship is one of the reasons for Africa Gospel Church healthy church
growth. People do not want to hear leaders or pastors talk about love; rather they want to
experience how Christian love relationship really works. For decades leaders have been effective
and keen in keeping the importance of visiting local churches, districts, areas, and mission fields
as well as urban centers as a church tradition. These are opportunities for the top leadership to
get acquainted with members of the church, listening to their needs and feelings, problems, and
ways to move forward. Loving relationship within the hierarchical levels of church structure is
one of the best ways to grow a healthy church and boost pastoral leadership strategies to
remarkable effectiveness.

**What it means to be a Healthy Church**

What it really means to be a healthy church is a great conceptual challenge to many
churches today. Many leaders and pastors are trying to figure out whether healthy churches must
have healthy leaders. However, it should be noted that it is vitally important for church leaders to
develop sound leadership models that are rooted in the biblical understanding of the church as a
community of faithful believers. Church planting, as such, centers on the role of the pastor in
congregational leadership. The role of pastors is not only to preach the word but also to care for
the flock, thus providing sound leadership and setting the congregation’s course. “He worried
constantly about his traveling companions and the many people he had convinced to do the
crazy, risky thing of believing in Christ.”229
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If there is a means to discover what it really means to be healthy, it is by looking at the function of leadership. The church, regardless of denomination or religious background, needs strong leadership. The focus is not on the leader as a person but on the word “leadership.” The church needs leadership. “The need for better clerical and lay leaders is second to none in the church today.” It has happened to the Africa Gospel Church at some point that it was in dire need for leadership that was theologically grounded and culturally responsive to the Gospel. And the missionaries were wise enough to lead the national leaders to lead their own people. The missionaries contributed much towards the development of indigenous leaders who would function well in leading the church to achieve a healthy growth. Both the foreign missionaries and the national leaders came up with the goal of developing churches which were self-governing, self-propagating, self-supporting, and self-reliant.

Pastors understood their roles of preaching, teaching, sacraments, visitation, evangelizing, and counseling. Their functions were possible as long as they were collaborating with other members of the body to stimulate the discovery and the use of different spiritual gifts of all members and involving the body in ministry. Such a need was developed by leaders who had envisioned it. “What we may not realize is that God sovereignly calls us not only to salvation, but to vocation.” The pastors were supposed to give shape to the church’s ministry through their spiritual giftedness and in helping the congregation to understand their calling and mission.


What it really means to have a healthy church is that the church requires leaders who have character, conviction, and competence. These are leaders who would serve selflessly and creatively in the full expectation of the abundance of God’s blessing over the whole church.

The first Moderators had focused upon the mission of the church in casting the vision and directing the congregations. The success of the church was too closely tied to these pioneering leaders. By focusing on the mission of the church, these leaders were able to maintain their effectiveness which was later passed on to the new generation of leaders. “Scripture teaches that every Christian has a God-given ministry to perform in the place of the Lord’s choosing.”

They had understood that leadership is not first about the leader, but it is about the mission to which the whole body is called. Moreover, the application of leadership principles to actual church situations has not been easy for pastoral leadership. It does not mean that Church is without challenges today. There are still common leadership challenges today. Most of the pastors generally want to work hard to please those they serve; hence, they have become vulnerable to the temptation to take too much responsibility for church problems. By doing so, they have harmed the church more than help it grow healthy. Some leaders, though, deserve credit for what they have done in order to make the church as a functional, growing, and healthy organization. They must have kept some secrets of maintaining the health and growth of the whole Africa Gospel Church in decades.

In order to maintain a healthy growth in the church and provide answers as to what it means to have a healthy church, the leaders and pastors have committed themselves to following certain significant principles of growing healthy churches. These principles were not created by this church alone but they are almost universal aspects applicable in other denominations as well.

The principles of growing healthy churches are as follows.

Leaders, pastors, and the congregation hold scripture as authoritative. Second Timothy 3:16-17 says, “All scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every good work.”233 The Word of God is the ultimate truth and the source of life to the church. “Blessed leaders have created a vision, aligned people behind it, and develop a plan for executing it.”234 Africa Gospel Church leadership holds a higher view of scripture and the congregations are always being fed with the word and being trained in it for the sake of growing healthy and mature.

Since its birth in 1932, the church has been carrying a positive perspective and philosophy of ministry. It is been strong in terms of its biblical fidelity and the art of reaching the unreached communities in Kenya and beyond the borders as far as Uganda, Burundi, Sudan, and Tanzania with the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The first converts became leaders who were not more concerned about their own comforts than making the necessary sacrifices to be relevant and reach out to those who were not yet followers of Christ. They were able to penetrate different cultures with the Gospel without compromising the scripture. The Gospel has ever been presented in a more contextualized manner without offending the recipients.

There is power in preaching the Word of God. Not only does the church hold the scripture as the only authoritative tool for growing healthy local churches and keeping them relevant, but also leaders and pastors emphasize preaching of the Word of God. “It is about trusting God so much that all we want in this life is to abandon ourselves to the goodness of
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God’s will.” Church growth theology accepts the authority of the scriptures in all matters pertaining to faith and order for the individual Christian and for the church. It is also based on the fundamental principle that Scripture alone is the only infallible rule of faith and practice.” Preaching all over the church is the central part of worship services. Pastors or preachers understand the ideal of sermon preparation and delivery of sermons with an anointed power. Powerful preaching has led to healthy conversion, growth, and meaningful discipleship ministries throughout the Africa Gospel Church. Pastors are expected to attend meetings, meet pastoral needs, do visitation, and counseling. The congregations are to provide them with ample time for sermon preparation and prayer.

The Africa Gospel Church is structured into small groups. It is composed of Sunday school, small groups (meeting on Tuesday nights for prayer and Thursday evenings for prayer and Bible study). Almost all of the healthy growing local churches have emphasized moving as many converts as possible into small groups and assimilating them into membership. “People bring many different gifts and talents to the work of church leadership.” Leadership and pastors are also involved in the formation and growth and extension of small groups. Small groups are where new members or guests connect with membership.

Africa Gospel Church leadership emphasizes prayer and prayer ministries. This is another essential element that its leadership has used over the years to grow strong and healthy local churches. One of the special times in the church are days when the whole congregation is set to pray for leadership and special needs affecting the church. There are also specific prayer days


dedicated to praying for Kenya Highlands Evangelical University and Tenwek Hospital. These may be evangelistic days whereby evangelism and crusades are conducted prior to prayer day. Film showing and praying for salvation through Christ by the church media has been very effective in reaching the lost within a given community and many people have been getting saved thus increasing the numbers of members in the church.

The Africa Gospel Church leadership also has a love for its members regardless of their tribe, culture, and race, economic or academic status. Leaders are accountable for members. Mentioned earlier in chapter three, this principle of loving church members is a boost to the desired level of growth and expansion process. They love, feed, train/equip, and protect them from being attacked and swayed away by other churches who may be selling different or false doctrines.

This kind of leadership is highly intentional about evangelism. The church has ministries, programs, and places a lot of emphasis on members reaching their unreached friends, relatives, co-workers, and acquaintances. The leaders and pastors in this church believe in Hell and so their evangelism is motivated by spreading the Gospel of salvation by Christ to the lost. Meeting this need for evangelizing the lost has provided the church with all it needs to be effective and growing healthy for God’s glory.

Factors for Healthy Church Growth within the Africa Gospel Church

“Church planting is an exhausting but exciting venture of faith, the planned process of starting and growing local churches based on Jesus’ promise to build his church and in obedience to his Great Commission.” It makes sense to say that the goal of starting and growing churches

is not only to start a church but to see them grow. Churches grow biologically, by transfer, through evangelism, and through spiritual growth. A local church can be defined as “an indispensable gathering of professing believers in Christ, who, under leadership, are organized to obey Jesus’ Great Commission by accomplishing certain functions to the glory of God.”

Here biblical church growth is made clear through the New Testament. The local church is God’s instrument through which he is working. The growth of a local church is the natural byproduct of its spiritual health which may be translated to mean the relationship between God and man. The church is the body of Christ; it belongs to him. He started it and he has a plan and purpose for each local church that make his body. On the other hand, Christ is interested in Kingdom growth, which is the right motive for growth. There ought to be growth in corporate prayer and patience, worship, numbers, discipleship and empowerment, and ministry partnership with other Christian organizations outside the local church.

Africa Gospel Church has experienced growth over the years due to being marked with solid Bible teaching and treating each other and outsiders with good hospitality, and special times in the church calendar.
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CHAPTER 5

SUGGESTED APPROACHES TO CHURCH GROWTH AND CHURCH PLANTING

The Simple Approach to Growing Healthy Churches

The goal of the Africa Gospel Church is to produce churches which are self-governing, propagating, self-supporting, healthy, and reproducing other churches. The church has been self-governing since 1970s and has seen remarkable growth and development into urban areas and sending its own missionaries to remote areas within Kenya and outside Kenya. The purposes of carrying out this endeavor are simply to disciple and train its members as active, committed, and action-oriented followers of Christ. “Paul, convinced of God’s design for his life, worked tirelessly to do God’s calling.”240 In addition, the leadership is concerned about encouraging sound teachings from the Word of God and encourages members to live along the pattern of Jesus Christ and to express God’s holiness in their lives. The purpose of the church is also to put faith into action in society, by being salt and light. It should also address the most pressing social ills and needs with the positive message of faith in Jesus Christ.

For the church to succeed in all it is trying to accomplish as far as church planting is concerned, then it must have a viable, biblical, long-term church planting and multiplication strategy. Note that with or without a planning or strategy for planting churches, God would ultimately do so. He acts as he chooses. The church ought to be ready to move forward and plant another church despite obstacles, with limited resources along the way. “Along the way, the local church will encounter certain numerical barriers to growth.”241 Africa Gospel Church has been effective in church planting because of its leadership clear call, teamwork, and the possibilities of
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having an adequate strategy for church planting. Many obstacles have been facing the church since its inception in 1932, but in contrast many church plants have been established within the target. The aim has always been to reach non-believers by believers.

This does not necessarily mean that the church has been planting other churches gradually. Some churches either in the city or rural part of the country, Kenya, have come to a plateau level at some point in time. Most of the church have succeeded and grown and multiplied to a greater extend. Proverbs 24:3-4 states, “Through wisdom is a house built; and by understanding it is established: And by knowledge shall the chambers be filled with all precious and pleasant riches.”

This means that if it takes wisdom to build a house here on earth, how much more it would take the house of God.

The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has a clear church planting strategy. This is a strategy that God has used to bless the church for decades. The church growth theory that has benefited the growth of the church is in line with the belief in the sovereignty of God. The entire denomination has adhered to church growth principles which basically mean total dependency upon the work of the Holy Spirit. “To lead, the pastor must create vision for the local church. Someone with vision lives in the future.” As C. Peter Wagner puts it, “If strategy planning quenches the Holy Spirit, I too want nothing. Nor would I recommend it all, if I had any reservations about whether strategy planning can be pleasing to God. God’s work, I believe, must be done in God’s way.”

The whole church is built on God’s word, the Great Commission, the Great Commandment, and the biblical principles that appertain. Nothing much
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has been crucial for health and growth of this church than its leadership commitment to prayer based on what God is doing and revealing to the entire body Christ.

It is clear from the historical background of the Africa Gospel Church that the founding fathers, as illiterate as they were, sought God’s counsel and the counsel of wise foreign missionaries who introduced them to the Gospel of Jesus Christ. They understood the demographic make-up of the Kalenjin people of Kenya, their worldview, and their cultural and religious traditions prevailing at the time. They were wise not to condemn religious cultural practices of their people, but instead they let the Gospel penetrate into the people’s culture and transformed it into the likeness of Christ. No plan of planting a church has been made in haste, but all in prayer and the Word of God. God has been at work of helping the pastoral leadership to plant churches in different localities. He is the one who has been preparing every target group in terms of demographics, people groups, and their worldview. He brings people together to be part of the church. John Tanki has partnered with the church leadership team in the new faith of venturing into new areas and planted numerous churches. The church planting strategy is focused on a particular group of people. When the missionaries came to Kenya, they first found settlements around Tenwek area, Cheptenye, Maasai and Kipkelion. Another living strategy based on the effective pastoral leadership of AGC is the work of missions. Every mission station was started with a focus on reaching one particular group of people in mind. Currently these are the fields.

**Current AGC Local Missionaries and their Locations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naikara (Narok District)</td>
<td>Maasai People of Kenya</td>
<td>1951- Missionary A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1963- Missionary B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1966- Missionary C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chepnyal (West Pokot), Turkana, Kapenguria</td>
<td>Pokot and Turkana</td>
<td>1972- Missionary A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1986- Missionary B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Region</td>
<td>Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngoror</td>
<td>Pokot</td>
<td>1988-1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkwel, Kangolitang</td>
<td>Turkana</td>
<td>1990-1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baringo</td>
<td>Iljamos peoples</td>
<td>1991-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania -montorosi</td>
<td>Swahili people</td>
<td>1992-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sudan</td>
<td>No station</td>
<td>2006-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samburu</td>
<td>Samburu</td>
<td>2005-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitoka</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garisa</td>
<td>Somali</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main goal of church planting by the Africa Gospel Church is the multiplication and reproduction of disciples and spiritual communities. Different churches have been planted among different cultures with a hope of producing seeds that will insure reproduction within the same culture. The church fulfills the Great Commission as leaders and pastors strive to produce seeds that are capable of reproducing local and urban churches. That being said, it is therefore necessary to empower local churches to practice and design their own strategies. “Hence leadership is influence, so to say”\(^{245}\)

The church has had local indigenous church planters with special insights into the people to be reached, needs to be met, and ways to shape the church and its ministry for greater impact. The church planting leaders, who happened to be district leaders, have contributed much in coordinating the research and strategic planning and establishing new localities. These are leaders who have observed the biblical mandate, biblical principles, and biblical rules for church planting and church growth. They are also the ones to work on church planting terrain, target population, and the planting team. Once a site has been located, some effective members are sent to start a new church.

\(^{245}\) Mike Bomen and Roger Patterson, *Leading From the Second Chair: Serving Your Church, Filling Your Role, and Realizing Your Dream*, (San Francisco, CA, Jossey-Bass, 2005), 83.
An effective Africa Gospel Church planting strategy answers the question of purpose. Purpose covers a clear regional and local vision that God gave to church planting individuals or groups to fulfill the dream of reaching the lost with the gospel. First, they need to find and locate a place where God is calling them to begin the work of planting a church in terms of geographic and ethnographic factor, and then find suitable personnel whom God is setting apart to lead this effort of planting a church. Personnel are considered to be the players with the burden of planting churches at heart. Now, as if that is not enough, the players are given a plan of what the churches would look like and how they will be planted. After designing the nature of the church, then a lot of provision is made in terms of resources (human and financial) needed to facilitate the work.

“...It simply means working with and through other people to accomplish organizational goals and purposes.”

Effective Church Planting Strategies of the Africa Gospel Church

As simple as it may sound, a strategy is a plan of action designed to achieve a specific goal. It is all about being prepared to gain or get a position of advantage over the failure to achieve the other possibilities. It is more about a set of options or rather some choices to make as opposed to taking a fixed plan. One should be aware that if one has designed a plan of action, then one is likely to achieve one’s goal of planting and growing a church. “All members have a gifted responsibility. The distributions of the responsibilities make a complete, functioning body.” Ultimately, a strategy is the direction and the extent to which an organization can reach over a period of time. It involves an organization putting resources together in order to meet the needs of the surrounding communities.
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In order to have a working strategy, the process of establishing a strategy begins with prayer, faithfulness to biblical foundations, and non-complicated principles. The pastoral leadership of the church took steps and formulated strategies for healthy church growth and church planting. In fact, the leadership of that time knew the right moment to develop strategy. With a target population on the table, they would outline some appropriate steps on how to reach them. Now they would sit down a draw a workable plan. “Is your leadership style effective and appropriate for your congregation? To be an effective planner, you need to be an effective leader.” Most probably, the plan would have to embrace a vision, ministry focus group, core values, and church planting approaches. Under the same plan, the responsible pastors or leaders would consider putting evangelistic, disciple-making, and leadership training options. This is the plan that should be reviewed over and over and it should involve planning with the local community members and government officials as well as other churches if there is any within the locality. “Congregationalism locates the authority of the church in each local body of believers. No person or organization is above it except the Lord Jesus Christ alone as its head.”

The Africa Gospel Church planting strategies are generally focused on starting new churches with the goal of helping the existing churches to fulfill the Great Commission and reach the world for Jesus Christ. Initially, the first leaders of this church had taken keen interest in reaching their own neighborhoods before they could reach beyond their borders. Right now, the church leadership is trying to reach different communities and tribes, and urban centers. At first Africa Gospel Church activities had impacted one province with the gospel and a few major cities, only to realize that there were greener pastures among other tribes, cities, and neighboring

countries. They came to learn the secrets of church growth both spiritually and physically, and they made it possible by involving volunteers and staff.

Now the current leaders have continued to keep one thing about going into the field. They understood that not everyone is a fisherman. Not every person responds to the same methods. Jesus always knew who he spoke to. When he was around fishermen, he talked about fish. When he was around farmers, he spoke to them about farming. The hope was to reach their communities which they had known likely in terms of cultural differences. They also needed to support the new churches so as to make a great impact on any target community. Their most driving idea was the fact that they wanted to apply a biblical foundation of church growth which states that God wants all churches to grow. “The key to successful spiritual leadership has much more to do with the leader’s internal life than his expertise, gifts, or experience.”

God places people in the body as he will. The basic principle here is that the church ministry and mission must be located where they would succeed, where people would respond, and believe it to be God’s will.

The pastoral leadership of this Church has had aggressive church planting strategies. These strategies are categorized as; intentional (reaching village families), Missions (missions to the lost through the spirit of compassion), and Migration (same members moving to new localities). Over the last two decades, the entire church has planned about 1720 local churches. The overall figures show that there are 450 Districts, 37 Areas, 30 Town or Urban Churches and 9 newly for Regions. The question has been, why new churches? Church statistics prove that new churches reach the lost more effectively than older ones. The prayer has been to ask God for quality church planters who are capable of advancing the gospel strategically.

---

Church planting by the Africa Gospel Church involved diversity. The target people groups included those people of different tribes and language groups. The strength of this church is that not all of the local and urban churches are the same. Each church, regardless of the people group, shares the same doctrine, but there is a little diversity in how each proclaims the gospel. Take, for example, an urban church which conducts worship differently from the typical rural church in the semi-arid region of Kenya. Pastors in the aforesaid locations do not preach the same, and not all worship leaders use the same style of music. There are differences in styles of worship, preaching, and teaching for each different people group. “A small congregation that is open to receiving new members and wants to grow encourages and supports the pastor in his evangelistic efforts.”

The pastoral leadership of the church strategies has been effective in the sense that leaders and pastors have been focusing on reaching smaller communities. This is true when it comes to reaching mission ministries. “The concept of new churches to reach new people was increasingly being implemented outside the mainline denomination and that has been a powerful factor in the lack of numerical growth.” Most of the target populations are small pastoralists groups living in the drier parts of Kenya-Turkana, Baringo, Pokot, Maasai, and so many others. These are people groups in hardship areas. The church has intervened and reached their lives with the gospel, and met physical needs like food, clothing, medication, and education. The church has brought them into light through church, school, and hospital systems. The church has also reached some other lowly populated areas in towns and started planting churches among smaller communities. Understanding the rural and urban culture is the key to success in this


church endeavor. The whole denomination of the Africa Gospel Church has many churches planters in the big cities as well. In these cities, pastors in large churches like the Good Shepherd Africa Gospel Church in Nairobi can mentor the men and women on their staff to become church planters.

**Church Growth Models**

Many answers are provided to the question of whether the Africa Gospel Church has been involved with church growth activities by emulating certain Biblical models of church growth. Church growth is not a new term or phenomenon, or something to be taken for granted. Church growth began with the Lord Jesus Christ. “Delegation is not simply a means of increasing productivity, but a means of actually multiplying it by one third or more.”\(^{253}\) Today, a history of Christianity tells us that God desires that churches should grow and mature. The Bible contains many stories and narratives concerning the birth of the church. In so many occasions and situations Jesus Christ drew crowds but not necessarily making a local church. Jesus surrounded himself with a smaller group of the first disciples whom he had called, and spent most of his time teaching them and performing miracles before their eyes. The disciple saw Jesus do miraculous signs while he moved from one place to the other. He continually reached out to a new group of people, speaking and ministering to their needs. “They must encompass the members, their relationship to the cooperate body, their purpose for joining in the corporate body, and the purpose of the corporate body itself. The viable local church is a body of believers, necessity for the believer, and benefits the believer, and functions as an organism.”\(^{254}\)


The church in Jerusalem grew in terms of numbers and size from 120 to 3,120 believers. However, Jesus did not stay in one locality or in one small group setting. Instead, he continually reached out to other green pastures and communities where he spoke to and ministered to many people he could meet in Judea-Palestine. Meanwhile, after his ascension, his disciples gathered themselves in an “Upper Room”255 to pray (Acts 1:12-13). Unlike the present day church growth methods and models, God’s method and model that is found in Scripture, especially in Acts 5:12-42, is so radically different. Paul’s church planting strategies are quite radical model to follow. Paul was focused on making Disciples as a strategy. Paul understood the church as a natural outflow of what our call is; making Disciples. Their work was taking place among very similar cultures and times to the Africa Gospel Church. The Church leaders and pastors have been looking to their methods to re-examine and revise the church planting models they use today. “Pastoral calling can be defined as that form of ministry which is taken by the pastor to the people where they are.”256 Hey want to increase their expectations of what God can accomplish through His people as He builds His Church. The book of Acts lays out the rapid spread of Christianity from Jerusalem through Judea and Samaria and into the Graeco-Roman world. The spread of the church was powered by the disciples who were Peter, John, and James who became the leaders of the Jerusalem church.

Jesus did not seek out the crowds, the crowds sought him. Jesus spent most of his time with the few devoted disciples. People were attracted to him by the things they saw and heard him do, and so when he did stop to speak, the crowds followed. The models of the early church all point to smaller gatherings, not regular gatherings of thousands. The most effective model is a


smaller church that is growing and therefore constantly planting other churches. This is the model that the church emulated from the time when the first missionaries introduced the gospel of Christ to the indigenous peoples of Kenya. “As the church continued to experiment with the call of mission, more people in church became committed to living missio

theologically.”257 It has not changed from following the formula of Christ and Paul, who later came in as the most committed missionary in the history of Christianity.

The parable of talents illustrates to the church leaders as well as pastors what they can learn about giving towards church multiplication. This parables is one parables told by Jesus in the book of Matthew 25:14-25. In the parable of the talents a very wealthy man is going on a trip and before he leaves he decides to divide his talents among his servants. It should be noted that talents in this sense are not the type of talents the AGC leaders and pastors are familiar with. A talent at that time was a form of money. A talent actually equaled 6,000 denary and one denary was worth a day’s work. That comes out to about 16 and half years of wages. Even today the church is still dealing with a lot of money. The three servants were each given a different amount of talents. Eventually the wealthy man returns and asks the three servants what they did with the money. The first servant, the one with the most talents, said he had doubled his money. The second servant, the one with the second most about of talents also doubled his money. The third servant, with the least talents, said that he buried his talents so he did not gain any, but he did not lose any. The man then scorns the third servant for not using his talents to gain more talents.

One can vividly attest to the reality that the clear lesson from the life of Christ and the book of Acts is that the church is supposed to be expanding to reaching individuals, families, and communities. The local church exists to do the will of God by standing for truth and practicing

---

sound doctrine, which of course are part of God’s mandate for the church. From this fact it is clear that the biblical model for a church is a church that actively and passionately ministers to both physical and spiritual needs of those around it. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has been part of following God’s mandate for the church of Christ. The desire has been to grow because of the love for God and the people within reach. Pastors and leaders have done their best in growing the church regardless of whether they are worshipping God under trees, in schools, in semi-permanent buildings, or in permanent buildings. “People came, buildings were built, international mission was launched, and then the kingdom of God came.”  

Most of the local churches, though, are conducted under trees. The smaller churches have been multiplying in numbers and by planting other churches. Church growth is a result of good and inspired leadership who are effectively and continually propagating the gospel of Christ. These are leaders who understand that the church should live and exist despite challenges, persecutions, and perseverance. “We need the order and organization local churches give in order to get the gospel out and support those who go into the entire world.”

Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has come a long way through problems in its part to grow the church. Every year, new leaders who have the courage needed to lead well are elected and installed into positions as they are deemed qualified. The most driving idea is the principle of delegation. Leaders lead by assigning some responsibilities to their juniors as a means of preparing them to lead when the time is ripe for them to take over leadership. Effective leaders of AGC also are those who are chosen based on their spirit of sacrificial nature. They must be willing to adhere to the biblical model of sacrificing one’s time, money, and other


resources for the sake of growing a healthy and strong church. They are men and women of
prayer. These are the people who protect the God-given vision in the midst of hard times. They
have made the Africa Gospel Church to grow up to a competent level as well as a strong
organization.

Steps Necessary for Church Planting

Church planting is not an overnight event that may occur and have a new church coming
into existence. Simply put, there are steps that the Africa Gospel Church pastors and leaders have
been following in ensuring that a church is planted in a manner. The most important element in
church planting strategies is building relationships and assimilation as a process for venturing
into new areas and doing ministry. Church planting strategies are applicable in very diverse
contexts or locations as far as urban, rural, and tribal lines are concerned. The Africa Gospel
Church does not have a specific team designated for the responsibility of church planting.
Rather, it is the work of the nearest local church. Most of the time the local church pastor,
council, and members are the ones to initial the planting of a new locality. Once they see a need
for reaching a certain group of people, then they will take a step of reaching them first with the
gospel. They will work with those who have received the gospel in finding a suitable site. Not
surprisingly, there has been a need to enthuse about church planting, to promote this strategy,
and to draw attention to successful examples.”260

The first step or strategy toward church planting is research and understanding of the
local group of people. A wise pastor, leader, or member of a local church can look around and
may see a need for reaching and evangelizing a particular group of people within a given
population. Identification and understanding is very crucial for the process of church planting
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before approaching it with the gospel. There must be sound evangelistic programs inside the nearby local church which is capable of propagating the gospel of Christ concentrating on his purity and truth. Research should be done because it is an attempt to reach people who may resist the gospel or may become open to it. Research would lead to understanding the society to be reached in terms of numbers, locality, their means of subsistence, how they are organized, which religion predominates, as well as family groups. “Some Christians have decided to leave the institutional church and meet with family and friends in their own homes to worship.” A demographic survey is fundamental for the process of planting churches according to how any population is distributed. Also one should observe and register which are the cultural, social and economic sectors in one area or target location and with the greatest potential to influence others for the sake of church planting.

The nature of population matters most when considering steps necessary for planting a church. The population should be checked to assess whether it is urban, suburban, rural, or tribal. It should be noted that urban populations are normally more cautious toward strangers who are coming in their midst. Instead, they would like to stay in their comfort zones in full privacy, work, and selective events. “House-church advocates believe the house church is simply a return to first-century Christianity.” They form their own groups in order to serve their common interests. The only means to penetrate into their way of living is through relationship with some members. The pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church has been effectively doing the capturing of certain preaching points by making friendship with some key member of the target group. Any church that seems to be capable of making this happen must be presenting the gospel
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in an atmosphere of great trust and acceptance and is trying to meet some social needs. The rural population is much friendlier to the outsiders and they can easily show hospitality and acceptance. If they are tribal, then language or culture may pose restrictions to a remarkable extent. “The same is true for our work and our ministry—without resistance, no full acceptance.”

Evangelism is the second most important strategy necessary for church planting. Churches can be planted anywhere in the streets, urban, rural, down and up the hills. Church planting is a fundamental action in every church that seeks to grow, edify believers and glorify God. Africa Gospel Church has extended its evangelistic arm to reach far and near areas with the purpose of establishing mission fields and local churches. “We must find a renewed passion for our Lord. Our task as followers of Jesus Christ is to be living witnesses to take the timeless message to a particular time and place in a timely manner.” Through evangelistic initiatives, the church has made multiple attempts of communicating the gospel to different communities through established missionary posts. Pastoral leadership here believes and recognizes that evangelism leads people to Christ and one way of planting a church. As a guide, an incoming church personnel member ought to be able to speak the local dialect, understand the culture of the people, and be personally involved with the tribal society. Church growth and church planting are the result of a constant evangelism. Any church that desires to grow should give priority to much evangelism.

The church must communicate Christ as the center of the gospel. Evangelism should be nothing else other than the Word of God. The message being taken abroad is the message of the
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cross, which is Jesus Christ himself. Any evangelistic actions must promote the church, environment, morality, and fellowship, and service to other people who are in need of Christ. The central element in the New Testament is the work of missions. Evangelism is the proclamation of the gospel, the content of which is that Christ died for the sin of mankind, was buried, and rose again. True biblical evangelism is just a total presentation of the Lord Jesus Christ.

In addition to evangelism and the art of communicating Christ, is prayer. This is the most required tool that church planters should have in their endeavors of establishing and growing more churches. One of the greatest musicologists of our day, Patrick Johnstone, states that “When man works, man works. When man prays, God works.” He and other missiologists such as David Garrison and David Barrett have mentioned the clear link between prayer and church planting. The Lord Jesus Christ teaches us that prayer united with faith brings answers from the father. “If you believe, you will receive whatever you ask for in prayer.”265 (Matthew 21:22).

After the death of Christ, his disciples united in prayer (Acts 1:14). Peter and John went out to pray (Acts 3:1) and the apostles gave themselves to teaching the word and prayer (Acts 6:4) and the building of the church. Paul tells us that he prayed for the planted church (Ephesians 6:18). “Love for the flock produces a concern for the long-term health and strength of the flock.”266 Peter exhorts us to watch and pray (I Peter 4:7). Prayer is a powerful weapon for believers to use in order to have a breakthrough in life.

Another strategy for church planting is the nature and organization of local churches. Believers come together for fellowship, study of the word, prayer, and constant encouragements.

265.Mt. 21:22

This was Paul’s strategy. He had organized the first church and put elders and deacons in positions of leadership. The delegation of responsibilities prepared the apostles for planting other churches and work in the maturing of the local communities (Acts 14:21-23). Paul’s idea about building churches rested on developing his disciples, joining together of the saints, teaching the Word of God, and leading them to the knowledge of the Christ. In this case, evangelism and discipleship are two important elements that must work together. Both deal with conversion of non-believers and the maturing of believers in Christ. It is through discipleship that leaders are produced and grown. Worship and fellowship bring believers together as one body in Christ. Therefore, making an investment in local people and passing to them the vision, passion, and strategy will automatically result in a good process of church planting.

Another strategy that Africa Gospel Church has implemented for years is the act of discipleship and training of local leaders. Well-trained leaders contribute much to incorporating believers into the church. Leaders are trained on methods and principles of multiplication that may cause a church to multiply itself. A church in a sense must have quality trained leaders and not necessarily the quantity of members. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is strong in teaching the word, visitation, developing friendship, and fellowship of believers. “Ministry, the activity of the servant church, necessarily involves office and function.”

Last but not least is the strategy of following true Christianity. “While the environment for ministry has changed, God hasn’t. The Lord of the church is still beside us, offering us assurance the He will be with us, even unto the end of the age.”

The story of the Good Samaritan (Luke 10) relates to how a priest, a Levite, and a Samaritan came across a man who


had been beaten by robbers and laying on the wayside. The priest and the Levite were reluctant to stop and help the fallen man. Their actions showed that it is possible to be a church, be knowledgeable of the Bible, and be involved with worship of God and at the same time not help the needy. The Africa Gospel Church pastors and leaders have been passionate about rendering services to the needy by following the example of the Good Samaritan. “The aspect of religious life and church administration dealing with the individual’s responsibility for sharing responsibly his time, talent, and material possessions in the service of God and for the benefit of all mankind.”  

They have planted churches that speak of Christ, and love the Word of God and have planted churches through the years which have produced human and social transformation and spiritual transformation. Both Africa Gospel Church leadership and membership believe that the Word of God is a central element in the birth and growth of the church as it is in Acts 6:7, 12-24, and 19:20. The Word of God is a conducting agent of the growth of the church. Effective strategy is the use of the Word of God in producing fruit of any kind in the church. “Such advocacy of church planting has been effective. Church planting policies, strategies and targets have been adopted by many denominations and networks.”

Key points on How and Where to Plant a Church

1. Development of relationships with non-believers in the community
2. Large evangelistic gatherings
3. Encouragement of the participation of the congregation to join small groups
4. Helping membership to discover their spiritual gifts and talents
5. Use of any talents whenever there is need.
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Note from David Garrison’s *Church Planting Movements*, where he discusses ten universal elements of planting a church;

- Prayer
- Abundant gospel sowing
- Intentional church planting
- Building on Scriptural authority
- Reliance on local leadership
- Strong lay leadership
- Use of cell or house churches
- Churches planting churches
- Expectations of rapid reproduction
- Making church health a priority

God’s empowering presence (God-exalting worship, spiritual disciplines, learning and growing in community, a commitment to loving and caring relationship, servant-leadership development, an outward focus, networking with the body of Christ, wise administration and accountability, stewardship and generosity, etc. “Churches cost money to operate and, in most cases, they must depend on the contributions of their members to meet these expenses.”271

**Principles of Church Growth**

These are what the Africa Gospel Church believes are the foundational church growth principles that may be applicable in any church setting. They are a means to helping growing church leaders, pastors, staff, and the congregations to use their God-given talents in growing the church and giving glory to God. Here the church needs to grow in four dimensions: internal growth, which means an increase of competent Christians, men and women who know the Bible and practice the Christian faith. As a matter of principle, the church can experience expansion growth when new people enter the church’s body and become members. “The extension growth occurs when a church plants a new church to reach people that the mother church would like to

---

reach but cannot reach, in substantial numbers at least, because they are too far away.”

Another dimension of church growth is bridging growth. Usually this element of growth occurs when a local church sends cross-cultural missionaries across great languages and cultural barriers to start a Christian movement among a different population. It is making significant investments in church ministries regardless of the person or situation as described in Mathew 25:14-30.

**Disciple-making**

As mentioned earlier, one of the principles of church growth is disciple-making. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership set this principle as the first priority in doing ministry. Making disciples is a command from our Lord Jesus Christ. This is what the church is all about; it exists to fulfill the Great Commission. The church leadership strives to be self-propagating and self-preserving church. “Christian communities, throughout their history, have commonly sought to enable their members to make connections between the teachings of their faith and their experiences in the world.” Ministry has been and it will continue to be an on-going business. The church focuses, too, on its original purpose, time, money, staff, and prayers. However, it is not as much as focusing on making disciples. The pastoral leadership has been strategically effective in making disciples through programming, prayers, budgets, staffing, and evaluating the church’s ministries. The church is following the overall mandate of going out to seek and train everyone in the way of the command of the Lord.

---


**Relationships**

Having good relationships with non-Christians is one of the best ways the Africa Gospel Church pastors and leaders have emphasized for years. They believe that establishing relationships is one of the best ways of reaching non-Christians and winning them to Christ. People reaching their relations, families, and friends will create growth at the church. “Many ministers and priests are extremely concerned to be in with the competent people and to have a clear-cut identity.”274 These are the ones who are potential in bringing new believers into the kingdom of God. It is easy to reach the people known to one, than to reach people who are typically strangers in one’s life. This would be possible if members would invite their loved ones to the church. “Paul found that the Christian faith expanded best when it grew along natural family ties from one community to another.”275

**Meeting the Needs**

The unreached people in communities have various needs ranging from physical, emotional, social, academic, and much more. These people are always thinking about something of immediate interest in terms of jobs, friends, health, kids, finances, hobbies, and so on. The AGC has effectively made the gospel relevant to some of the people’s needs. Jesus talked to the Samaritan woman about water that will quench thirst forever if she had desired to drink it. The need here was for water. People need a place to belong to and to be connected to other people they may call family. People also are under pressure from different things and so they need a


sense of balance in a situation where they can manage their priorities and daily activities. Most of all they are looking for spiritual answers to their hunger for the things of God.

**Retention**

The term retention may sound hard to explain. However, it is a word that comes after relationship. Getting people into the church may be one simple thing to do. The main task that the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has been concerned with is how to keep them from disappearing out. The church has developed some ingredients necessary to keep new converts as active in the church as possible. One of the ways the AGC uses to retain new members in the church is friendship. Friendship is the most likely tool of winning and bringing new people to church as well as being a tool useful for retaining or helping them stay in the church a little longer. “Once believers have been part of a growing church, they never are the same. They may not know why their church is growing, but they know they experience excitement and joy in being a part of it. For them, their church is the place to be.”

**Planting the Right Seed**

Jesus Christ told a story about the harvest fields. The non-Christian people in our communities are not easily receptive to the message of the gospel and becoming Christians or members of a particular church. Jesus spoke of the “White fields” in respect to planting a seed (word) of the gospel in good soil (receptive hearts). The most important thing to do is to identify receptive people in the surrounding communities and try to reach them and meet their most felt needs. Church leadership should develop ministries which will focus mainly on sharing the unconditional love of God.

---
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The Lord’s Desire for Church to Grow

This idea may sound so strange, but it is the whole truth contained in the message of Jesus Christ and it is relevant to the church today. Church growth is the desire and business of the Lord. Jesus Christ called the first twelve disciples and sent them to go and take the gospel to the ends of the earth. “The work of the ministry is too demanding and difficult for a man to enter it without a sense of divine calling.”

The Africa Gospel Church was founded on this same commission: to go and tell about Christ in far and near places. The church has been effective in carrying out this mandate by relying on Jesus Christ to provide gifts to ensure spiritual growth and the development of the church. Christ is the head of the church; thus, connecting to him means getting connected to a source of life. It does not mean that church growth is automatic. In a sense, some local churches with this church become stagnant. So to ensure growth, church leadership has assumed the act of delegating responsibilities to capable members in the body of Christ.

The members are directly involved with church ministries. “Evangelistic witness demands a deep involvement in the lives of those to whom we are bringing the message.” It is quite remarkable for leaders and pastors to let each member to do his or her part so as to function as one and meet the need for growing the church as a whole. This is not saying that Africa Gospel Church has performed to its full potential, but it is making efforts to use every available tool and as well as members to enhance growth. The church evangelizes among non-believers and strengthens the weak in faith in order to mature them and grow as the Lord so desires. The


strong members ought to be careful not to grow weak by staying connected to the source of their strength. God’s strength to them is unlimited (Ephesians 3:20).

**Africa Gospel Church Organization and Administration**

From the Biblical point of view, it is understood that church administration is a very important ingredient of the Africa Gospel Church organization and administration. The Church’s hierarchical pastoral leadership portrays the elements of organization and administration as it entails a form of training geared to equipping saints, and that God is the only one who can call and empower his servants for effective roles within the church community. Specifically, it is one of the spiritual gifts from God spelled out in I Corinthians 12:28: “And in the church God has appointed first of all apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then workers of miracles, also those having gifts of healing, those able to help others, those with gifts of administration, and those speaking in different kinds of tongues.”280 It is also a matter of getting people to work together. The Africa Gospel Church organization and administration is basically the manner of leaders getting others to work together. Church organization and administration is a ministry that is entirely centered on people as an art of management. It is an art that requires faith in God, integrity, timing, and proper management of the available resources. “Organization does not make a difference. The reason some small churches fail is that they do not utilize their own potentials.”281

The key to the successful and healthy growth of the Church is basically its personnel management. In its entirety the church is an organization with one or more people who are responsible for managing the welfare and performance of every organization. The task of
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overseeing programs and setting policies that affect everyone is referred to as personnel management or human resource management. The functions of this office usually begin with the staffing process, though most of the church workers are holding elective positions. “God appoints leaders and God expects those leaders to function effectively.”282 It is also supposed to oversee training programs and continuing education for people who are already working for the church. The church usually holds personnel management meetings, conferences, and leaders’ training workshops for the purpose of training, equipping and refueling its personnel.

In addition to personnel management is the idea of how the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership has been strategically effective in managing its financial resources. Everyone understands that money is a substance that is hard to come by. In I Corinthians 14:40, Paul wrote, “Let all things be done decently and in order.”283 The Africa Gospel Church leaders sometimes feel inadequate to fulfill Paul’s admonition, especially in the area of managing church finances. Management of finances goes hand in hand with property management. This involves the aspect of making sure that the church buildings, lands and land title deeds, vehicles, and any other physical material useful for the work of the church is well kept in good condition.

The whole work of ministry begins at the top leadership level whereby the Bishop and his assistants have the ability to influence the congregation and other people in their surrounding communities. That is why Africa Gospel Church has a strong office of the administrative secretary. Duties are in the hands of several naturally talented men, talents which have been sharpened by experience, training, and empowerment from God.
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The pastoral leadership strategies of the Africa Gospel Church have been effective because the founding fathers and the subsequent leaders have been faithfully driving the people to see the original vision. Quite honestly, most of the pastoral leaders have understood the significance of communicating the vision and imparting it on the members of their congregations. The board of directors and trustees are people who are highly esteemed because of their integrity and their pursuit of a healthy church growth. These leaders are organized, decisive, creative, problem-solvers, resourceful, peace-makers, and are good administrators. The secret of a strong leadership is the fact that most of the leaders were placed where their strengths and calling are. “Churches are not exactly tribes, but they still need leaders. Congregation size and governance style profoundly shape the roles of leaders.” In other words, they are playing the game of moving the church forward at their real positions of influence. They are well informed about church affairs, qualified, and are responsible leaders who take their ministry of organization and administration to heart.

History indicates that the aim of the World Gospel Mission has been to establish national churches which would be self-governing, self-supporting, and self-propagating. The nationals were encouraged to share responsibilities for the establishment, maintenance, management and the general growth of the church. “The retention and training of new members is essential to the future life of the church.” When nationals possess sufficient spiritual, intellectual, and experiential depth and maturity, responsibility shall be shared with them on the basis of equality, with the purpose in mind of their ultimately assuming full responsibility.”
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Missionaries wanted to plant and mature institutions to reach a position of strength and stability in native communities. The Africa Gospel Church is indeed a Kenyan-based network of over 1,500 congregations. The church was started way back in 1932 through the work of missionaries from the World Gospel Mission. It has realized tremendous growth to a position of sponsoring Tenwek Hospital, Kenya Highlands Evangelical University, Kaboson Pastors’ College, Olderkesi Ministry Training Institute, and many high schools and primary schools among other ministries and community development projects. The church has been self-governing since the early 1970s, and has seem remarkable growth and development into urban areas as well as sending its own missionaries to remote areas and unreached tribes in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Sudan.

The government of Africa Gospel Church is hierarchical and democratic in rule and organization. The highest point of its pastoral leadership is at the central level. This is the Central Church Council portfolio with the bishop as the leader of the whole denomination and chairman of the central church council. “The quality of leadership necessarily demands that servants be administrators who direct its life and action.”287 The Bishop is also the vice chancellor of the Kenya Highlands Evangelical University. Under him are the assistant bishop and other heads of departments. This pyramidal kind of pastoral leadership broadens more widely as it drops down and extends to the local churches. Regions which are being headed by regional chairmen are a system of leadership that was created less than a year ago. One region is a composed of one to five Areas.

All the Area directors together with the Regional chairmen make up the Regional church Council. The Central Church Council is made up of the Central Office personnel; Bishop,

Assistant Bishop, Administrative Secretary, chairman of the Board of Directors, University Chancellor, and World Gospel Mission representative, heads of departments, Regional chairmen, Tenwek Hospital CEO, Missions Director, Kaboson Pastors’ College Principal, and other co-opted members. The Area church council, District church Council, Local church Council as well the Urban church Council are other governing bodies which contribute much to the organization and the administration of the entire Africa Gospel Church.

All the church’s administrative and pastoral leadership and management are driven by one common purpose. The most important goal is to disciple and trains its membership to be actively involved and committed to the ministry of Jesus Christ. This happens by spreading the Gospel to the unreached peoples of Kenya, and to encourage members to cherish and live a Christ-like life. They are all supposed to put their faith into action especially in their societies where they are called to be salt and light. Every member is encouraged to be salt and light and to be pro-active in addressing some of the pressing social ills in their localities and diligently spread the message of faith in Christ. “The church is a stewardship community that is central in the purposes of God for human history. Many references of specific stewardship words in the New Testament are to various aspects of the church’s life and ministry.”

Africa Gospel Church Constitution

The hand of the World Gospel Mission has been involved with the establishment of national churches which would be independent in many ways. The missionaries started with the need to train Christian leaders to share responsibility for the establishment, maintenance, management, and growth of the work of missions. This was the mission that Jesus was determined to do right about. “He understood what the Father had wanted him to do. He lived

his life with a clear sense of mission: he was about his Father’s business." (Luke 2:49).

Likewise the missionaries understood their calling to establish the mission of Christ wherever God had sent them. “When nationals possess sufficient spiritual, intellectual, and experiential depth and maturity, responsibility shall be shared with them on a basis of equality, with the purpose in mind of their ultimately assuming responsibility.”

The drafting of the AGC constitution was done by missionaries who were appointed into a committee: Mr Smith, Mr Adkins, Miss Shryock, and Dr. Warner. The committee had much of what they proposed on the constitution as contained on the constitution of the Methodist Church as it was here in the United States. The final draft was considered as the constitution of the Africa Gospel Church in 1952. A new constitution was later formed in 1958 as a workable guide to an indigenous church. The writing of this constitution was completed in 1960 and translated into Kipsigis and it was accepted by the local people because it was understood. On August 29, 1961, the AGC was registered as a Society by the Assistant Registrar of Societies as a capable institution caring for itself.

**Church and Politics**

Perhaps one can ask a question of whether Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is involved with politics. By the way, should there politics be in the church? How has Africa Gospel Church been effective as a church in playing the role of being salt and light in the world? Certainly, politics are faced in the church, but the Church has some principles to help the congregations to deal with church and societal politics in Kenya. Politics: “Using, exhibiting, or

---
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proceeding study, structure, or affairs of government, politics, or the state. Having a definite or organized policy or structure of government. Typical of politics or resembling politics, political parties, or politicians.”

Politics is the process of balancing competing interests in a social system including any religious organization. The effort to continue the ethnic make-up of a church is what the composition of leadership reflects about politics. “Most churches are declining because they have forgotten what business they are in. Healthy churches focus on transforming people and society.” Church politics can outflow from competing biblical doctrines. The United Methodist church believes that the church has the moral imperative to act for the common good of all citizens. People of faith ought to have no political or spiritual zones where their participation can be denied. The founding leaders clearly understood their attempt to influence the formation and execution of public policy within the government of Kenya. This is often the most effective means available to other churches to keep before humanity in their society in order to serve the ends of justice and freedom for all people.

Through social action, the Africa Gospel Church has kept certain goals and methods and emphasized values in ways that foster the implementation of specific policies that promote goals that are in line with the gospel of Jesus Christ. The task of this church has been in no way in contradiction with the members’ commitment to a vital separation of Church and State. The integrity of both institutions is best served when both institutions do not try to control the other. With Kenya being a pluralistic society, the Church has not sought to use the authority of government to make the whole community conform to their particular moral codes. Rather, it has been seeking to enlarge and clarify the ethical grounds of public discourse and to identify and


define the foreseeable consequences of available choices of public policy. The Africa Gospel Church believes in social justice, mission, and outreach ministries. Taking an active stance in society is nothing new for the congregations.

The Africa Gospel Church and other religious groups in Kenya have the right to speak out on political and social issues. All the members are believed to be the rightful citizens and can intervene in matters concerning elections by choosing their leaders in a democratic manner. The leaders are perfect when it comes to abiding by the law and refrain from turning their congregations into a political machine. As far as faith and politics are concerned, the Africa Gospel Church also has been able to manage politics in a way that have not undermined the gospel. This has been possible due to the leaders’ way of practice of humility and self-distrust. “When God’s reign was not recognized, things began having dominion over man. If man is ever to live life as God meant it to be lived, God’s place of authority must be reestablished within the life of the individual.”293

Paul had to say this in II Timothy 2:24-26: “The servant of the Lord must not be quarrelsome, but rather gentle toward everyone; teachable, bearing slander without resentment, in humility instructing those who ‘oppose themselves,’ in the hope that God might give them repentance leading to knowledge of truth, and that they might escape the trap of the devil, after being captured by him to do his will.”294 Leaders always call upon the national or public leaders to have a passion for fairness and justice in their ways of treating the common man.
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Barriers to Healthy Church Growth

There are practical reasons why every church should do church planting in their part for good health and growth. The need for church planting is obvious in regions and communities where churches did not exist before. When the first leaders (elders) got the message of the Gospel of Christ, they immediately went forth and established a lot of sub-stations among the “Kipsigis” people of Kenya. The team of elders worked together and through their evangelistic efforts, they planted many churches. There are no statistical records showing how the church has been growing, but the reality behind it is that the church has processed well enough to set up many local churches. Churches were able to reach people groups which had not been reached with the gospel. The pastoral leadership strategies of the Africa Gospel Church has been remarkably effective in reaching and saturating villages, communities, mission fields, and several urban quarters. The new churches have proven to be necessary for long-term growth of the Church and discipleship of new believers. “The church, with all departments, has an overall potential for bringing out the best qualities in its congregation.”295

The most important strategy for reaching the community is the church planter’s goal. This owes to the big idea of discipleship. The whole body system of church has prospered much and became effective after applying a clear, simple, and memorable pathway of making disciples. “Pastors and lay leaders must see with eyes of faith to catch a glimpse of a bigger view of their church’s ministry.”296 What the first leaders learned from the first missionaries is the fact that God does not ask people to seek converts, but he simply asks them to do discipleship.


They understood discipleship as modeling and teaching Christians the precepts of the Bible. These include the Bible (word), prayer, doctrine, Christian living, and worship. Today, they are still to evangelize, though that is not their main goal and mission. They have been evangelizing and they have realized that it is the role of the Holy Spirit to bring people into an intimate relationship with God. This is definitely an act of divine intervention and grace.

Ever since the birth of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya, the leaders, pastors, staff and the general congregations have been effectively working together in accomplishing three main areas or principles of discipleship. The first principle is about relationship or mentoring as a process of making disciples. This was initially understood and undertaken as a means to build a network of people who are capable of building each other up in the faith through friendship and mentoring. A biblically practical example of relationship is the connection between Paul and Barabbas, later Paul and Timothy. The more experienced Christians took care of those who were young in faith and helped them to become better and more effective Christians for God’s glory. In this case Paul was highly educated and an experienced leader and Barnabas were not. Paul mentored him in love, friendship, knowledge, and experience. Their qualities of relationship were the keys for their spiritual growth. “There are so many needy people out there who want to be with you. They need a friend; they need counsel; they need someone to just give them a little attention; the need to participate vicariously in someone else’s success.”

Another important area of making disciples which was adopted by the Africa Gospel Church strategic pastoral leadership was teaching. This was a belief that the Church was called, as a church, to teach all Christians of all ages how to live a Christian life. They first taught the first converts on how to study the Bible, how to pray, and how to worship, and even on how to

teach others. “Church growth is like planted grass. If you stand on the seeded bed, the new green
shoots do not have a chance.”298

Lastly, the most important area as far as making disciples was concerned is service. All
believers were called to put their faith into practice in their daily lives. The act of service was
expressed in terms of projects and missions. Service was how they lived their new lives as the
first converts and the kind of character they modeled. This is not the idea of those days, but it is
what the Africa Gospel Church has lived on to the present time. Through these three principles
of making disciples, the Africa Gospel Church has realized tremendous healthy growth and
expansion.

Surely, coupled with discipleship making, the first missionaries to come to Kenya had a
God-sized vision to do the work of mission and impact the lives within communities by
evangelizing the indigenous people and planting churches. Their main agenda was mainly
centered on establishing their mission of education, medication, and preaching the gospel of
salvation. They had to position their stations and substations and set up programs which helped
their ministry with plans to break through growth church planting and growth barriers. The
young men and women who came as missionaries burning with the desire to initiate the work of
mission attracted individuals, families and communities and hence sustained a vibrant and
healthy church.

When the Africa Gospel Church was founded by the missionaries from the World Gospel
Mission, the first twelve elders helped the church to grow and become healthier in attendance,
finances, and infrastructure. This was one of the best attitudes they had in achieving their goal
for church growth and church planting. In no way has the church grown and expanded without
remarkable obstacles. There have been a lot of discouragements along the way of growth in
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terms of church splits, leadership failure, and financial, social, and economic setbacks. Most of the time this church has found large numbers of growing local and urban churches lacking the necessary infrastructure to sustain continued growth. Dr. Elmer Towns has a wider understanding about healthy church growth: “Whatever is alive will grow. And anytime growth takes place, barriers to growth will be present. Just as weeds will stop growth in a garden and germs or disease will hinder growth in the human body, so barriers go together like a sock on a foot; they must be studied together for understanding the growing church.”

Numerous leaders endowed with great potential had the appearance of being good leaders but they lacked one thing or two as far as effective pastoral leadership was concerned. It was not because they could not lead their congregations but to continue to grow as leaders and be successful in ministry. Success came about due to their partnership with Jesus Christ in the mission of growing the church. “When Jesus Christ set about growing his church, he started with a small core of people whom he nurtured as leaders. This nucleus of 12 was later expanded to 72 and, at Pentecost, grew to a group of 120. He adopts the same approach today, nurturing people for leadership who then continue this work of growing his church in active partnership with him.”

First of all, with a look at the quality of pastoral leadership, one would be likely to see some of the detriments or certain barriers that might have led the growth progress of the church to decline. Culture and cultural aspects or beliefs has been the most important barrier to the growth and expansion of the Africa Gospel Church. Kenya is made up 42 tribes each leading a different cultural way of living. It has not been easy for pastors and leaders to penetrate into

---


communities in which a different language is spoken and people are leading a unique way of living. So many large churches have not really had apparent influence in their communities simply because some tribes in Kenya do not get along with each other. Seriously speaking, lack of vision in the church is due to the lack of spiritual leadership. The church is not an exceptional church when it comes to dealing with the subject of having a vision for the church. There are many other churches which are filled with people who are trying to live lives and remain available for whatever God calls them to do, yet still they are not fruitful. “A call of God to the ministry does not mean that success is possible everywhere. Some churches and men are plain mismatches, not made in heaven” 301. They do not understand that bearing spiritual food is by taking spiritual vision into the whole process of growing healthy churches. The subject of vision was practical in the life of Jesus Christ. He had the ability to do anything. He could recognize where faith was present and where it was not. He knew when it was time to proceed publicly or retreat privately. True spiritual leadership is needed. The energies of the church must be harnessed to a clear vision of what the father has already set for it as the body of Christ.

Identifying and implementing the strategy for accomplishing the vision, of course, assumes a clear vision for the church has previously been established. The senior leadership team, though, is ultimately responsible for identifying the strategies that will be used to accomplish that vision. They fill the gap between vision and execution.

Keeping everyone aligned and focused on the vision, strategy, and execution priorities was much easier in the early days of a church plant. Because there are fewer people initially, church plants stay much focused out of necessity. As churches grow, though, the senior leadership team will have to work hard to keep everyone focused on the church’s overall vision.

---

and ministry strategy. As a side note, that means God may call someone in one’s church to launch a great ministry that is not a part of the church’s vision and strategy. It just means that may be their personal mission and not the church’s mission. When that happens, the individual should be encouraged, but the church’s mission should also be protected. More of this is needed.

Looking at the growth and expansion of the Africa Gospel Church, one may deem to conclude that it has been facing the problem of proselytization. This was the effort of the early missionaries to proselytize the indigenous and traditional peoples of Kenya. The idea of proselytization may bring either positive or negative impact to the church. Imagine a senior pastor in one of the fastest growing local churches. All of a sudden, the sheep begin disappearing one by one; someone else has induced them to convert to his or her own religious faith without the pastor’s knowledge. This breaks the heart of a shepherd who is after God’s own heart.

Just because someone has an office, role, title, or responsibility doesn’t mean that he or she is a leader. Leadership is an art, a skill, a craft, a gift; it must be developed. A leader must have the ability to inspire people to do more, be more, and go farther. If a leader lacks genuine followers or lacks what it takes to be a leader, they aren’t leading; they are simply going on a walk. “Creative leadership is an adventure.”

Leadership is the most commonly used word when it comes down to the success of an organization, product, group, or team. No matter how it is viewed, success all boils down to leadership. There are countless books about how to be a successful leader: *21 Laws of Leadership, How to Go from Good to Great*, and the list go on and on. People thrive on learning about leadership; the fact that John Maxwell has sold over 19 million books is a clear indication of such. There are many reasons that contribute to the success of a leader and just as many

reasons for why they fail. As much may be learned from failures and working around poor leadership as can be learned from successful leadership.

Space is the most fundamental barrier the church faces. Africa Gospel church leaders in urban churches or local churches which have permanent buildings love full rooms. The truth is that when a room reaches 70 percent of its seating capacity, it’s full. Some of these churches could hold a capacity of 120 people and they are full. It is therefore hard to create more space in the room or build a new sanctuary. People may stop inviting their friends because they perceived there is not enough more room. Some regular attendees may also stop coming because it was hard to find a seat.

Anyway, some have moved to bigger spaces and have realized growth again while others have started second services. Self-development is a critical issue among pastors and church leaders. Growing churches within the Africa Gospel Church are led by growing leaders. “The church is a living organism, the body of Christ; and it should grow in size, in effectiveness, in faithfulness, and in outreach.”303 However, a lot of them face the problem of lack of self-development. “Once the pastors select these people, the people will need to be equipped.”304 Others, though, have set up personal growth plan for themselves, focusing on leadership ability and spiritual maturity. Sure enough, when they started growing as individuals, their churches started growing again. Their sermons stopped staling; the congregation’s passion for ministry did not wane anymore. The staff started growing, the churches realized continuous growth. Personal development is essential not only for the pastors’ own health and balance, but also for the growth of their churches. Sharing is not the only problem that has faced the church for years. A lot of


families, communities, institutions, and organizations or churches can stop growing when they become inwardly focused. Some have maintained regular number of personnel or congregation due to lack of sharing. Some do not invite strangers into their circles or zones of influence.

The most important of these barriers is the manner in which the worship service is being conducted. Notice that the weekly worship service is the front door through which people are introduced to church. If not done correctly, it can become a big barrier. In other words, the worship service needs to be energized at all times for the sake of growth and maturity of church members.

**Strategies for Minimizing Church Growth Barriers**

The Africa Gospel Church leaders and pastors must realize that their existing local churches cannot grow from within. They have to create smaller units, new classes, new services, and many other things in order to invite new people to join and be part of the congregation. The church must decide if it really wants to grow. For a real growth to take place in the church, then the leadership team must seek for personal change. The church must decide if it really wants to grow. “Jealousy, threat, and competition with other churches will not be possible as the congregation understands the larger ministry that all of them are all about.”

Secondly, the role of the leaders and pastors must change. Change only occurs when leaders and pastors are willing to pay the price in order to realize that significant change.

Thirdly, the church leaders and all those who are involved with pastoral leadership in the Africa Gospel Church must learn new additional skills.

The fourth thing that Africa Gospel Church churches need to do in order to break through the growth barriers is that members must be mobilized for ministry. Just as the leadership must

---

be entrusted to pastors and staff, the ministry must be entrusted to the people in the church. That often requires a change in government surrounding the structure of the whole church.

**Summary**

The matter about church planting must begin with the definition of who the church planter is. There are a dozen instances of church planting and church planters recorded in the New Testament. Church planting was a day-to-day activity in the first-century Judea, Samaria, Asia Minor, or Europe. Paul is depicted as the church planter who did a lot of church planting in accordance with his role. During those days of Paul, church planting was part and parcel of the ministry of evangelism and pastoral care. Many of the apostles named in the New Testament were involved with church planting. “Several dimensions of apostolic ministry fit well with the tasks involved with church planting: pioneering, envisioning, and breaking new ground, team leadership, and cross-cultural missionary activity.”

Hence a clear explanation about who the church planter is as illustrated below.

Church planters need to know their strengths and weaknesses. This awareness of self is what the Africa Gospel Church leaders realized as a necessity and worthy for the sake of being sustained in the ministry. Some of them are still remembered today because of their creativity and flexibility in the ministry. A good number of them are blessed with the gift of perseverance as well as the spirit of team building. Ultimately, God is calling his servants to be church planters. “Does church planting positively affect the growth of the church? New churches have both a higher growth rate and a higher conversion growth rate.”

---


Church planting is a Biblical mandate which has simply been adopted by the Africa Gospel Church. It is significantly practiced and understood as essential to God’s purpose of salvation and the fulfillment of the Great Commission. “If the church is at the heart of God’s work, we need not be embarrassed about making it the heart of mission.” This is to say that the Great Commission entails church planting. The Africa Gospel Church is a church that was founded of the essentials of the Great Commission. It has really adhered to the command to baptize and the command to teach obedience to all that Christ commanded. Christ calls his followers to and sends them out to go and make disciples who will in turn obey him and all that he has said. Matthew 16:18 states the will of Christ regarding the church: “And I tell you that you are Peter, and on this rock I will build my church, and the gates of Hades will not overcome it.”

**Church Planting Strategies**

Now here are some of the effective pastoral leadership strategies useful for empowering church leaders in order to be able to leverage their gifts and indeed maximize the potential of the Africa Gospel Church. Leaders would have to agree on the vision and values. There are times when leaders are supposed to be set aside so that they can spend reasonable time in making decisions on how to run the church. “The motivation for planting a new church should be considered with extreme carefulness. A number of factors must be pondered, not the least of which is whether a call to church planting is evident.” The Bishop and other top leaders may
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need to clarify vision and values and steps to implement systems that would advance the church through the next steps toward a healthy church growth.

Seeking for unity in the church is quite as important as other factor for church planting and growth. The church leadership and management should try to avoid conflicts as much as possible. In a sense every leader must be held responsible for their ministry roles. Delegation of duties is recommendable. This is a situation as well as a tradition that the Africa Gospel Church leaders have maintained since the birth of the church whereby leaders are given ownership, and responsibilities. In addition every leader has been responsible and accountable for team building, setting up goals and direction, and in making sure that all church affairs are drained down to members for the sake of awareness.

The pastoral leadership is given a challenge to invest their time in the future rather than urgent needs, to catch the vision and hold onto it. It is also a matter of exploring open opportunities. Culture is changing, people, families, communities are changing, and so do the church. In the application of biblical role models as adaptable strategies one ought to rediscover Paul’s church planting strategies. “Whatever is effective is whatever works in a given situation. Effective leaders find and use the style that is best for considerable importance and will become more significant in the future.”

Making disciples was one of Paul’s strategic focuses. Paul was called to be a missionary but he did a lot of church planting in often location-based institutions to a greater extent than he did in making disciples. Planting churches was a natural outflow of what the call of Paul was - making disciples. The art of making disciples would bring a gathering in one place where of course churches were formed.
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The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership as well as other churches understands and needs to focus their attention on making disciples who will be used to build a local church for discipleship is the heart of mission. “We teach, or mentor, with Jesus’ authority, not our own.”312

Where disciples are being made, there must be a transformation of community people and their environment. “Identify emerging leaders, invest in them, give them kingdom responsibilities, and coach them into effectiveness.”313 In Acts 13-21 one reads that Paul and his co-workers established the first church planting movement and surely they demonstrated a church planting method that was cheap and flexible.

Paul put a lot of workers as church elders from among the local elders he had encountered (Ephesians 4:11-16). Paul was personally driven by the goal as he told the Galatians church that he was in the pains of childbirth until Christ in formed in the lives of people (Galatians 4:19). According to Paul, the spiritual gifts that God had given to individuals were for the purpose of perfecting other saints, the work of ministry, and edifying the body of Christ. He intended that all men should come in the unity of the faith, knowledge of the son of God, perfect man, and to the fullness Christ.

Paul had a message in all of his letters referring to the centrality of Christ, the cross, and the pure gospel which was the foundation on which the ministry was built. He challenged the church at the time and the church of today to keep the same message of the cross burning as indicated in I Corinthians 3:11: “And he is before all things, and by him all things consist. And he is the head of the body, the church: who is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead; that in


all things he might have the preeminence. For it pleased the Father that in him should all fullness
dwell.”314

While he was in the business of witnessing, making disciples, and planting churches, Paul
also had set up a personal pattern of doing ministry. This was a good example for other fellow
believers in Christ to follow in their endeavors of carrying the message of the cross beyond their
physical boundaries. “Disciplers love new people into the fellowship.”315 Paul was charged with
the awareness that every action he took was going to constitute a clear example to the new
converts and was willing to make sacrifices in order to accomplish it. In today’s church, the
pastor is expected to invest significant time preparing for a major message to the congregation
and non-believers as well. He spent time teaching people in the homes, and in small groups. The
secret of his success in ministry was that he believed God was alive and active in the affairs of
his people. “And when they had ordained them elders in every church, and had prayed with
fasting, they commended them to the Lord, on whom they believed” (Acts 14:23). “And now,
brethren, I commend you to God, and to the word of his grace, which is able to build you up, and
to give you an inheritance among all them which are sanctified” (Acts 20:32).316

In many organizations, there are one or more people who are responsible for managing
the welfare and performance of everyone within the organization. This is the work of overseeing
programs and setting up policies would affect everyone associated with the organization and it
can be referred to as personnel management or human resources management. The function of
personnel manager begins with staffing process focused on placing individuals with the right
skills in the right position within the organization. Financial management is a big issue to Africa
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Gospel Church pastoral leadership endeavors. The church should be strong enough in financial management in order to keep its ministries alive and growing. The pastoral leadership strategies ought to be effective in the creation of wealth for the church. The main purpose of the missionaries of the World Gospel Mission had the brightest idea of establishing indigenous churches which are self-propagating, self-supporting, and self-reliant. Financial management would involve financial planning. “If there is an activity that provides us with a glimpse of the heart of God, it is sending.”317 The management needs to ensure that enough funding is available at the right time to meet the needs of the congregation. The leadership lays more emphasis on the use of finances through its financial control system. However, many a church leader can find it difficult to talk about money. Pastors list many reasons why: they don’t want to offend people by talking about it too much; they are reluctant or uncomfortable because giving pays their salary; they know that people are struggling in bad financial times.

However, leadership is essential to fund the ministry of the church, not simply salaries. There is a pastoral responsibility to address an issue which touches people’s lives every single day; helping people grow in generosity is critical to their spiritual development. To live out God’s purpose as a church requires resources. “The church is eternally relevant; it is essential in God’s purpose. The church is a vital part of his creation.”318 To become reality, a vision needs not only energy and creativity, but also money. It should be kept in mind why people are being challenged to grow in financial stewardship. In thinking and speaking about giving, the vision should be kept in the forefront. People need a spiritual context for their financial lives. If money is spoken of more often, they can be helped to develop a way to think about their resources, apart


from funding the church budget. In today’s money-minded world, this is an essential part of pastoral ministry.

**The Price of Leadership**

Though the pastoral leadership strategies of the Africa Gospel Church have been exclusively effective, leadership, growth, and expansion has not been without cost. Leaders have paid tremendous costs in their effort to spread the message of salvation both within and without their communities. Citing the scripture in Luke 14:28-30, one can learn about some incredible advice that Jesus Christ gave concerning paying the cost to accomplish a goal. He said, “Suppose one of you wants to build a tower. Will he not first sit down and estimate the cost to see if he has enough money to complete it?”

No one wants to lay a foundation of his house and leaves it unfinished. Obviously neighbors and passersby will ridicule him. This illustration does not only apply to buildings and structures, but it also applies to the AGC evangelism strategy. “God calls and sends missionary-evangelists in and through the churches.”

The Africa Gospel Church has always been on the mission of winning souls for Christ. When one soul is won to Christ, pastors and leaders would embark on discipleship, assimilation, and membership processes when the individual is grounded in faith and matured in spirit. To accomplish this goal the founding fathers and leaders did suffer a lot of pain and costs. Most of them put themselves in positions to be stretched with the work of ministry without counting the cost in monetary form. They were personally willing to pay the cost of taking the gospel to wherever God had called them regardless of the cost. Ministry has grown stronger and wider despite financial and human costs. “Leadership is worth the risk because the goals extend beyond


material gain or personal advancement. By making the lives of people around you better, leadership provides meaning in life. It creates purpose.”321 The founding fathers of Africa Gospel Church were driven by a larger sense of purpose while using their gifts to help the church, families and communities thrive. The pastoral leadership of the church has remained as effective as possible due to the personal sacrifices made with a purpose. Christians are more likely to witness and invite if they have a vision of what people can become that goes deeper than accepting our beliefs, obeying our rules, or conforming to our styles.

Secondly, the Africa Gospel Church is where it is today because leaders and pastors persisted in spreading the gospel through emotional costs. Leading in the church was one of the most emotionally draining things they had to go through. Their hearts and motives were challenged by resistance from the native people. There were some places where evangelists were not welcomed. Instead, they were attacked and some were subjected to pain and suffering.

On most days, they felt overwhelmed and unworthy of their calling, but they were willing to pay the price of witnessing emotionally. The other cost that the Africa Gospel Church leaders had to pay was the physical cost. They were not lazy leaders and pastors. The idea is that those who had worked with missionaries knew that it was going to take them blood, sweat, and tears in order to be developed to their fullest leadership potential. Leaders like Bosuben were beaten by an area chief who never welcomed him to preach at a substation in his location. Mr. Bosuben insisted on going to the station regardless of threats and whippings he had received. The church could not be where it is today if it were not for other people to suffer and endure pain for its course. “Our commitment to God never assures us encouragement from any human source. The greater our vision, the more we may have to stand utterly without human support. Others have

done it before us. Men and women have dreamed great dreams and seen them come true despite obstacles and opposition.”

Most of the leaders were spiritually attacked in their lives. They experienced spiritual warfare due to cultural beliefs and African traditional regions. Some of them encountered a lot of temptations but they were willing to fight and pay the price as godly leaders. Let alone the above mentioned costs, these leaders also suffered personal cost. There is a personal cost when it comes to leadership. Personal cost will never cease to affect anybody even today’s church. When Jesus was in the garden undergoing much sufferings and pain he still fully surrendered to the Father and endured the pain unto the cross. The same leaders have really set a good example of caring for the church of Christ with costs. “Leadership arouses passion. The exercise and even the study of leadership stir feeling because leadership engages our values. Indeed, the term itself is value-laden. When we call for leadership in our organizations and politics, we call for something we prize.”

Galatians 6:9 is a promise which any church leaders should take to heart as leaders. They should not give up or throw away their witnessing tools. At times, the price is incredibly high but pastors and church leaders have been asked to pay the price that Christ himself had paid. His mission and assignment was much higher, and it brought him joy to fulfill it.

Healthy church growth and church planting come about as a result of all believers understanding the costs associated with the message of the cross. Most of the factors that have made the Africa Gospel Church to grow and extend beyond physical boundaries are not because leaders understood the joy that comes through paying the cost. Churches in the rural and urban


areas have experienced growth over the years because pastors and leaders have preached and lived a clear vision. “Church Growth may therefore be seen as a facilitator of the communication of the Spirit with a view to a more rapid and consistent increase in the numbers of new believers organized into churches or brought into existing churches by the application of systematic research, planning, and execution.”324 As such, the Africa Gospel Church leadership understood church growth as part and parcel of the ongoing effort to establish the indigenous churches with strong Christian faith where churches have not been planted.

Leaders and people knew where the church was supposed to be going. These leaders and those who have led the church in the last ten decades have been leaders with passion. Some have worked hard for years without any established salary. Not all pastors today are receiving any standardized monthly salary. Some are been blessed of God by surrendering unreserved services day and night. They are mostly dependent on God to bless and grow the church. By prayer and willingness to take risks they have accomplished a lot for the church. “While the Savior wants us to trust him to provide for our basic needs, he wants us also to plan our finances (Luke 14:28-30). He uses a combination of both our faith and planning in providing abundantly for us. In planning for their finances, churches should be aware of the various financial sources available to them.”325 Obedience to the Word of God and following the Great Commandment and the Great Commission is the key to leading, planting, and growing the church to a healthy status. Every believer and participant is called to fulfill the mission of reaching people for God with the message of the cross. “For Jesus, the church would be the nerve ends through which he could


touch all generations. It would be the continuing expression of his humanity, of his concern for all human beings, of his relationship to them.”

They should be like Jesus in serving others rather than expecting the church to be their servant all the time for service means taking up our cross and following Him.

CONCLUSION

This Thesis Project concludes with a flash-back into the roots of the Africa Gospel Churches which competently live today as an independent denomination. Its pastoral leadership owes a lot of gratitude to the World Gospel Mission (WGM), an interdenominational Christian holiness missionary agency sitting in Marion, Indiana, United States. This is an organization which has been aligned with the Wesleyan Holiness tradition of Protestantism for decades. The heart of this organization was the promotion of holiness and the proclamation of scriptural here and beyond. Several smaller denominations have decided to designate the WGM as their official agent for sending foreign missionaries to the fields. And this is how and why the effort of that sending agent gave birth to the Africa Gospel Church in 1932.

Africa Gospel Church has grown healthy and strong through her endeavors to being a self-supporting, self-governing and self-propagating church. It has remarkably grown and developed since the early 1970s. No doubt the pastoral leadership of this church has been blessed with wise, visionary and foresight men and women who have stood the odds and led the church by strengthening various arms of ministries and departments. Every one of them has been indebted with some key strategies for effective pastoral leadership of the entire denomination. A run-down of these strategies for effective pastoral leadership is as discussed below;

Mission is the backbone of the entire denomination. Hence the purposes of this church are simply to disciple and train its members to be active, committed, action oriented disciples of Christ as well as to spread the Gospel where Jesus is not well known. Most of all it is to encourage its members to live lives along the pattern of Jesus and to experience and express God's holiness in their daily lives. This is a church which believes that both Old and New
Testaments constitute the divinely inspired Word of God, inerrant in the originals, and the final authority for life and faith.

Jesus Christ did mission work. He is the sole model of faith and practice of missions that the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership if to effectively follow. Its strategic leadership goes by the words of Andy Stanley who in his book, “In The Next Generation, said; “The more you know about leadership, the faster you grow as a leader, and the farther you are able to go as a leader.” Jesus Christ understood what it means to be a human or to serve out in the field. Our Lord served and taught, just as He calls them to go to serve and teach. In this instance the Africa Gospel Church is commendable for carrying on the mission of Christ. The members, pastors and leaders have been proclaiming the Gospel message outside of their culture and physical boundaries. This is a common understanding of what fulfillment of the Great Commission would mean to them.

However, the church should not triumph in the sense that it is mission-oriented and has succeeded in sending out many local missionaries to the fields. This Thesis offers some suggestions on how to do mission effectively. It is missions to learn a foreign language and witness Jesus Christ to a people. The local churches should continue promoting the primary purpose of mission of reaching the world for Christ by increasing resources and personnel. There is need to develop a career path to missionary calling which may entail training and experience. Church leaders should invest more to reach the world based on the size of the mission budget. Fear of the imminent dangers in mission fields should not hold back the pastoral leadership from support and promoting missions.

**Evangelism and Outreaches** is also an effective pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church. This is the ultimate call of every Christian to be an evangelist. “To not witness is to sin
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because we know we ought to be doing it”\(^{328}\) (James 4:17). The local church members can’t rely upon their pastor or church to do it because they are the church. It is their call and their responsibility. They are ministers of reconciliation, and they will be judged for their faithfulness in that ministry. The ministry starts with a burden for seeing the lost come to Christ. If that doesn’t exist, they must pray for it to become a reality in their hearts.

The evangelist must have a testimony that gives him credibility before the unsaved. If he does not live as one revived, no one will care to listen, and the listeners will be kept from some of the light that could have come their way. The evangelist must be a person of prayer. He must be pleading with God for opportunities to share the gospel, and he must be interceding on behalf of particular souls. He knows that salvation cannot be manipulated, and he must put trust in God to release some of the captives of the devil and hence rendering this strategy as effective as possible. Above all, evangelists must know the message of the gospel. He knows that God is holy, that man is a sinner, and that Christ is the sacrifice for sin.

**Educational systems** have been most effective tool used by the Africa Gospel Church in assisting the learners to develop a personal relationship with God. “Christian education is a reverent attempt to discover the divinely ordained process by which individuals grow in Christ-likeness and to work with that process.”\(^{329}\) It is the manner of equipping the learners with knowledge, skills and attitudes on various ways of worshipping God. Through education systems the leadership has contributed a lot to the spiritual development of the members and individuals. In this regard the mission and the purpose which called the church to teach should continue in order to produce more servant leaders who may be effective in shaping and transforming people
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and communities in life-giving ways of faith. “The mission set itself to combat ignorance, illiteracy, and superstition through Christ-centered schools.” And so the mission of the Kenya Highlands Evangelical University, Kaboson Bible College, Theological Education by Extension, Department of Christian Religious Education should be improved and continued as; to advance the Kingdom of God and serve society through promotion of a Christo-centric education within the Wesleyan tradition by integrating faith with scholarship and inspiring servant leaders.

**Leadership structure** of the Africa Gospel Church as a denomination is pyramidal in nature and shape. “Everything rises and falls on leadership.” Pastoral leaders are always democratically chosen every year within the structure to take positions of leadership. These are leaders who are indeed godly servants who own and understand the vision of the church. From the high office of Bishop and his assistant, departmental, regional, area, district, and local church pastors are men and women who are heavenly called to stand in the gap.

For the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership to be more sound and effective, the entire leadership structure should be directly geared to arousing, more engaging and satisfying the needs and accomplishing the motives of its followers. All should be able to manage an environment of conflict, competition, and any intruding elements as they forge forward to mutually sharing a common vision. This includes but not limited to preparation, envisioning, initiating, assessing, and responding where duty calls. Prayer is the key to start the power engine of God that enables them to do his work. The entire pastoral leadership should re-emphasize the
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aspect and the role of servant leadership for a real successful leadership is rooted in the life of Jesus Christ, as; “He took a towel.”332 (John 13:2-5).

**Church planting** is another effective strategy for pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church. The current leaders need to look for more tremendous opportunity for growth both in the urban and rural communities. They should spend time analyzing the size and shape of such communities. “Most denominations had endorsed church planting as a legitimate component of their mission strategies.”333 Stuart Murray, Planting Churches in the 21st Century; A Guide for those who Want Fresh Perspectives and New Ideas for Creating Congregations: A Framework for Practitioners, (Scottdale, PA, 2010), 13. There are some realities that can block the development of strategies for the planting and growth of local churches. Such realities must be evaluated in each context and I suggest here a ministerial self-examination if they may be involved in a vision of Church Planting or growth of a local church.

Health is crucial to the life of the church, leaders, members, and communities. Tenwek Hospital, located in Bomet, Kenya, is a ministry of World Gospel Mission and Africa Gospel Church. The hospital, which started as a single-nurse dispensary in 1937, is now a 260-bed hospital and training center. In addition to being the area’s primary hospital, Tenwek serves as a referral hospital that receives patients from throughout the country. Every participant in the mission of Jesus Christ ought to be; physically, spiritually, emotionally, socially, relationally, mentally and academically so as to be able to grow a healthy church. Nobody can respond to locally felt needs of other people unless they are living healthy lives. With health and wellness idea in minds of pastoral leaders, everybody should seek to meet spiritual and physical needs through compassionate healthcare, spiritual ministry, and training for service. These needs are
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met through the skills of medical workers and the service of hospital chaplains, each of whom are available to visit and pray with patients and their families. They are also accomplished through these programs.

**Compassion and Stewardship.** Last but not least is the effective strategy of compassion and stewardship. The church should be able to provide answers to challenges faced by the country and the church. Today’s challenges are deeply rooted in poverty, unemployment and HIV/AIDS which require the effort of the entire church. Note that the growth of a local church is the natural byproduct of its spiritual health which is an intimate relationship to God.

Since the Africa Gospel Church belongs to Christ, He has a unique growth plan and purpose for each local church that makes up His body. Christ, not man, makes the local church grow. Man has a responsibility of caring for the church of Christ and keeps it healthy. Christ is still calling his children to labor in a number of overlooked fertile harvest fields: growth in corporate prayer and patience; growth in heartfelt, genuine worship, numbers, congregational diversity, discipleship, and empowerment and ministry partnerships.

Perhaps a clear conclusion of this material can be drawn by looking at what leadership really entails. In essence, leadership begins by examining the person individually as a leader. A person may seek to identify certain characteristics of personality or style that other leaders possess. One may call somebody in a certain position or status a leader. However, the most common assumption should be disregarded, that influencing others and acquiring followers depend primarily on leaders’ personalities, gifts, or abilities. It may sound appropriate to say leaders make decisions and get things done. The best way to explain it may be, “Leadership involves a person, group, or organization who shows the way in an area of life - whether in the
short or in the long-term - and in doing so, both influences and empowers enough people to bring about change in that area.”

Pastoral leadership is a central concern in any local church, community or organization. “As already noted, the issue of leadership influences attempt to understand the chains of command and lines of authority.” Paul’s concerns about the manner in which the church was conducting itself in an orderly way and the members were being cared for and guided. Jesus came that the church might adopt his way of leadership. The Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership was developed in a way as to be Christ-centered leadership. Jesus is but a role model for every church leadership. He is a perfect example of serving, following, facilitating, teaching, modeling, and envisioning. If the church of today wants to be strategically effective, then it should emulate the leadership of Jesus. “In evangelism today it is the general rule, not the exception, that workers consider the job done when the person says he trusts Christ for salvation.”

As a strategist, Jesus had a sense of destiny, promises and hope, as well as a global goal. He promoted kingdom values and taught about the kingdom yet to come. His vision for the church was real. He showed his strength of character through external power and inner authority. He had the power to fulfill the assignment from the Father.

Biblical Basis for developing Pastoral Leadership is directly linked to seven steps for Effective Leadership Development. Usually, quite a number of local churches are not well prepared to fill vacancies in their leadership roles. In fact, only a few of them or rather some of
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the urban churches have programs in place to immediately fill leadership positions. Developing effective leadership using a consistent talent management program at all levels across the Africa Gospel Church can return significant growth values. To identify, attract, fill, and retain corporate leadership talent, this church needs to focus on hiring strategies, employee development, and career and succession planning. Leadership development programs begin with alignment of leadership development to pastoral leadership strategy and follow any steps necessary to bring success in healthy growth and church planting. Such steps towards church growth should be focused on fulfilling the Great Commission of Jesus Christ. “We believe the next few decades could see an explosion of holistic ministry that will draw millions to personal faith in Jesus Christ, restore broken people to wholeness, and renew entire neighborhoods and societies.”

II Timothy 2:2 is about teamwork. Teamwork is important because it organizes ideas and skills from several sources and the general leadership into one. Leaders as well as pastors have achieved greater things faster and more efficiently through the process of teamwork. Delegation of duties is another characteristic of church’s pastoral leadership strategy. This refers to a contract by which the leadership of the church agrees to pass on some of their duties to their juniors. “God calls us to generous giving, cheerful giving, giving that flows abundantly and richly out of one’s heart and soul. It is to help you and other people grow forward the spirit of generosity.”

As this piece of material winds down to its finish line, it is not regretttable to mention the need to re-examine the vision, core values, planning, and purpose of the Africa Gospel Church. The pioneering missionaries left the whole denomination in the strong hands of the indigenous


leadership. These leaders have been able to let the candle burn for decades. A flashback into their times of need in the past are long gone. Each of them has taken individual, family, community or corporate responsibility in making sure that the church prospers and grows healthy for the sake of the Gospel of Christ.

The strategic pastoral leadership of Africa Gospel Church has been effective so far in regard to good leadership. It looks like most of them who are steering the church forward right now and their predecessors possess good leadership qualities. For decades, the whole congregation has enjoyed the leadership of men and women with a vision. These are leaders who knew where they were supposed to go and how they could motivate others to believe in the same vision. They were and are still men of great wisdom. They are the servants of the Lord who can be strategic, wise and perceptive.

Among the leaders are those who are more passionate people than others who may be serving in another location or denomination. Keenly they are intensely obsessed with what they are focused on. Good leaders also have compassion for their supporters who are mainly pastors and staff in their local church. While these leaders have great goals to accomplish, they have been effective in offering consistent care for individual and families.

Last but not least, the Africa Gospel Church pastoral leadership is effective because of the good leaders who have always been very captivating. They are great communicators - people who are very comfortable with public speaking and in inspiring others who are in the ministry and service of Jesus Christ. They have learned to be persistent and determined in attaining their goals. They also have integrity and people have found them reliable, and as such are dedicated to them. More so, they are disciplined servants of the Lord. “The development of members as
informed and effective workers and leaders may be a determining motivation for a participative approach to particular situations, since people learn and grow through involvement.”

The Africa Gospel Church has existed for over seven decades because of Christ who has done so much to preserve it for his glory and the production of his work. He was, he is and will always be the force or power behind the healthy growth and prosperity of the Africa Gospel Church. The church exists for today’s generation in order for new believers to be in Christ, to be his people, his hands, and feet. The church of today started with the story of Abraham and continues to the unknown future. The covenant of Abraham represents one of the main themes of the Bible. That God has filled and blessed the entire Africa Gospel Church with believers who are called to share the message of the cross as a primary purpose for its existence. Leaders as well as pastors believe that they have been blessed so as to be a blessing to others. This church was born and has continued to live by the people God chose and the response they have learned to give. Jeremiah 31:31-34 states, “I will be your God and you will be my people.” This is the relationship to which God calls his people - first to himself and then to others. God is our God and all are called to be his people. That is the backbone of the Africa Gospel Church effective pastoral leadership strategies.


APPENDIX A

List of Moderators/Bishops since 1961

List of Moderators/Bishops since 1961

1. 1961-1964. Bishop: A
2. 1964-1968 Bishop: B
3. 1969 Bishop: C
4. 1995-2011 Bishop: D
5. 2011- Bishop: E
Current AGC Local Missionaries and their Locations

The role of the World Gospel Mission was three-in-one. Their over urging needs was the spread of the gospel following the Great Commission of Jesus Christ of taking the gospel the ends of the earth. So they came to Africa with the purpose of establishing churches. First they found settlements, loved the indigenous people and gave them the message of the gospel. From there they went ahead and started establishing churches in several substations. Churches, schools and hospitals were three major landmarks initiated by the early missionaries. The local missionaries were trained and sent to different parts of the country with one mission’s goal of serving the Lord within a monoculture and cross cultural missions. Today, there are quite a number of the local missionaries of the Africa Gospel Church who are serving in different localities both across the country and outside Kenya. They are doing an incredible ministry.
APPENDIX C

LOCAL CHURCH IS A BODY OF BELIEVERS

The book of Ephesians 1:22-23, Colossians 1:18 simply describe the church as one body of believers in Jesus Christ. It is both an organization as well as an organism (Ephesians 4:16, Colossians 2:20). The local church is the focal point of God’s plan for displaying his glory to the nations, reflecting the character of God. These are some of the special marks of a healthy church which may include prayer and fellowship. Relationship is the most unifying factor in the local churches of the Africa Gospel Church. This renders believers as indispensable and indestructible. When it comes to the standards of a local church, members are categorized as council of elders performing church ordinances. Within the body of believers are pastors and leaders who perform other functions as; preaching which expounds what Scripture says in a particular passage, carefully explaining its meaning and applying it to the congregation. Africa Gospel Church is commitment to hearing God’s Word and to recovering the centrality of it in our worship.

One other standard of a local church is the system of government and doctrine. This involves the manner in which resources are utilized to benefit the body of Christ as head of the church. The Holy Spirit guides the church through the elders and aides them in fulfilling the following responsibilities;

Teaching-Paul charges Titus to teach what is in accord with sound doctrine (Titus 2:1). The entire pastoral leadership is effective in emulation Paul by being concerned about teaching and commitment to Biblical theology-knowledge of a Biblical God. The gospel is the heart of the Africa Gospel Church which has painted an image of a healthy church. It is the good news that has converted many people to Christ through evangelism. The body of believers of Africa Gospel Church presents the gospel openly and leaves the converting to God.
The membership of Africa Gospel Church should reflect a living commitment to a local church in attendance, giving, prayer and service; otherwise it is meaningless, worthless to exist as a church without performing such services. Church discipline gives parameters to church membership. Each local church actually has a biblical responsibility to judge the life and teaching of its leaders and even of its members. Every member is up to promoting Christian Discipleship and Growth- not simply with growing numbers, but with growing members under a strong pastoral leadership.
Even though each leader or pastor has a different way of running the church, my study and research indicates that they’re following the same process of growth that is relevant in their own local communities and culture. The strategic pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church has been effective for decades. The church has grown since its establishment to date in terms of numbers, size and spirituality. These random survey questions sum up the reasons for effective pastoral leadership and spiritual FACTORS for healthy church growth and church planting processes within the AGC.

In the process of building the church of Christ, the survey questions cover areas such as; leadership and Administration, Mission, Evangelism and Discipleship, Education, Spirituality, and membership. The survey consists of 35 questions to be answered by 10 or more church leaders, pastors, and members who are active in ministry. One is supposed to take a careful look at the various ministries and departments, growth and the entire pastoral leadership strategies of the AGC and focus on what is distinctive and unique about the future church planting strategies of the church.

The questions are structured to involve; True or, False, Yes or No, and explain.

The following questions are true or false.

1. Leadership is a challenge to the current leaders and pastors of the Africa Gospel Church, Kenya.
2. Discipleship and training of the Africa Gospel Church leaders, pastors and members is one of the main purposes of the church.

   a) True          b) False

3. The mission of AGC is to spread the Gospel where Jesus is not well known and to encourage the members to live lives along the pattern of Jesus.

   a) True          b) False

4. All the leaders, pastors, or members of the Africa Gospel Church, want the church to grow and to be spiritually healthy.

   a) True          b) False

5. All the members of the Africa Gospel Church do not have a heart to spread the gospel.

   a) True          b) False

6. Mission, vision, and goal are some of the leadership characteristics of the Africa Gospel Church leaders and pastors.

   a) True          b) False

7. The Christian leadership of the Africa Gospel Church is the same model as the secular model of leadership.

   a) True          b) False

8. The Africa Gospel Church leadership is not restricted to within the church walls only, but it is equally effective in the communities as well.

   a) True          b) False

9. The Africa World Gospel Church and the World Gospel Mission have been great partners since the beginning of their mission in Kenya.
10. World Gospel Mission has ministered with the Africa Gospel Church for decades through preaching, teaching, and healing ministries.
   a) True b) False

11. The AGC pastoral leadership is not restricted to within the church walls only, but it is equally effective in the communities.
   a) True b) False

12. Some of the AGC members are called to experience and express God's holiness in their daily lives and not to put their faith into action in practical ways in their society, being salt and light.
   a) True b) False

13. God does not want the local churches of the Africa Gospel Church to grow in numbers.
   a) True b) False

14. Leaders and pastors throughout the AGC as a denomination are not supposed to address pressing social ills with the positive message of faith in Christ.
   a) True b) False

15. Kenya Highlands Evangelical University was established with a purpose of advancing the kingdom of God. Which one of the following is not the purpose of this University?
   a) To offer holistic education
       b) To train men and women who are called to be leaders and pastors
       c) Not to inspire servant leaders
       d) To serve the society through promotion of a Christo-centric education
16. How is the pastoral leadership of the AGC intentionally planting churches? Select all that apply.:
   a) Sending out church planters   b) Training planters   c) Funding planters

17. Which one of the following four items is not the mission of the Africa Gospel Church?
   a) Education   b) Excommunication   c) Evangelism   d) Edification

18. Church growth and expansion has been possible due to financial support from the following sources. Which one is not a valid source of financial support to the church?
   a) All the AGC local churches
   b) National and International Partners
   c) The Government of Kenya
   d) Income generating projects

19. The Africa Gospel Church has sustained a healthy church growth and expansion for decades because of its strong ministries. Which one is not one of the ministries of the church?
   a) Education   b) Evangelism   c) Building churches   d) Proselytization

20. Which of the following leadership styles is not practiced by the AGC leaders and pastors?
   a) Engaging   b) Autocratic/authoritarian
   c) Participative or democratic   d) Task-oriented and relationship-oriented

21. Which one of the statements listed below is not one of what the Africa Gospel Church believes in?
   a) That man did not fall into sin through his acts of disobedience
b) Both the Old and the New Testaments constitute the divinely inspired word of God

b) That there is only one God who eternally exists.

c) That the church is the body of the Lord Jesus Christ.

22. The World Gospel Mission sent missionaries to Kenya in the late 1800s to;

a) Establish Churches  
b) Exploit its natural resources  
c) Educate the locals  
d) Provide medical services.

23. The local churches play a large role in AGC’s ability to continually grow and transform in three of the following ways. Which one is not part of their role?

a) Many local Christians work with AGC  
b) Sending other members to other denominations  
c) Lending their skills and support in various ministries  
d) Provide a large amount of financial support for AGC and mission work.

24. Which one of the following is not the reason why the AGC should have a strategic leadership? A strategic leadership involves;

a) The task of planning strategies, wisely choosing the right path, and making valuable changes  
b) Establishing the relationships, training, trusting and empowering others for ministry.  
c) Encouraging and guiding followers in the accomplishment of the team goals.  
d) Strategic leadership does not deal with vision.

25. Some of the reasons for church planting by the Africa Gospel Church are listed below. Which one is not?
a) There are many unreached people within the local communities.

b) New churches reach lost people better than any other form of evangelism.

c) Old churches do not need new members.

d) The older the churches grow, the lesser evangelistic they become.

26. List at least four characteristics of the Africa Gospel Church’s top leadership?

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

27. Provide some of the reasons why the pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church should continue to plant 100 more churches within the next ten years.

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

28. In your own opinion do you think the leadership team of the AGC is making the right decisions towards achieving a healthy growth of the church?

If so, briefly explain in your own terms.

_____________________________________

29. An effective strategy is necessary to see your ministry direction (mission and vision) become a reality. If you believe this to be true, provide supportive facts.

_____________________________________

30. If the AGC is a mission-oriented organization by teaching and practice, is it also reaching other communities across the tribal and cultural boundaries? If yes, give examples.

_____________________________________

31. The Africa Gospel Church is one of the fastest growing denominations in Kenya.

Rate this statement as;
32. The congregations of the Africa Gospel Church believe that the new leadership is stronger than the old one because most of the leaders are young and highly educated.

   a) Strongly disagree   b) Disagree         c) Agree            d) Strongly agree

33. The pastoral leadership of the Africa Gospel Church is effective because of the strong heads of departments such as; education, evangelism, missions, medical, compassion, men and women, youth, etc.

   a) Strongly disagree   b) Disagree         c) Agree            d) Strongly agree

34. The missionaries came to establish a church organization in Africa as a self-evangelizing and, self-evangelizing, self-supporting entity.

   a) Strongly disagree   b) Disagree         c) Agree            d) Strong agree

35. The AGC leaders are really focusing their time, money, leadership, prayer, and knowledge behind the things that will produce life change and community impact.

   a) Strongly disagree   b) Disagree         c) Agree            d) Strongly agree

Thank you so much for your participation in answering these questions. Your answers shall be kept as confidential as possible and will be used only for the purpose of fulfilling the requirements of this research. If you have any comments about this questionnaire, you are free to write them down on the space provided below:
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